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ABSTRACT 

Amy Beach, also known as Mrs. H.H.A. Beach (1867-1944), 

was highly regarded and acclaimed in her own time as 

America's first female composer of repute. Her works fell 

into relative anonymity following her death. The atmosphere 

of interest in women's rights and achievements in our own 

time has occasioned a resurrection of Amy Beach's works. 

She is considered today to be one of America's finest 

composers. Studies and performances have been done of some 

of her large instrumental works, her piano and vocal solo 

works, and chamber works, but her fairly large output of 

choral works has not been studied. 

This dissertation is the first comprehensive study of 

Amy Beach's choral works. It summarizes the best available 

knowledge concerning her life and work and articulates the 

importance and position of her choral works in relation to 

her other compositional activity. It also places her choral 

works in the historical context of 20th century American 

choral music. 

Through a general survey and a detailed analysis of 

specific works, this study summarizes Amy Beach's choice of 

forms, texts, harmony, melody, and texture, in order to 

ascertain a general style and show style development. The 
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dissertation also explores the suitability of Amy Beach's 

choral music for today's professional, college, community, 

and high school groups in relation to {1) relevancy of text 

and harmonic style to the times, and (2) difficulty factors. 

A listing of works, publisher or location information, and a 

discography is included. 

Vll 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been a renewed interest by musicologists of 

late in the works of American composers and in the lives and 

works of female composers who, unfortunately, have been 

ignored until recently. Amy Marcy Cheney Beach qualifies as 

a subject in both areas. She lived and worked in New 

England and was regarded during her lifetime as an 

outstanding composer. Recent research has underscored that 

opinion and as an important American composer her works 

should be studied and performed. Her life and works have 

been researched and catalogued, and her piano works, songs 

and orchestral works either remain in the repertory or have 

been the subject of recent articles, concert revivals, and 

extensive study. However, the substantial and important 

choral output has been generally neglected in studies and 

performance. 

Beach's choral compositions include a complete Mass, 

several cantatas, both sacred and secular, many smaller 

choral pieces for various combinations of voices, and much 

church music. The Mass was highly praised by critics and 

several of the cantatas were popular and performed often 

during Beach's life. Her church music composition, which 



spans her creative lifetime, was an especially important 

part of her compositional activity and has been one of the 

most enduring and timeless aspects of her work. Though a 

few pieces of the church music remain in the church music 

repertory, it has been somewhat overlooked in studies and 

reviews, probably due to the preoccupation of scholars with 

the larger works, which received more public attention. In 

view of the importance of Beach's choral music in terms of 

popularity and critical review during her lifetime, a study 

and reappraisal of her choral work should be undertaken. 

This is the first comprehensive study of the choral 

works of Amy Beach. The methodology will be first to gather 

and summarize the best available research concerning Amy 

Beach's life and work, seeking to more clearly articulate 

the importance and position of her choral works in relation 

to her other compositional activity, as well as place her 

works in the historical context of Twentieth Century 

American choral music. 

In order to complete this study, as much printed music 

and manuscripts as possible have been gathered from the 

repositories in which Beach's choral music is held, the 

University of New Hampshire, the Library of Congress in 

Washington, D.C, the New York Public Library, and various 

publishers. Examination of the works shows not only a 

change in style over Beach's lifetime, but also that this 



change in style occurs at different points within a genre 

breakdown. Therefore, the study is organized by genre--

Large-form sacred works. Large-form secular works. Part-

songs and Church music. Within this breakdown, the study 

proceeds first with a general survey of all of her works in 

order to summarize Beach's choice of forms, texts, harmony, 

melody, texture, and ascertain general style. Then, a more 

detailed analysis of specific works chosen as 

representatives of particular genre and periods is included 

in order to ascertain and describe style development. 

Finally, comments are made concerning the suitability 

of Beach's choral music for choral organizations of today in 

relation to relevancy of text and harmonic style to the 

times, difficulty factors, availability, and forces 

involved. 

A listing of Beach's choral music is included, giving 

the title of the work, opus number, original publisher, 

composition or publication date, voicing, accompaniment, 

current publisher, if applicable, and difficulty assessment 

for many works. A short discography is also included. 



CHAPTER I I 

BIOGRAPHY 

Amy M a r c e y Cheney was b o r n T h u r s d a y , S e p t e m b e r 5 , 1 8 6 7 , 

i n West H e n n i k e r , New H a m p s h i r e , i n t o a f a m i l y whose r o o t s 

p a r t a k e d e e p l y of t h e h i s t o r i c a l and c u l t u r a l h e r i t a g e of 

New E n g l a n d . Her f a t h e r , C h a r l e s A b b o t t C h e n e y , was a p a p e r 

m a n u f a c t u r e r and i m p o r t e r . A h i g h l y i n t e l l i g e n t and w e l l -

e d u c a t e d man, he m a i n t a i n e d a l i f e l o n g i n t e r e s t i n 

m a t h e m a t i c s . He r m o t h e r , C l a r a Imogene Marcy C h e n e y , 

d e s c e n d e d from a l o n g l i n e of p o l i t i c i a n s i n c l u d i n g a U . S . 

s e n a t o r . G o v e r n o r of New Y o r k , S e c r e t a r y of S t a t e and 

S e c r e t a r y of War. Mrs . C h e n e y ' s f a m i l y a l s o i n c l u d e d w e l l -

known m u s i c i a n s and s h e was a t a l e n t e d p i a n i s t and s i n g e r 

h e r s e l f . T h u s , Beach was s u r r o u n d e d from b i r t h by w e a l t h 

and s t a t u s r e s u l t i n g from h e r f a m i l y ' s s o c i a l p o s i t i o n . 

And b e c a u s e h e r f a m i l y i n t e r a c t e d w i t h a c i r c l e t h a t 

i n c l u d e d H a r v a r d f a c u l t y member s , w r i t e r s , a r t i s t s , 

m u s i c i a n s a n d p a t r o n s of m u s i c , s h e a l s o had many c u l t u r a l 

2 
a d v a n t a g e s . 

A more d e t a i l e d account of Amy Beach's ances t ry may be found in 
Nyrna G. Eden, Fn^rgv anH I n d i v i d u a l i t y in the Art of Anna Huntington. 
S ru ln to r and Amv Rpanh. Composer (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press , I n c . , 
1987), 34-36. 

Adrienne Fried Block, "Why Amy Beach Succeeded as a Composer: 
The Early Years , " Hnrrpnt Musicologv 36 (1983), 41-59. 



Little Amy Beach was a prodigy. At the age of one year 

she was able quite easily to sing and memorize short, easy 

songs (up to 40), always remembering the exact form and key 

of the first hearing. She had absolute pitch, recited the 

alphabet by the age of 17 months and played the piano, 

writing two compositions at the age of four years. One of 

the many delightful anecdotes told about Beach's childhood 

indicates how carefully this precocity was acknowledged and 

guided by Mrs, Cheney through Beach's early years. While 

visiting her grandfather's farm in Maine where there was no 

piano, she mentally composed four waltzes which she played 

for her mother upon returning home. While Mrs. Cheney was 

aware of how exceptional this was for such a young girl, she 

did not overly praise her daughter. In an interview for 

Musical America. Beach later recalled: 

No more was made of the improvisations than there would 
have been had I exhibited a paper doll of my own 
cutting. I learned afterward from my mother herself, 
and her friends, that it was a part of her theory of 
education not to discuss before me my precocity; no one 
was permitted to make my accomplishments appear to me 
anything out of the expected, or normal. 

Beach began formal piano study, an activity which was 

considered to be a proper pursuit for a young woman of her 

social standing, at the age of six with her mother and made 

her first public appearance at the piano at age seven 

M̂usical America. 8 August 1914, Contained in the Amy Beach 
Clipping File, New York Public Library at Lincoln Center, referred to 
hereafter as NYPL Clipping File, as quoted in Eden, 37 



playing standard repertory pieces, with one of her own 

compositions as an encore. 

The Cheneys, well aware of their daughter's musical and 

intellectual talents and also taking into account Amy's very 

sensitive and emotional nature, were careful not to exploit 

her abilities but nurtured them within the home environment. 

When the family moved to Boston in 1875, they enrolled her 

in a Boston private school where she enjoyed the subjects of 

math and philosophy and became quite fluent in German and 

French. From 1876-1882 she studied piano with Ernst Perabo, 

a well-known concert pianist, and then with Carl Baermann, a 

student of Franz Liszt. Her excellent ear and ability to 

concentrate were described to Myrna Eden by the late Walter 

Jenkins, Professor of Music at Tulane University and a 

longtime friend of Beach. 

She would take a book to the piano and do all sorts of 
technical exercises by the hour and all the while be 
reading the book. She learned foreign languages in the 
same way, while practicing, and she knew exactly what 
she was reading. She realized that technical studies 
at the piano were like calisthenics involving only 
physical coordination, so that her mind was free to 
ponder other things. 

Letter from Mrs. Cheney to Cousin Anna dated 27 April 1898 
contained in the Amy Beach Correspondence Collection, Special 
Collections, University of New Hampshire Library, Durham, NH, hereafter 
referred to as AMB-UNH, as quoted in Block, "Why Amy Beach Succeeded as 
a Composer: The Early Years," 42. 

Wrrill, Lindsey H. , Mrs. H.H.A. Beach: Her Life and Musin. 
(Ph.D. diss.. University of Rochester, 1963), 4. 

%den, 39. 



Amy's only formal theoretical training was one year of 

harmony with Junius Hill, a professor at Wellesley College. 

The enterprising young lady continued her theoretical 

preparation on her own, studying counterpoint, fugue, form 

and orchestration by making translations of Gavaert and 

Berlioz treatises. As an aid to her study she took 

advantage of an invitation by Wilhelm Gericke, director of 

the Boston Symphony, to attend all of his rehearsals in 

order to learn as much as possible by studying musical 

sounds and comparing them with written scores. She 

analyzed all of the best works performed by the Boston 

Symphony Orchestra before, during and after their 

performances often taking a score which she had written 

from memory to a concert to check herself. Her parents were 

advised by several outstanding musicians that it would be 

advantageous for Amy to continue study in Europe. However, 

though this was the usual path for American musicians, the 

Cheneys decided to keep her in the States, and although her 

teachers had all been educated in Germany, she became one of 

the first American composers to be completely trained in 

America. 

Wlter Jenkins, The Remarkable Mrs. Beach. American ComnoRPrT ed. 
John H. Baron (Warren, MI: Harmonie Park Press, 1994), 13. 

*Block, "Why Amy Beach Succeeded as a Composer," 43. 
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Amy's early performance career began with her debut as 

a concert pianist at the age of sixteen in the old Music 

Hall in Boston in 1883. The success of this performance 

resulted in further opportunities for the young prodigy. 

Subsequent performances in 1884 with the Theodore Thomas 

Orchestra and 1885 with the Boston Symphony Orchestra under 

Wilhelm Gericke were the first of many in her successful 

career. Her technical and musical skills were highly 

praised by critics following her performance with the Boston 

Symphony Orchestra on March 28, 1865: 

Where in this country could there be found a pianist 
capable of performing Chopin's great F minor Concerto, 
Opus 21, better than Miss Amy Marcy Cheney, who played 
it at the last of the present series of symphony 
concerts on Saturday evening, except her master and 
counselor. Professor Baermann? She is still but a 
girl, not yet entered even into young womanhood, and it 
would be foolish to pretend that there are not artists 
who can surpass her in some elements of force and fire, 
of dash or of endurance; but there is none, so far as 
we know, who can unite so many of the requisites for a 
true rendering of the best literature of the piano. 
Within even a few months her technique has acquired 
that inexplicable something which distinguishes the 
artist from the accomplished amateur... For tenderness 
of mood, never sinking into the vagueness of rhapsody, 
and never chilled by too precise statement, the 
larghetto was preeminent, and ought to be memorable as 
a standard of comparison hereafter. 

Throughout her lifetime. Amy Beach was recognized as a 

skilled pianist. 

B̂oston Daily Advertiser. 31 March 1885, as quoted in Jenkins, 12-
13. 



During the years of her adolescence and early married 

life while her concert career was beginning. Beach became 

quite a devoted fan and supporter of many of the burgeoning 

American choral societies. She was also a very religious 

woman and closely connected to the church. Though, 

according to Walter Jenkins,^^ Beach did not affiliate 

officially with a particular church until after the death of 

her husband, she had been nurtured by regular attendance at 

church and Sunday School in her youth, and her spiritual 

growth was further influenced by the sermons and writings of 

Phillips Brooks, who was rector of Trinity Church in Boston 

from 1869-1891. Brooks was an important figure in the 

religious movement and thought that was stirring within 

Protestantism at the time Amy lived in Boston and attended 

the church. It is reported that she and Brooks "had 

frequent discussions concerning the topics of his sermons." 

This early and enduring interest in and association with 

regional choral societies and the Church no doubt influenced 

the fact that a large volume of her compositional output is 

choral music, much of which is sacred and intended for use 

in the worship service. Beach's church music in particular 

has been one of the most enduring and timeless aspects of 

Jenkins, 68 

^Wn, 41 
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her work. Beach herself enjoyed her church music 

composition perhaps most of all, saying at one time: 

I think my church music appeals to me more than 
anything I have done. I have written the anthems and 
oratorios and a whole Episcopal service with great joy, 
and they have become a part of me more than anything I 
have done, I am sure. 

That her interaction with Brooks during an early, 

impressionable stage of her life and her friendships with 

many clergymen influenced her spiritual outlook and 

consequently the spiritual tenor of her church music is 

apparent from the texts she chose and the care with which 

she set them. 

The Cheney family considered marriage, social position 

and financial security more important for a woman than a 

career. According to Professor Walter Jenkins, in an 

interview with Myrna Eden, Mrs. Cheney was instrumental in 

choosing her daughter's future husband. At one time during 

her youth. Amy was taken to see Dr. Henry Harris Aubrey 

Beach because of a sprained finger. Dr. Beach was an 

eminent Boston physician and surgeon on the staff of the 

Harvard Medical School and the Massachusetts General 

Hospital and a fine amateur musician who traveled in very 

important art circles. From that time on he took a strong 

% . McCann, 1932, Clipping file in Music Division, New York 
Public Library at Lincoln Center, hereafter referred to as NYPL Clipping 
File, as quoted in Eden, 41. 

%den, 42. 
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interest in the young lady's musical interests and talent. 

After her 18th birthday, in December of 1885, Amy was 

married to Dr. Beach, who was a few months older than her 

father. 

This union influenced Beach's life and career in 

several ways. Being married to a prosperous and influential 

physician allowed Amy time for practice and composition. 

Dr. Beach provided her with ample staff to run the household 

and protected her from everyday worries. It has been 

thought that after her marriage. Beach no longer performed 

publicly to any great extent and then only for charitable 

functions. Research by Jeanell Wise Brown proves otherwise. 

In her recently published dissertation, Amv Beach and Her 

Chamber Music. Brown reports: 

Numerous contemporary newspapers, magazines and 
reference articles have stated that Amy was barred from 
public performing by her husband, and that she only 
performed benefit concerts on rare occasions. A study 
of Beach memorabilia is to the contrary. 

Brown's study of recital and concert programs shows 

that Amy did continue to perform frequently. She often 

learned three or four new programs per year which usually 

contained standard repertoire, works by her New England 

colleagues, and her own compositions. Further, Beach did 

not confine her performances to events organized by 

^̂ Jeanell Wise Brown, Amv Beach and Her Chamber Music: Biogranhv, 
Dnriimentfi. Stvle (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1994), 35. 
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charitable agencies. She performed with the Boston Symphony 

and the Theodore Thomas Orchestra several times up to 1905. 

She also performed in many chamber music concerts and in 

numerous solo and vocal recitals in the Boston area. It is 

possible that Beach's own words concerning her relationship 

with Dr. Beach may have been fuel for this belief that he 

asked her to refrain from public performance. 

Dr. Beach was "old-fashioned" and believed that the 
husband should support his wife. But he did not want 
me to drop my music, in fact, urged me to keep on, with 
the stipulation that any fees I received should go to 
charity. So hospitals, charities, institutions and 
similar organizations all were the recipients. I was 
happy and Dr. Beach was content. 

Professor Jenkins also relates that Dr. Beach did not 

forbid his wife to continue public performance but felt she 

was a gifted composer and encouraged her to concentrate on 

this aspect of her musical life more completely. Amy 

herself reported: 

... when Dr. Beach and I were married, he felt that my 
future lay in composition, and very often he and I 
would discuss works as I was preparing them. He might 
differ as to certain expressions...And Dr. Beach would 
be very impartial and hard-boiled. 

The Beach marriage, then, provided time for Amy to continue 

practice and performance but also turned her to more 

specific concentration in composition. Beach's most 

*̂"H.A.S.","At 74, Mrs. Beach Recalls Her First Critics." 
Unreferenced article in NYPL Clipping File, as quoted in Brown, 32. 

^̂ Mnsinal Courier. 15 May 1931, NYPL Clipping File, as quoted in 
Eden, 44. 
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prolific compositional activity occurred during her 25 years 

of marriage. She completed and published many songs, piano 

compositions and most of her important, large-form works. 

Several larger secular choral cantatas and a few church 

anthems were also published and performed. 

Dr. Beach also provided an environment conducive to 

inspiration and "used the prestige of his position to 

advance her musical opportunities by arranging for her to 

meet visiting musical celebrities." Among Dr. Beach's 

friends, acquaintances and patients were such people as Dr. 

Oliver Wendell Holmes and other famous members of the 

artistic community, including Theodore Thomas, one of 

America's foremost conductors and champions of orchestral 

music during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Beach 

performed many times under his direction, and he also 

performed several of her compositions. Through contact with 

people of such stature. Beach was afforded opportunity to 

interact with the finest artistic minds in Boston, indeed 

the Northeast. Dr. Beach also constantly monitored her 

reviews. Walter Jenkins commented: 

If he liked them, she saw them, and if not, she 
never saw them.. She accepted the reviews that 
came to her through her husband, ...He was terribl 
proud of her and realized she was almost a genius. 

^̂ Eden, 43. 

^̂ Ibid. 
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Rendering his opinion of Dr. Beach's influence in his 

wife s life and success as a musician, Jenkins states: 

...This is not to say that Dr. Beach paved the way for 
his wife's success and fame as a composer-pianist, but 
he surely made possible in any way he could the 
opportunities for her to have the best of engagements 
and performances...It is possible that she could 
not have arrived to where she did without her husband. 
She had talent and produced what was necessary and 
expected as a composer. This could have easily died 
without his help. 

Beach enjoyed and greatly appreciated her husband's critical 

comments concerning her work. 

Dr. Beach was also personal physician to Amy's primary 

publisher, Arthur P. Schmidt. In an article concerning 

Schmidt's championing of the careers of many women important 

to American music, Adrienne Fried Block comments that it is 

unknown exactly when Schmidt and Beach first became 

20 acquainted, but they developed a long and important 

partnership after her marriage to Dr. Beach. Schmidt was 

her primary publisher between the years of 1885 and 1912 and 

eventually published more than 200 of Beach's approximately 

300 works. The correspondence between Beach and Schmidt 

held in the Amy Beach collection at the Library of Congress 

gives many examples of the ways in which they worked 

together to keep her works in the public eye. This tireless 

^̂ Ibid. 

Adrienne Fried Block, "Arthur P. Schmidt, Publisher and Champion 
of American Women Composers," The Musical Woman. Vol. II, ed. Judith 
Lang Zaimont (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1985) 159. 
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promotion of her work was most likely one of the major 

factors resulting in the success she enjoyed during her 

lifetime. 

Her marriage to Dr. Beach was by most accounts, 

including Amy's, a rich and happy one. Many biographers and 

historians tend to feel that the sheltered life she led 

perhaps limited and hindered her growth as a composer since 

she did not have to overcome very many obstacles in order to 

produce her art. But one could also respond that such a 

life free from domestic and economic worries might be the 

ideal environment in which to allow creative energy to 

flourish without distraction. Nevertheless, she is now 

considered one of America's foremost composers. 

Though Mrs. Beach is best known today for her songs and 

piano works, interestingly enough, her first major 

composition and major success as a composer came with her 

large choral/orchestral work, the Mass in E-flat. Op. 5, 

which was begun in 1886 when Beach was nineteen years old. 

It was completed three years later and produced on February 

7, 1892 by the Handel and Haydn Society of Boston, directed 

by Carl Zerrahn. This was the first performance of a work 

by a female composer ever produced by America's "oldest and 

21 most conservative musical organization." It received mixed 

reviews but was generally accepted as a worthy work. It 

^̂ Ibid., 45 
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also added fuel to a media controversy concerning the merits 

and abilities of women as composers. 

The Beach Mass is a composition that is well worth 
the study of those who decry the ability of women 
in the field of music, and the evidence it gives of 
thorough musical training, genius in the line of 
composition, melodious idea, skill in the development 
and elaboration of themes and command of the modern 
orchestra demand generous praise for its composer. 

This triumph was followed by the Festival Jubilate. Op. 

17, for chorus, orchestra, soli and organ, which had been 

commissioned for the dedication of the Women's Building of 

the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. For this work 

she earned a medal for "creative work in music" and a 

performance on Monday, May 1, 1893, by the 300 voice Apollo 

Club chorus and Theodore Thomas and his orchestra at the 

Exposition. The Chicago Tribune hailed the work as "a 

masterpiece of musical composition." This was the first 

time Beach's music was heard outside the Northeast part of 

the United States and attracted world-wide attention. It is 

interesting to note that the piece was performed following 

an address on the emancipation of women by Mrs. Potter 

Palmer during the height of the American suffrage movement. 

The success of the Festival Jubilate led to another 

commission to compose a piece for the opening ceremonies of 

^̂ Roston Herald. Unsigned article, 8 February 1892, as quoted in 
Percy Goetschius, Mrs. H.H.A. Beach. Analytical Sketch. Boston, 1906, 
67. 

Jenkins, 31. 
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the Trans-Mississippi Exposition in Omaha, Nebraska, in 

1898. The Song nf Welromf^T Op. 42, was performed by a large 

chorus and a military band and was received warmly. 

Beach's only symphony, the Gaelic. Op. 32, was 

completed in 1896 and performed on October 30 and 31 of that 

year by the Boston Symphony Orchestra under the direction of 

Emil Paur. It was Walter Jenkins' opinion that the premiere 

of the Gaelic established her as a major American composer 

and that the symphony "enjoyed the greatest success of any 

American symphony by any composer of Beach's generation." 

It was the first orchestral symphony composed by a woman 

ever performed by the Boston Symphony Orchestra. In January 

of 1897, her Sonata for Violin and Piano. Op. 34, was 

performed by Franz Kniesel at one of the famous Kniesel 

Quartet Concerts. With both of these major works well-

received critically, Beach achieved a success and notoriety 

heretofore not enjoyed by women in the professional music 

world. The following important instrumental works were also 

composed between 1900 and 1908: Concerto for Piano and 

Orchestra. Op. 45, Serpnade bv Richard Strauss. Op. 49 

(transcription for piano), and Quintet for Piano and String 

Quartet, Op. 67. 

*̂Eden, 46. 

^̂ Jenkins, 37. 
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During the period from 1894 to 1907, Beach wrote most 

of her secular choral cantatas for men's and women's voices. 

The first of these was The Minstrel and thf> King. Op. 16 

(for men's four-part chorus and orchestra), published in 

1894. This was followed by The Rose of Avontown. Op. 30, 

for women's chorus, soprano solo and orchestra, first heard 

at a concert of music by Women Composers of the New York 

Manuscript Society, December 18, 1895, and later performed 

by the St. Caecilia Club and its director Victor Harris in 

1897. Svlvania. a Wedding Cantata^ Op. 46, for mixed voices 

with orchestra, was composed in 1902 and premiered on April 

7, 1905, in Boston's Chickering Hall with Beach playing a 

piano accompaniment. Both Sea Fairies^ Op. 59, and The 

Chambered Nautilus. Op. 66, were for women's chorus and 

orchestra. The first was dedicated to the Thursday Morning 

Musical Club of Boston and the second to the Caecilia Ladies 

Vocal Society of Brooklyn. Each of these cantatas was 

received very well, with the fioafi. Sea Fairies and The 

Chambered Nautilus having the best reviews and several 

performances over the years of Beach's lifetime. Each is 

also scored with piano accompaniment, and Beach often played 

the accompaniment during performances. 

In 1910, Dr. Beach apparently suffered an accident 

which was at first thought to be minor and from which he was 

better dated May 2, 1910 to Arthur P. Schmidt, Publisher 
contained in the Amy Beach Collection, Specials Collections Division, 
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expected to recover. A letter to Arthur P. Schmidt dated 

May 31, 1910, indicates that his condition had worsened, 

however, and he died in June, Following her husband's 

death. Beach relied heavily upon her mother who tried to 

prepare her to move from her very protected life to one in 

which she took a more active part. Within seven months, 

though, Mrs. Cheney died due to emotional strain and 

2S pneumonia. These two traumatic events apparently dealt 

Beach a severe blow, for in another letter to Schmidt she 

speaks of her sorrow being "doubly dark." She was quite 

unable to perform or compose for approximately one year. 

It was during this time that Beach turned more 

completely to her faith and the church for support. She was 

baptized and confirmed at Emmanuel Church in Boston. Walter 

Jenkins remarks that he feels her new faith sustained her 

and allowed her to continue her career. 

As she recovered from her loss. Beach evidently decided 

to change the focus of her career. With that in mind, she 

set sail for Europe on September 5, 1911. Her plan was to 

Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. hereafter referred to as 
Beach/Schmidt Letters, LC. 

^̂ Beach/Schmidt Letters, LC, 31 May 1910. 

^̂ Jenkins, 66-68 

^^Beach/Schmidt Let ters , 1 October 1910. 

J e n k i n s , 66-68. 
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get away for a change of scene but also to use the European 

tour as a means of reviving her concert career in the U.S. 

In a letter to Schmidt, she said she wished to "make each 

appearance of benefit to me in future American tours, if I 

can carry out my present plan of making some of these in 

coming years. Even a limited number of European appearances 
91 

will help at home, as you know." During three years 

abroad, she played recitals of her own and others' works, 

including her piano pieces and many of her songs. Several 

of her major orchestral works were performed in leading 

European musical centers such as Hamburg, Leipzig, and 

Berlin. 

European critics acclaimed performances of her Piano 

Concerto. Piano Quintet. Violin Sonata and the Gaelic 

Symphony. After a performance of the Violin Sonata. Op. 34, 

in Munich, Jacques Mayer reported in the Musical America. 
February 15, 1913: 

Instead of expressing my opinion of Mrs. Beach's works, 
which could not help being influenced by both patriotic 
and personal considerations, I shall afford you an 
opportunity to learn a critical valuation of them by a 
German critic, who, as is suggested in the beginning of 
this letter, has in a very short time secured an 
influential position among the musical journalists of 
Bavaria. Freely translated Dr. Berrsche says: Her 
violin sonata. Op. 34, is an earnest, respect-demanding 
work revealing genuine ability, and in a sympathetic 
way an intimate knowledge of Brahms. The first 
movement, and particularly the joyously-rhythmic 

%each/Schmidt Letters, LC, to Arthur P. Schmidt, 30 November 
1912. 
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scherzo with the trio over the organ-point of the 
violin, are its best parts." 

Following a performance of her Piano Quintet in F-sharp 

minor by the Munich String Quartet, the Munchener Zeitung 

reported: "The sure, clear structure of the (quintet) and 

the natural flow of the diction is admirable. The speech of 

the composer is natural and works well artistically: it is 

real aestheticism."" And the Munchener Neueste Nachrichten 

said: "In the Quintet Mrs. Beach shows her best side as a 

composer. It is the work of a musician of great 

ability and knowledge." 

The Concerto also received warm praise in the Berlin 

and Leipzig press. 

We indeed owe a debt of gratitude to the conscientious 
conductor, Theodore Spiering, for acquainting us with a 
new piano concerto. Op. 45, by Amy Beach. This 
American lady, already well known to us as a highly 
talented composer, played the piano concerto herself. 
The work, influenced by Chopin and Grieg, appeals to 
the true musician through the spirit in which it is 
written, and through the clever manner in which the 
orchestra is treated... 

And the Berlin Deutsche Reichsanzeiger reported: 

Jacques Mayer, Musical America. 15 February 1913, as quoted in 
Jenkins, 74. 

^̂ Munchener Zeitnng. March 1913, as quoted in Jenkins, 75. 

*̂Munchener Neueste Nachrichten. March 1913, as quoted in Jenkins, 
75. 

^̂ Rerlin Staatshurger Zeitung. 21 December 1913, as quoted in 
Brown, 54. 
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Then followed a piano concerto in C sharp minor by Amy 
Beach, the piano part of which the composer played with 
great depth of feeling and expression, and with a 
purling technique. The composition itself made a most 
pleasing impression...The artistic manner in which the 
concerto is worked out undeniably reveals an 
independence of character and personality, and a 
remarkable knowledge of the art of instrumentation.^" 

Of the Viol 1n Sonata which was performed in Dresden in 

October of 1912, it was written: 

This work in four movements showed that Mrs. Beach's 
reputation as a composer is well founded. The first 
movement, particularly, is very effective; fine 
romantic feeling worked out in clear, readily 
understandable form. This American comnoser proved at 
the same time to be a splendid pianist. 

Even Dr. Ferdinand Pfohl, one of Germany's foremost 

music critics, considered by Beach to be "the worst bear of 

them," was, in her words, "eulogistic." After hearing a 

performance of the Symphony and Piano Concerto^ he praised 

her as a composer of large-form works and stated that she 

had altered his opinion that men were the "stronger sex" in 

38 composition. 

The European tour was a success from several 

standpoints. Not only did Beach recover well from her 

losses, but she also gained the respect and support of the 

European musical community. Critics agreed that Beach's 

^̂ Berlin Deutsche Reinhaanzeiger. 21 December 1913, as quoted in 
Brown, 54. 

''Musical Courier. February 11, 1913, untitled, unsigned article 
contained in NYPL Clipping File, as quoted in Brown, 55. 

%rown, 56. 
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works were strong compositions, deserving of note, and that 

she herself was an artistic and accomplished pianist. She 

was recognized as an important international musician. 

Due to the outbreak of World War I, Beach returned to 

America in 1915. She sold her Boston home and relocated to 

an apartment in the American Women's Club located at 57th 

Street in New York City because "Nowhere else in the world 

39 is there a keener appreciation of the highest music" and 

because she wanted to be near the excitement, stimulation, 

and activity of the city. 

After a successful homecoming concert in Boston, which 

was attended by such notable figures as Arthur Foote, George 

Chadwick, Philip Hale and Horatio T. Parker, she embarked 

upon several tours of the United States and began a new 

phase in her professional life, touring as a performing 

artist, composer, and church musician, tirelessly promoting 

her own works. The first tour, in 1915, took her westward 

and culminated in San Diego, where her Panama Hvmn. Op. 74, 

which had been commissioned for the Panama Pacific 

Exposition and completed while in Munich, was performed as 

the official hymn of the Exposition. She was honored with 

an "Amy Beach Day," and several of her works were performed 

there and in Los Angeles to high critical acclaim. 

^^den, 54. 
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Several articles in the Musical Courier give highlights 

and reviews of the tour. In June of 1915, the Courier 

reported that she was the honored guest at receptions of 

several leading social and musical clubs and was entertained 

at the home of Charles W. Cadman. The author of the article 

stated that, in his opinion, these receptions "served 

greatly to enhance her popularity on the coast" and 

concluded that there was "probably no more popular musician 

in California today than Mrs. Beach, and her personal 

graciousness and charm have endeared her to hosts of music 

lovers as fully as the delightful qualities of her 

compositions... 

The Musical Courier on Sept. 7, 1916, reported what 

many admirers and supporters were no doubt feeling, that 

after several performances of her major works by outstanding 

conductors and orchestras (Stowkowski in Philadelphia, 

Boston Symphony Orchestra, St. Louis, Chicago), it was 

"finally" recognized that one of the greatest living woman 

composers "is an American." This first tour further 

established Beach's national reputation. 

In October of 1916, Beach began a second tour, the 

itinerary of which was published in the Musical Courier of 

'̂'"California Honors Mrs. Beach," Musical Courier. 30 June 1915, 
15. 

*̂ "Mrs. H.H.A. Beach With the Boston Symphony Orchestra," Musical 
Courier. 7 September 1916, 19. 
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December 14, 1916. This impressive list of performances 

illustrates her tremendous energy and ambition. 

Beach's American Tour of 1916-1917 

Oct. 8 Attboro, Mass. 
Nov. 2 Milwaukee, Arion Society 

Chicago, Lakeview Music Society 
Nov. 23 Rockford, 111., 
Nov. 28 Boston, with Kniesel Quartet 
Dec. 14 Brooklyn 
Jan. 3 Chicago 
Jan. 12, 13 St. Louis, soloist with Symphony 
Jan 21 Chicago, Kneisel 
Jan, 25 Evanston, 111., NW University 
Feb. 1 Philadelphia, Kniesel 
Feb. 25 Toronto 
Feb. 20 Lancaster, Pa. 
Feb. 23 Northampton, Smith College 
March 2,3 Boston, solo with Boston Symphony 

Orchestra 
March 27 Baltimore String Quartet 

Various thoughts on her compositions and on her role as 

performer are summarized in the following review of a 

concert of her own works at Jordan Hall in Boston. The 

review is found in the Musical Courier dated Nov. 29, 1917: 

Few such concerts (those of one composer's own works) 
escape a tinge of monotony... but at Beach's concert 
there were contrasts enough during the evening to 
make the recital continuously interesting... 

The review went on to say that more than any other woman 

composer of the time, she alone was able to produce strong 

works in the largest forms of music, from symphony on down, 

**"Mrs. H.H.A. Beach's Many Engagements," Musical Courier^ 14 
December 1916, 7. 

"Mrs. Beach's Boston Success," Musical Courier^ 29 November 
1917, 14. 
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and that even in the smaller works, "there is always a 

freshness and abandon that is worth more than an exhibition 

of great skill and learning." On her playing, the reviewer 

remarked that she "played...excellently. She is remarkably 

broad and virile in her execution and her technic is better 

than ever." 

During these fruitful years. Beach began her long and 

important association with St. Bartholomew's Episcopal 

Church and David McKinley Williams, who was organist/ 

choirmaster from 1920-1947 and for whom she wrote much of 

her church music. As has been noted, in her earlier career 

she had written a few anthems (Bethlehem. Op. 24, Easter 

Anthem I Op. 27, Peace on Earth. Op. 38, Help Us O God, Op. 

50, and portions of the Service in A^ Op. 63), but here 

began a time of special concentration upon church music. 

In 1915, Arthur P. Schmidt published her Hymn-anthem, 

Thou Knowest Lord. Op. 70, and the Panama Hvmn which was 

dedicated to the aforementioned Panama-Pacific Exposition in 

California. It became the official hymn of the Exposition 

and was performed widely. It was also issued with the text 

of the hymn All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name in the same 

year. Her association with St. Bartholomew's Church and the 

public awareness that she was interested in writing church 

music, coupled with her constant attention to promoting her 

^̂ Ibid. 
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works by sending complimentary copies to church musicians 

and college choral directors, is largely responsible, in 

this author's opinion, for the concentration of church music 

activity. 

Between 1915 and 1917, Beach produced her Four 

Canticles, Op. 78 (Bonum est, Benedic Anima Mea. Cantate 

Domino^ Deus Misereaturl^ and in 1917 an arrangement for 

women's voices of one of her songs, Dusk in June. Op. 82. 

During the remainder of the war years. Beach submitted 

few compositions for publication but performed and appeared 

for benefits to aid the American cause. 

The year 1920 began a more productive compositional 

period, yielding first the Variations for Flute and String 

Quartet. Op. 80. Between the years 1921 and 1925 followed 

several piano works, a few songs and much choral music, 

mostly church music. The one exception was the cantata, 

Peter Pan. Op. 101, for women's chorus. 

Though she enjoyed the activity of New York and travel. 

Beach found she also needed a quiet atmosphere for 

compositional activity. She therefore began to divide her 

time between New York during the winter concert season and 

her summer homes in Centerville on Cape Cod, and 

Hillsborough, New Hampshire. Beginning in 1921, she spent 

*̂ "Mrs. Beach's Energies for the Red Cross," Musical Courier^ 7 
February 1918, 9: Other activities also reported in Eden, 54-55. 
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at least portions of several summers at the MacDowell Colony 

in Peterborough, New Hampshire, where many of America's best 

artists, composers, poets and writers, including Thornton 

Wilder, Aaron Copland, Marc Blitzstein, Mabel Daniels, and 

E.A. Robinson, gathered for rest, quiet reflection and work 

in a peaceful place. Much of her inspiration for 

composition resulted from this time spent at the Colony, and 

many of her works were composed there. The following quote 

from an address before the Music Teachers' National 

Association in 1932 expresses how important those summers 

were to her. 

...The opportunity to work in uninterrupted quiet is 
in itself a boon beyond compare;...In projecting our 
very selves on to paper, or canvas, or clay, we 
literally have to lose our life in order to save it in 
the shape of any tangible result of our labors. And to 
accomplish this at its highest and noblest, one thing 
above all is needed--silence in solitude...And, if in 
addition to this, we can be among 'lovely things'--the 
surpassing beauty of the New England woods, surrounded 
by the hills to which we unconsciously lift our eyes, 
--our spirits may be able to convey messages to others 
through the expressed result of our dreams. 

Beach's normal routine of performing and composing was 

interrupted when in September of 1926 she suffered an 

illness which required surgery and rest. She subsequently 

spent some time in Paris and then in 1928 went to Italy for 

the winter months where she finished one of her most 

*Ws. H.H.A Beach, "The Twenty-fifth Anniversary of a Vision" in 
l̂ligir Teachers' National Association Proceedings. 27th series, 1933, 45-
46. 
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important instrumental works of the period, the String 

Quartet in Or̂ e Movement T Op. 89. Upon her return she 

completed the Trio for Piano. Violin and Cello. Op. 150, and 

undertook another six weeks' tour in the spring of 1928, 

which took her to North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, 

ij 
and Pennsylvania. This marked the beginning of a decade of 

another intense period of compositional activity. 

During this productive period. Beach's activity focused 

upon sacred music. The popular cantata Canticle of the Sun. 

Op. 123, for chorus, soli and organ was published and 

received many performances at St. Bartholomew's, as well as 

at churches, colleges and professional choral societies 

throughout the U.S. Beach also set it for orchestra. 

Another cantata, Christ in the Universe. Op. 132, also for 

chorus, soli and organ, was published and performed but did 

not enjoy as much success. She completed her Service in A 

by adding the Renedici te and Communion Rest?onses. These 

were published separately and as a part of the complete 

Service in accordance with the agreement she had with Arthur 

P. Schmidt in 1905 that all the anthems in the Service. 

though they could be performed separately, must be known as 

a complete work. 

^̂ "Mrs. Beach Concludes Six Weeks' Tour," Musical Courier, 7 June 
1928, 48. 

%each/Schmidt Letters, LC, 19 October 1905. 
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Between 1931 and 1933, Beach produced more secular 

choral music, including two part-songs for men: The Last 

Praver. Op. 126, and when the Last Sea is Sailed. Op. 127; 

and several part-songs for mixed voices: Three School SongR. 

Op. 94, Greenwood, Op. 110, We who sing Have Walked in 

Glory, Op. 140 and May Eve^ Op. 86. She also composed 

another part-song for women. Drowsy Dreamtown^ Op. 129, 

which was first performed at the Community House of St. 

Bartholomew's Church for a gathering to honor Mr. Robert 

Norwood, the poet. Her several anthems during this time, 

perhaps some of her most important, included Hearken Unto 

M£, Op. 139, Q Lord God of Israel, Op. 141, i shall Be 

Braye, Op. 143, Lord of All Beings, Op. 146, and i will Give 

Thanks, Op. 147. 

During the 1930's. Beach continued her activities as 

performer, playing her own works, especially the 

accompaniments to songs and choral pieces. After 1937, she 

appeared much less often. She apparently played two 

performances of her next-to-last instrumental work. Trio for 

Piano. Violin, and Cello. Op. 150, completed in 1938 while 

at the MacDowell Colony: the premiere on January 15, 1939, 

at the MacDowell Club in New York, and the public 

performance of it on March 19, 1940, at the Brooklyn 
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Neighborhood Club. These were her only major appearances 

with an ensemble during this period.*' 

Beach was forced to greatly curtail her appearances 

after 1940 due to a heart problem which kept her relatively 

inactive. But her pieces continued to be played locally in 

New York by friends and admirers, at St. Bartholomew's 

Church, and in Boston. She attended these concerts when she 

was able. During 1942, the American Women's Club moved its 

headquarters to the Hotel Barclay which is now the Henry 

Hudson Hotel. Beach died there in December of 1944 of heart 

disease. 

In addition to being recognized as America's foremost 

woman composer, Beach, though never a teacher, made a great 

contribution to the cause of music education in America. 

She often visited the Amy Beach clubs, small localized 

groups of piano students and their teachers which were a 

part of the Federation of Music Clubs that sprang up around 

the country, and lent support and inspiration to young 

pianists of all ages. She was also a member of and leader 

in both the Music Educators National Conference and the 

Music Teachers' National Association. As a part of her 

compositional contribution to the education of young people, 

she wrote several graded teaching pieces for piano, such as 

'̂jenkins, 138 and 142. 
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^he Children's Albnn^j Op. 36, and composed and published 

some part-songs for particular groups and publications. One 

example is May Eve, Op. 86, for mixed voices, published in A 

Book of Choruses for High Schools and Choral Societies (ed. 

George W. Chadwick) by the Silver, Burdett and Company 

(1923), one of the most respected educational publishing 

companies in America. This publication was compiled 

specifically to "give high school students a good and 

representative collection of music" for the advancement of 

study of music appreciation. Such composers as Chadwick, 

Carpenter, Mabel Daniels, Mendelssohn, Bach, Arcadelt, 

Palestrina, Margaret Lang, and Converse were represented. 

She also wrote several articles for the Etude magazine to 

give some guidance to young composers and pianists. 

Beach was a woman interested deeply in many causes and 

charities. It can be speculated that this was a reflection 

of the depth of her spiritual commitment. Many of her 

letters refer to Scriptural passages, a fact that suggests 

she kept spiritual things close to her heart. One such 

letter has already been mentioned. The words "lose our life 

in order to save it" found in the letter concerning her 

enjoyment of the MacDowell Colony (see p. 28), refer to 

Matthew, Chapter 16, verse 25. Her talks and interviews 

^̂ George W. Chadwick, ed., A Book of Choruses for Hi^h School and 
Choral Societies (New York: Silver, Burdett and Company, 1923). 
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often included or alluded to Scriptural passages. In an 

article for Etude magazine, she gave young composers the 

advice to "work out your own salvation," a reference to 

Paul's Epistle to the Philippians, Chapter 2, verse 12.̂ ^ 

Indeed, the fact that Beach worked so diligently to overcome 

the tragedy of the death of her husband and mother, to move 

in new directions and to tirelessly promote her career and 

compositions indicates that she took these concepts 

personally very seriously. 

Beach was a great champion for young musicians. During 

her marriage, she began one of several activities to 

champion young artists, something she continued to do 

throughout her life. She held musicales which she termed 

"Drawing Rooms" every Wednesday at her home. At these 

affairs, many promising young singers, violinists and 

pianists were given an opportunity to be heard and begin 

their careers with the blessing of one of America's foremost 

musicians. When she heard a fine young talent she often 

asked that person to perform with her or even wrote 

compositions for her. One such fortunate singer was Ruth 

Schaffner, a soprano who she first heard at St. 

Bartholomew's Church and for whom she subsequently wrote 

^̂ Mrs. H.H.A. Beach, "Work Out Your Own Salvation," The Etude, 
January, 1918, 11-12. AMB-UNH. 

^̂ Eden, 49 
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s e v e r a l s o l o s . Miss Schaffner performed many of Beach 's 

voca l works, became a l i f e - l o n g f r i e n d , and was a s t rong 

advocate of her compos i t ions . 

Another young musician who a l s o b e n e f i t t e d from con tac t 

wi th Beach was Eugenie Limberg, now Mrs. Eugenie Dengel. 

Mrs. Dengel, a v i o l i n i s t / v i o l i s t who i s s t i l l a c t i v e in New 

York C i t y , met Beach through S t . Bartholomew's Church in 

1933. Af te r hea r ing her p l a y . Beach took her and ano ther 

v i o l i n i s t , V i r g i n i a Duffy ( P l e a s a n t ) , under her wing. Mrs. 

Dengel r e l a t e s t h a t Beach was i n s t rumen ta l in a r rang ing for 

room and board for the two young l a d i e s , by persuading the 

manager of t he American Women's Club to al low them to 

perform for one hour , four evenings per week, in the lounge, 

whi le r e s i d e n t s and g u e s t s r e l axed a f t e r d i n n e r . These two 

became fondly known to Beach as her " k i t t e n s , " and she 

looked a f t e r them in v a r i o u s ways, such as paying cab f a re 

to church on Sundays and i n v i t i n g them to spend much time a t 

her summer homes wi th h e r . Mrs. Dengel played the f i r s t 

performance of t he Tr io a t the Nat iona l Ar t s Club in March 

of 1939 wi th Beach a t t he piano and played the Sonata and 

t he Tr io s e v e r a l t i m e s . Throughout her l i f e . Beach was 

Mrs. Eugenie Dengel, interview by author. New York, New York 
November 1993. Mrs. Dengel holds degrees from Cincinnati Conservatory, 
Barnard College, Bush Conservatory and the Jui l l iard School. She played 
with several quartets including the Rothschild and Kohon. She recorded 
for Columbia Records, Vox, Cri, Desto, was principal v iol is t with the 
Orchestra of America, amd was one of the f i r s t women to be allowed to 
play in a symphony orchestra. She was staff a r t i s t with the American 
Broadcasting Company and was on the summer faculty of Southampton 
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noted for demanding high standards of deportment and 

character in herself and others. 

By her activity, energy and example, Beach was an 

inspiration to the women of her time. In her they had a 

champion. She was a member and supporter of many music 

clubs and choral societies, including the National League of 

American Pen Women and ASCAP (American Society of Composers 

and Publishers). She was also co-founder in 1926 and first 

president of the Association of American Women composers. 

Following her death. Beach's music was promoted by Mrs. 

Edward MacDowell, a close friend and advocate, and by the 

Schmidt company. For a few years, several of her piano works 

and songs and a few secular choral pieces were performed on 

local concerts. But musical style and taste were changing 

rapidly and, without the tireless promotional efforts and 

presence of Beach, her music fell into disuse, except for 

several of the most popular songs and a few anthems, which 

remained in the church repertory. 

In the 1970's, a new interest in the music of women 

composers developed. Two pianists, Virginia Eskin and Mary 

Louise Boehm, began to play and record several of Beach's 

piano and chamber works. Eskin recorded several pieces for 

College of Long Island University and Trinity College in Hartford, 
Connecticut. She was also on the faculty of the Prep. Department of 
Mannes College and adjunct professor of viola at Jersey City State 
College. 
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G e n e s i s and Boehm p l a y e d and r e c o r d e d t h e P iano Q u i n t e t i n 

F# m i n o r . Op. 67 , f o r Vox and r e s u r r e c t e d t h e P iano Conce r to 

i n C# m i n o r . Op. 45** and t h e Trio** With t h e s e r e v i v a l s , 

o t h e r music of Beach r e c e i v e d per fo rmance a s w e l l . In 

O c t o b e r of 1984, t h e Mass in E f l a t and t h e P iano Conce r to 

i n C# minor were per formed a t Ca rneg i e H a l l i n New York C i t y 

by t h e Mrs. H.H.A. Beach F e s t i v a l Chorus and O r c h e s t r a under 

t h e d i r e c t i o n of Michael May. B i l l Z a k a r i a s e n of t h e New 

York D a i l y News gave t h e f o l l o w i n g r e v i e w : 

D e s p i t e t h e l e s s t h a n p r o f e s s i o n a l a s p e c t s of t h e 
p e r f o r m a n c e s . . . M r s . B e a c h ' s f o r m i d a b l e composing 
t a l e n t s w e r e n ' t d i s g u i s e d . . . t h e Conce r to would have 
done c r e d i t t o Rachmaninoff and t h e Mass no t on ly seems 
a g rand summation of 19th c e n t u r y l i t u r g i c a l mus i c , bu t 
a g r e a t l ook forward t o such 20 th c e n t u r y g i a n t s a s 
Vaughan W i l l i a m s . 

Be rna rd Ho l l and of t h e New York Times was a t ouch l e s s 

c o m p l i m e n t a r y : 

. . . i f b o t h p i e c e s a c t e d main ly a s a m i r r o r r e f l e c t i n g 
t h e m u s i c a l wor ld Amy Beach l i v e d i n r a t h e r t h a n Beach 
h e r s e l f - t h e y were wor thy of our a t t e n t i o n i f on ly f o r 
t h e i r c r a f t s m a n s h i p . . . [ i n t h e Mass t h e l d e b t t o 
Brahms, V e r d i , and Mozart Requiems i s e m b a r r a s s i n g l y 
h e a v y . . . [ o n t h e c o n c e r t o ] Dvorak, Tcha ikovsky , Chopin , 

Mary Louise Boehm, "Where Was Amy Beach All These Years?; An 
Interview with Mary Louise Boehm," interview by Dean Elder, Clavier, 
December 1976, NYPL Clipping Fi le , 15-16. 

**Review of Virginia Eskin concert at Alice Tully Hall, Sunday 
News. 1976 contained in NYPL Clipping Fi le . 

*^Bill Zakariasen, Review of the Mass in E-Flat and the Piano 
Concerto in Cf minor, by Amy Beach, Mrs. H.H.A. Beach Festival Chorus 
and Orchestra, Michael May, Conductor, New York Daily News, 30 October 
1984, contained in the NYPL Clipping Fi le . 
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Schumann and Johann Strauss poked their heads out of 
the music, peered boldly around and submerged again. 

These reviews reaffirm the occasionally mixed opinions 

of Beach's music during her lifetime. In general. Beach was 

and is regarded as a fine musician and craftsman, her music 

full of invention and melodic interest, couched in the 

highly Romantic harmonic style of the composers of the 

Boston School. She was conservative and resisted the 

innovations of the changing musical scene surrounding her 

but was always highly individual in how she expressed her 

musical thoughts. 

Beach is now properly recognized as one of America's 

foremost women composers and a fine composer regardless of 

gender, who deserves to be considered among the best of the 

New England School. Throughout her long and active career, 

she was also noted as an important advocate of music 

education in America, a humanitarian dedicated to sharing 

her wealth and talent with those less fortunate, a champion 

of young musicians and a shining example and inspiration to 

American women in the professional music world. 

* Bernard Holland, "Music: At Carnegie Hall, Works of Mrs. H.H.A. 
Beach," Review of the Mass in E-Flat and the Piano Concerto in C# minor. 
^^y^ Ynrk Times. 29 October 1984, contained in NYPL Clipping File. 



CHAPTER III 

MUSIC IN AMERICA DURING THE LATE NINETEENTH 

AND EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURIES 

Rise of the Cultivated Tradition 

A short discussion of the musical climate present in 

the United States at the time Amy Beach lived and worked 

will be valuable in placing her works in the context of 

American music. Her work reflected the times in relation to 

the establishment of an indigenous American art music 

aesthetic which was influenced by European ideals but did 

not reflect the diversity and change in the musical scene 

that took place after World War I. 

As a young America during the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries turned from preoccupation with the pioneer 

necessity of survival, a commercial class with more leisure 

time and an interest in artistic endeavor developed. The 

cultivation of an aesthetically refined musical taste was 

one of the results of this development. The impetus for 

development of an art music aesthetic existed within the 

United States itself, but European taste, which had 

dominated from early Colonial days, asserted itself even 

Wnald L Davis, A History of Music in American Life. Vol II, lh£ 
nnded Years 1865-1920 (Huntington, NY: Robert Krieger Publishing 
Company, 1980), viii. 
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more fully, reaching its height during the late 19th and 

early twentieth centuries. 

Existing side by side with this developing, classical 

taste and having some impact upon it as well was a growing 

body of music in the vernacular tradition. It was of a more 

popular nature closely associated with the indigenous life 

of a diverse and multi-cultural developing nation. Since 

Amy Beach's music was not influenced by this tradition and 

falls solely within the domain of art music, we will be 

concerned only with the history of developments in the art 

music or "cultivated" tradition in American music. 

According to Myrna Eden in her excellent study of Amy 

Beach and Anna Huntington Hyatt in relation to this 

tradition, the term "cultivated tradition" (used by H. Wiley 

Hitchcock and also called "Genteel tradition" by Gilbert 

Chase ) in the arts in general now commonly refers to an 

artistic current dominant from 1865-1920. It originated 

mainly in Boston during the mid-nineteenth century, spread 

to the major cities of the northeastern United States, and 

flourished among the Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, middle and 

upper classes of American society. One of the main tenets 

of this current was a strong belief that "art should be an 

Ĥ. Wiley Hitchcock, Music in the United States: A Historical 
Introduction (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1969). 

Gilbert Chase, America's Music (Chicago: University of Illinois 
Press, 1987). 
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expression of the highest idealism, and that it should 

function to uplift the spirit from mundane to high-minded 

considerations."^ In the words of John Sullivan Dwight, a 

19th century American publisher and music critic, the 

purpose of art was to correct the faults of a materialistic 

society by "familiarizing men with the beautiful and the 

infinite." Because of a widespread disdain for many 

aspects of American culture which was prevalent at the time 

throughout the Western world, the "beautiful and the 

infinite" in music, in the opinion of many, could only be 

assimilated into American society by upholding European 

ideals. As a result of this mind-set, the American musical 

past and present, rich in indigenous American activity and 

ideas growing out of the culture and life of the country 

itself, was rejected as source and inspiration for art music 

style and subject matter. 

Several factors contributed to the rise of this 

"cultivated tradition" in America and in the particular 

flavor which permeated that development. To be examined 

specifically are the contributions rising from the 

developments in church music, music education in America, 

immigration patterns, growth of music societies and music 

^den. Energy and Individuality. 1. 

As quoted in Hitchcock, 47. 
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festivals, and establishment of music conservatories and 

colleges in America. 

One of the factors which fostered the development of 

art music in America emanated from a rich heritage of church 

music and the practice of music learning rooted in the early 

American "singing school" tradition. Since the music of the 

church was most important in the lives of America's 

settlers, it is fitting and historically not unusual that 

this would occur. In New England in the early eighteenth 

century, a movement originated in the work of the early 

American "tunesmiths" and "singing schools." It sought to 

reform the state of psalm singing and placed an emphasis on 

musical literacy in the churches that raised awareness and 

standards of congregational and choral singing. Out of this 

movement came also a forum for the first American school of 

composition. Many publications of new compositions, 

fugueing tunes, and "anthems" were printed. According to 

several music historians, these bore a quality of English 

influence, but they were, nevertheless, newly composed and 

nationalistic in outlook. William Billings is commonly 

looked upon as one of the most prolific, original and 

popular of the new native composers. Francis Hopkinson, 

Ĉharles Hamm, Music in the New World (New York: W.W.Norton, 
1983), 140. 

Well-documented in Hamm and Chase. 
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James Lyon, Daniel Read, Jeremiah Ingalls, and Josiah Flagg 

are others. These men also compiled and published 

collections beginning in the 1760's which contained 

instructions for music reading, congregational singing, and 

works for beginning to advanced singers. Most importantly, 

the collections also contained many examples of English 

church music, mostly of the parish church tradition, upon 

which the style of the newly composed works were based. The 

"singing-school" movement of early New England succeeded in 

raising standards of musical literacy, raising up America's 

first composers and making possible a dissemination of many 

good collections of church music. However, the movement 

gradually yielded way to a "better music" ideal of European 

aesthetic refinement. 

A second reform movement occurred in the area of church 

music during the later decades of the eighteenth and early 

decades of the nineteenth centuries centered around the 

ideas, publications and efforts of Andrew Law and Thomas 

Hastings. Comments in the introductions of the many 

tune-book format musical collections of these Americans, 

(Andrew Law, The Select Harmony [1778]; MUSICAL PRIMER 

[1793]; Thomas Hastings, MUSTCA SACRA [1815]), took on the 

form of attack on the state of native singing and musical 

taste in America. It was felt that the early "tunesmiths" 

knew "little of the laws of harmony modulation, or the 
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preparation and resolution of discords," and were felt to 

have "had no opportunities of purifying his (their) taste or 

correcting the false theories." Their works were not 

highly regarded by the new musical elite. Law and Hastings 

did continue to include their own as well as other American 

compositions in their collections of church music, but these 

stressed the style and harmony of European composers, and 

the majority of the other selections were European choral 

music, mostly better English fare or adaptations of the 

same. Some compilers completely excluded American 

compositions and included for the first time several pieces 

representative of the English Cathedral tradition. John 

Hubbard is an example. His 1814 collection, published 

posthumously, included such composers as Byrd, Weldon, 

Clarke, and Purcell. It also included pieces edited from 

larger works of Haydn and Mozart. Law and Hastings, in 

particular in his publication Dissertation on Musical Taste 

(1822), though speaking specifically to the problems of 

church music, were strong early proponents of the 

"cultivated tradition" of music in America. 

Lowell Mason (1792-1872) is given much credit for 

influencing the spread of the musical and philosophical 

ideas of the cultivated tradition. He became one of the 

^Charles C. Perkins and John S Dwight, History of the Handel and 
f̂lydn Society of Boston. Massachusetts (Boston: Alfred Mudge and Son, 
1883-93), I, 21-22, as quoted in Hamm, 161. 
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prime moving forces of this "better music" movement during 

the early to middle part of the 19th century. His several 

popular collections of church music, which contained English 

church music representing the Cathedral tradition, whole 

pieces and extracts of European pieces adapted to English 

texts in Classical style, and his own and other new pieces, 

were published by the Boston Handel and Haydn Society under 

the title of The Boston Handel and Havdn Collection of 

Church Music between 1822 and 1850 specifically "for the 

purpose of improving the style of Church music." He 

suggested that though the old tune-books were valuable, this 

new one paid more attention to "correct Harmony," that is, 

the styles of composers on the continent. His collections 

were widely published and made better quality music more 

readily available. Mason's move to Boston to oversee the 

music programs of three churches and his election to the 

presidency of the Society quickly moved him into prominence 

and an influential position as a Boston musician. 

The "better music" movement also affected developments 

in music education at the introductory and advanced levels 

in America. Mason's efforts as a music educator were 

extremely important in establishing the cultivated 

tradition. Determined to promote universal musical literacy 

Ibid., Preface, as quoted in Hamm, 164. 
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through the education of children, he established singing 

schools for children in churches in Boston and even wrote 

books for these classes. He was a strong supporter for 

public school music education and was eventually appointed 

the first Superintendent of Music in the Boston public 

schools in 1838. Mason's son William (1829-1908) 

inaugurated a pattern of education for American musicians 

that continued into the twentieth century. Serious 

performers and composers would, after early lessons in 

Boston or in the greater United States, journey to Europe, 

usually Germany, to study. There they met many of the 

important composers and performers of the day, gave several 

public recitals, and were widely exposed to and immersed in 

the music of the continent. They then returned to the United 

States and settled in New York or Boston as teachers, 

performers and composers and continued to teach what they 

had learned. These educational developments propagated the 

European ideals which permeated the cultivated tradition. 

Of the other factors influential in establishing the 

dominance of European taste in American art music of the 

nineteenth century, one of the most important was the waves 

of immigration which were triggered by political and 

economic distress in Europe. The first wave of the late 

%amm, 318. 

%avis, 81-83. 
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eighteenth century brought many competent musicians who 

settled in Philadelphia, New York and Boston and became 

driving forces in the musical lives of those cities. ̂^ 

Though there were some fine American musicians active in New 

York City during the 1830's (Henry Christian Timm, Daniel 

Schlesinger, and William Scharfenberg) ,̂^ the European and 

European trained musicians greatly influenced American art 

music. Needing to create a means of livelihood and finding 

few outlets for performance and enjoyment of the rich 

concert life they had left behind, these enterprising 

immigrants became teachers and set out to create the 

opportunities they needed to exist as musicians. Americans 

of the growing leisure and professional class, having little 

in the way of an American tradition for art music upon which 

to draw, turned increasingly to these European trained 

immigrants for instruction and to visiting artists and 

orchestras for performance enjoyment. During the middle to 

latter part of the nineteenth century, a second influx 

included several well-known composers and artists of 

international reputation. The natural consequence was a 

further propagation of European ideals. The newly 

cultivated taste of the American people coupled with the 

Edwards, 16 

^̂ Ibid., 41 

^̂ Ibid, 16. 
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abundance of well-trained European amateur and professional 

musicians futher diluted the American traditional 

mainstream, and the potential for dominance of the European 

Romantic tradition was virtually assured. 

European musicians also dominated the musical scene 

through tenure in musical societies and orchestras. 

Visiting artists, conductors and orchestras became very 

popular. The programs offered by these artists and 

orchestras were different from those of the resident 

American artists and societies in that they were more 

programmatic and used more familiar melodies. They 

showcased virtuosity and catered to the popular interests of 

culturally emerging Americans. Such artists as Jenny Lind 

and Sigismund Thalberg captured the hearts and interest of 

American audiences, albeit helped by fantastic publicity 

campaigns. Visiting orchestras were careful to include 

popular selections as well as the standard classical 

18 repertoire on their programs. 

Within this atmosphere of European artistic dominance, 

American composers who struck out along new paths found it 

difficult to have their works performed or promoted. 

Although some conductors and other musically important 

leaders tried to foster more attention for American produced 

Hitchcock, 43-46. 

Hitchcock, 50-53, and Edwards, 41-43. 
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music, orchestras and societies dominated by Europeans or 

European trained musicians were often unwilling to perform 

American works widely unless the works reflected the 

European traditions of style. Two American composers, 

William Henry Fry (1813-64) and George Frederick Bristow 

(1825-98), entered into a well-publicized argument with the 

New York Philharmonic Society over this very subject in 1854 

decrying the fact that the Society had not performed (except 

for one Bristow overture) any American compositions in its 

11 then eleven years of existence. Perhaps one of the reasons 

that the music of Amy Beach acquired performances and 

respect is that its musical content thoroughly represented 

European traditions. 

The growth in musical societies and the promotion and 

production of music festivals emulating those held in 

England, Germany and France during this time contributed to 

the rise of a cultured art music in America. The Brooklyn 

Philharmonic Society was formed in 1857. The Harvard 

Musical Association in 1866 became the Boston Symphony 

Orchestra in 1881, and the New York Philharmonic performed 

its first concert in 1842 and was established as a 

professional orchestra in 1901. The huge music festivals 

included the Handel and Haydn Society events beginning in 

1856, the First Triennial Festival in 1868, the Grand 

^̂ Chase, 308. 
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National Celebration of Peace and Musical Festival of 1869, 

the World's Peace Jubilee and International Music Festival 

of 1872 and the Chicago Jubilee of 1873. The Cincinnati May 

Festivals began to be held every two years in 1875. Thus, 

many opportunities were created for musicians and music 

enthusiasts to come in contact with European concert 

literature. 

The development of orchestral and chamber music in 

America, with its emphasis upon European style and 

repertoire, was greatly aided by Theodore Thomas. ̂^ As a 

founder of the Chicago Symphony, director of the New York 

Symphony Orchestra, guest director of many other orchestras, 

and member of a well-known chamber music ensemble, he was a 

major force in the popularization of instrumental music in 

America. His efforts helped shape the general content of 

today's orchestral and chamber music programs. The programs 

he presented represented, for the most part, the works of 

the great European composers, and even the American works he 

occasionally programmed were compositions thoroughly 

grounded in European tradition. 

Another factor influencing the rise of a cultured art 

music and European dominence in American music was the 

establishment of several music conservatories and colleges 

in America during the latter part of the nineteenth century. 

10 

Hamm, 312-317, details his contributions. 
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Oberlin was established in 1865, New England Conservatory in 

the same year, Cincinnati Conservatory of Music and Chicago 

Music College in 1867, Peabody in 1868, National 

Conservatory in 1885, Eastman School of Music in 1918 and 

Juilliard in 1924. These schools, which became highly 

regarded by the musical world, facilitated the exchange of 

musical knowledge and, since they were headed by European 

trained musicians, both encouraged the spread of European 

ideals and fostered a more widespread tendency for Americans 

to be thoroughly and competently trained at home. 

The mid to late nineteenth century saw the 

proliferation of newspapers and several musical journals 

which were widely published and read. Music publishing 

houses were also flourishing. By 1867 (Beach's date of 

birth), Boston had fifteen music publishers, Philadelphia 

four. New York twenty-four, and Baltimore six. These 

provided a larger and more accessible forum for the 

dissemination of large amounts of music and the exchange of 
to 

critical and philosophical ideas in the musical world. 

By the end of the nineteenth century and continuing 

into the early twentieth century, the cultivated tradition 

in America, with its emphasis on the Classic-Romantic ideals 

represented by the works of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, 

Schubert, Mendelssohn and Brahms, was thoroughly 

^̂ Edwards, 57. 
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established. The first American composers of note active 

around the time Amy Beach was born and began to work, though 

infusing into their work some feeling of American life and 

culture, continued to compose with this European Classic-

Romantic tradition as their ideal model. Such names as 

Dudley Buck (1839-1909), John Knowles Paine (1839-1906), 

William Gilchrist (1846-1914), Frederic Grant Gleason (1848-

1903), Arthur Foote (1853-1937), George Chadwick (1854-

1931), and Horatio Parker (1864-1919) are to be included in 

the list of composers known as the Boston Group. These 

American composers were "classicist" in that they composed 

in the abstract instrumental forms of symphonies, sonatas, 

and chamber music and wrote fugues and contrapuntal 

choruses. However, they were "romantic" in their choice of 

harmonies and expressive elements of melody, dynamics and 

programmatic content. It is with this esteemed group of 

American composers that Beach belongs. Much of her music, 

both instrumental and vocal, emulates the ideals to which 

these musicians adhered. 

Other influences and trends existed during this time 

period but did not dominate. For example, the influence of 

Berlioz, Liszt, Chopin and Wagner can be found in the music 

of a few American composers. Edward MacDowell (1861-1908) 

belonged to this wing of Romanticism. He composed in a 

W, See Chase, Chapter 21, 379. 
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fashion that used richly colored Wagnerian chromatic 

harmonies, a thick texture emphasizing the lower registers 

and an ebb and flow of rhythmic activity and dynamic 

21 contour. Around the turn of the twentieth century, he was 

considered as America's foremost modern composer. Though 

one will find elements of these musical influences in Amy 

Beach's work, her music does not follow any of these trends 

seriously. 

Some composers, such as Charles Tomlinson Griffes 

(1884-1920), turned to experimenting with the impressionism 

of Debussy, the chromaticism of Scriabin and the primitivism 

of Stravinsky and even the idioms of the "Russian Five." 

One will see some of this influence in the work of Amy 

Beach, but it is not a hallmark of her music. 

In addition to the classical repertoire characterized 

by the serious, learned style of symphonies, concertos, and 

chamber music, concert programs also included music of a 

slightly more popular nature. This music bowed to American 

public popular taste and was represented by concert dances, 

variations on airs from the opera repertoire which had 

established itself quite solidly in America, popular songs, 

and short programmatic pieces for display purposes, offered 

by virtuoso soloists. This lighter classical repertory 

^̂ Hitchcock, 141. 

^̂ Hamm, 227. 
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also included a few larger works and many short "salon" 

pieces. The latter could be for solo instruments 

(especially piano) and/or voice with piano accompaniment, 

small groups of instruments or voices, and short choral 

works, all by composers who were public favorites. Such 

pieces were played not only in the concert hall as lighter 

additions to heavy programs, but also in small clubs as part 

of dinner or luncheon entertainment and in private home 

"musicales". Many of Beach's short piano and vocal solos 

and short, secular choral works fit into this category. 

During the last half of the nineteenth century, a 

movement know as "Nationalism" asserted itself in music. It 

was a movement 

characterized by a strong emphasis on national 
elements and resources of music. It is based on the 
ideas that the composer should make his work an 
expression of national and ethnic traits, chiefly by 
drawing on the folk melodies and dance rhythms of his 
country and by choosing scenes from his country's 
history or life as subjects for operas and symphonic 
poems. 

The new consciousness of a nation seeking a national 

identity separate from that of Europe spurred a controversy 

among American musicians concerning what was truly 

"American" music. During the last decade of the nineteenth 

century, the music, and writings, and presence in America of 

%illie Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1982, S.V. "Nationalism," 564 
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Antonin Dvorak, the nationalistic Czechoslovakian composer, 

contributed to the debate. Dvorak worked as Director of the 

National Conservatory of Music in New York between 1892 and 

1895. During that time he espoused the belief that the folk 

music of America, particularly Native American and Negro 

music, when used as compositional elements, could serve as 

the basis of a new, nationalistic American school of music 

composition. He later amended that saying that ANY American 

folk song element could be used. 

It matters little whether the inspiration for the 
coming folk songs of America is derived from the negro 
melodies, the songs of the Creoles, the red man's 
chant, or the plaintive ditties of the homesick German 
or Norwegian. Undoubtedly the germs for the best of 
music lie hidden among all the races that are 
commingled in this great country. 

Such American composers as John Alden Carpenter, 

Charles Wakefield Cadman, John Powell, Arthur Farwell, Henry 

Gilbert, Arthur Shepherd, and Edward Burlingame Hill sought 

to make their music "American" by incorporating into it 

popular melodies and dance rhythms, "American" folk tunes 

(Native American, Negro, Appalachian, etc.) and jazz. 

George Gershwin became quite successful both as a popular 

musician and as a serious musician who was able to combine 

popular elements with traditional styles. Amy Beach became 

^̂ Antonin Dvorak, "Music in America," Harper's Magazine 90 (1895): 
424-34 as quoted in Adrienne Fried Block, "Dvorak, Beach, and American 
Music," A Celebration of American Music: Words and Music in Honor of H. 
Wilev Hitchcock, ed. by Richard Crawford, R. Allen Lott, and Carol J. 
Ofa (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1990), 261. 
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involved in this controversy by using folk tunes as a basis 

for a symphony (Gael in. Op. 32), piano music (Four Eskimo 

Pieces, Op. 64, Variations on Balkan Themes. Op. 60) and 

even her solo songs (Robert Burns, Far Awa'. Op. 43/4). Her 

first response to Dvorak took issue with his initial view 

that it was the Negro melodies which should be considered 

truly American. In an excellent article researching this 

very subject, Adrienne Fried Block quotes Beach: 

Without the slightest desire to question the beauty of 
the negro melodies of which [Dvorak] speaks so highly, 
or to disparage them on account of their source, I 
cannot help feeling justified in the belief that they 
are not fully typical of our country. The African 
population of the United States is far too small for 
its songs to be considered "American." It represents 
only one factor in the composition of our nation. 
Moreover, it is not native American. Were we to 
consult the native folk songs (?) [sic] of the 
continent, it would have to be those of the Indians and 
Esquimaux, several of whose curious songs are given in 
the publications of the Smithsonian Institute. The 
Africans are no more native than the Italian, Swedes or 
Russians. 

Furthermore, Beach did not even feel that the use of folk 

material would ultimately be an important element in 

American composition. In a later article, for Etude 

magazine, she commented: 

Personally, I do not think that Indian and Negro 
melodies will play a very great role in the future 
development of American composition, although some 
critics think that we shall develop along these lines 
because of the original melodies and harmonic intervals 

*̂Boston Herald, 28 May 1893 as quoted in Block, "Dvorak, Beach, 
and American Music," 260. 
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of this class of music. This is something which only 
time can prove. 

It was her feeling that if a composer using folk 

elements lived in the North or West he might more likely be 

influenced by the songs "inherited with our literature from 

our ancestors." So Irish, Scottish, etc. folk songs 

transplanted to America could be considered just as 

"American." Further, her idea was not to use these folk 

elements to make the music distinctly "nationalistic" but to 

use it as flavor. John Tasker Howard sums up what he deemed 

her general attitude toward nationalism in music: 

She has used folk-songs in many of her works--the 
Gaelic Symphony is made from Gaelic themes. Yet she 
never feels that she is writing nationalistic music 
when she uses national songs. She merely adapts for 
her own purpose melodies she happens to like. With 
her, nationalism is something subtler than using Indian 
or other tunes found in America--Americanism is 
something that cannot be acquired by thinking about it. 
She has used bird calls, Eskimo songs, Balkan themes, 
anything that happens to appeal to her. But she is not 
an Eskimo, nor a Balkan, and she knows she is not 
writing Eskimo or Balkan music. 

It is Block's opinion, never the less, despite Beach's 

comments to the contrary, that her Gaelic Symphony and her 

approximately thirty works based on folk melodies or folk 

styles are true examples of nationalism in American art 

music and that "many of [these works] are substantial and 

^%dwin Hughes, "The Outlook for the Young American Composer," 
The Etude (January 1915): 13-14. 

^̂ John Tasker Howard, Onr American Music. 3rd ed. (New York, 
1954), 247, as quoted in Merrill, 15. 
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are important landmarks in her search for a post-Romantic 

style. "̂ ^ 

In that Beach used folk elements in many of her 

compositions, one could say those pieces are "nationalistic" 

in tone. Her own comments, however, indicate that she did 

not view that music as intentionally "American" or 

"nationalistic" as a result. Her concept of "nationalism" 

was broader than the simple use of folk elements. The music 

of Beach which uses folk elements should not be considered 

distinctively "nationalistic," as that of Dvorak or 

Mussorgsky. She experimented with the elements but did not 

make it a basis for her style. 

Around 1910-1920, American music began to take new 

directions. Many younger composers, coming under the 

influence of the new ideas about American popular music 

elements and the new musical movements in Europe at the time 

centering in Paris and Vienna, began to experiment widely. 

Many went to France to study instead of to Germany. Aaron 

Copland was among this group, along with Virgil Thomson, Roy 

Harris, Walter Piston, Elliott Carter, Robert Russell 

Bennett, Marc Blitzstein, and others. These composers all 

continued the search for a national musical identity but 

incorporated the new international materials as well. 

Copland's work used jazz and syncopated dance rhythms, some 

2S Block, "Dvorak, Beach, and American Music," 275. 
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folk song elements, some angular melodies, and bichordal 

harmonies which "synthesized his American background, his 

French training and a range of expression and means of tonal 

organization related to the Viennese School. "̂ ^ 

Beach's music does not show the influence of any of 

these new ideas, but there is evidence that she was aware of 

them. According to Walter Jenkins, Beach "took special 

interest in new compositions by others and the performances 

by the most gifted musicians of her time. She did not 

always approve of the avant-garde and was particularly 

unhappy with the works of Copland." She often left "terse 

jottings" in her diary concerning her opinions. In an 

adress before the Music Teachers* National Convention, she 

spoke of her distress that much of "modern" music seemed to 

"rule out the great inspiring force of emotion, and cling 

exclusively to the intellectual." She continued: 

When I begin to feel discouraged by some of the 
tendencies toward the abstract in our present-day 
music, I turn gratefully to such works as Morning 
Heroes by Arthur Bliss--a glorious combination of 
extreme brilliancy and modernity with the deepest, 
truest sentiment, or to such evanescent, evocative 
examples as Respighi's Concerto Gregoriano. 
Rachmaninoff's "Corelli" Variations. Ravel's La Vallee 
des Cloches, Szymanoffsky's Fountain of Arethusa. Deems 
Taylor's Through the Looking Glass, or that ethereal 
Darest thou now. O Soul? of David Williams. Surely we 
may be allowed to reach out in both directions—the 

Hitchcock, 182. 

'̂'jenkins. The Remarkable Mrs. H.H.A Beach. 126. 
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intellectual and the emotional--in our efforts to 
express what is, after all, the inexpressible.^^ 

Thus, most of her work falls within the paradigm of American 

music strongly influenced by late nineteenth cenury art 

music, a paradigm known as the cultivated tradition. 

The period between World War I and 1929 was a period of 

relative affluence and optimism. Many small groups were 

organized to give new music concerts, and major conductors, 

such as Serge Koussevitzky, conductor of the Boston Symphony 

Orchestra from 1924-1949, and Leopold Stokowski, conductor 

of the Philadelphia Orchestra from 1912-1938, performed new 

works. New composer groups were formed, such as the League 

of Composers and International Composers' Guild. Beach 

reaped the benefits of some of this activity by gaining 

performances of her works, even though her music did not 

reflect the new musical concepts. This was probably due to 

her many personal appearances and her strong advocacy of her 

works. 

With the economically hard times of the depression 

beginning in 1929 and during the period following until 

approximately 1945, the concert-going audience size shrank, 

and performance organizations no longer programed so many of 

the experimental works, for they feared poor attendance and 

therefore low revenues. Program content returned to the 

%rs. H.H.A. Beach, "Emotion Versus Intellect in Music," Music 
Teachers' National Association Proceedings. 26th Series, Detroit, 
Michigan, Karl W. Gerhkens, ed. 1931, 19. 
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standard repertoire popular with concert-going audiences. 

This is perhaps one reason why Beach's works remained in 

favor. But it was also an era of mass media communications 

growth. Composers now had a new audience as recording 

companies, radio, and films demanded their services. Beach 

was interviewed on the radio, and some of her works were 

32 played. This helped keep her music in the public eye for a 

short time, but the demand for "functional" music increased, 

that is, music for radio and films, and her works were 

eventually eclipsed. A new "market" had been created for 

music with a distinctly American flavor evoking landscapes 

33 of the Far West or other American vistas. With the 

political and cultural atmosphere changing, composers looked 

away from Europe as their cultural mecca and turned instead 

3i to a new "historical or regional Americanism." Aaron 

Copland and Roy Harris were the most successful composers of 

this era. 

Opera was also performed in America during the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, but it was a form 

mostly imported from Europe, Italy in particular. Several 

attempts were made by American composers to write 

distinctively American operas, but it was not until 1927 

^̂ CBS broadcast of the Quintet, March 1932; NBC broadcast of 
Quintet, November, 1932; CBS broadcast of the Symphony, 1934. 

%amm, 440. 

^̂ Hitchcock, 198. 
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that the first really successful American opera. The King's 

Henchman, by Deems Taylor, had its premiere at the 

Metropolitan Opera on February 17. Beach composed one 

opera, Cabildo. It was completed at the MacDowell Colony 

during the summer of 1932 on the libretto given her by Nan 

Bagby Stevens. It was supposed to have been performed at 

St. Bartholomew's Church, but the arrival of a new rector 

evidently upset the plans. ̂* It was finally performed at the 

University of Georgia in 1945. 

Finally, Beach's activity should be viewed as part of 

an important era for the establishment of women's rights in 

society in general. Musicological study and the strengh of 

the women's movement in the United States within the last 

twenty years have brought to light the heretofore overlooked 

influential activities of women in music during the time 

period under study. It was an important era for the 

establishment of women's rights in society in general. 

Women became important patrons of the arts using their 

wealth and social standing to hold musicales in their homes. 

They made it possible for young performers to be heard by 

important conductors and managers and for young composers to 

present their works. Women organized and performed in 

choral societies and supported many young and promising 

*̂Jenkins, 117. 
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musicians. There were also many popular female performers, 

both vocalists and pianists. 

Amy Beach was not the only female composer working at 

the turn of the century. There were several women composers 

active, but, because of the social climate of the times, 

they had a much more difficult time than men.^^ Women in the 

late nineteenth century and early twentieth centuries, 

though gaining ground in equality with men through the 

women's movements, still faced great odds. Lacking social 

and financial backing, few women were taken seriously as 

composers. It was difficult to obtain adequate musical 

training and without the financial and political backing of 

family and mentors only a few were able to succeed. One 

American woman composer was Margaret Ruthven Lang (1867-

1972). She wrote 200 songs and some large vocal/symphonic 

works. Her Dramatic Overture was performed by the Boston 

Symphony Orchestra in 1893, the first presented by an 

American woman composer. Mabel Daniels (1879-1971), Marion 

Bauer (1887-1955), Mary Howe (1882-1964), Ethel Glenn Hier 

(1889-1971), Helen Hopekirk (1856-1945), Elizabeth Sprague 

Coolidge (1864-1953), Louise Talma (1906-), and Ruth 

Crawford Seeger (1901-1953) are other names whose works are 

^̂ See Adrienne Fried Block, "Why Amy Beach Succeeded as a 
Composer: The Early Years," Current Musicologv 36 (1983), 41-59, and 
Christine Ammer, Unsung: A History of Women in American Music. 
(Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1980). 
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only now being brought to light and performed. The most 

important of these composers was Amy Beach. 

All of the above describes the music world between 1867 

and 1944, the years during which Amy Beach lived and worked. 

The impetus of the "cultivated tradition" in American art 

music, based upon European ideals, reached its height during 

the time period. Then American music moved in new 

directions, influenced by economic and international musical 

elements. Beach's music reflects the ideals of the 

"cultivated tradition" and was not greatly influenced by the 

many new elements which surfaced during the latter part of 

her creative life. 

Choral Music in America During the Late 
Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries 

Since this study is focused upon Amy Beach's choral 

music, it is important that an overview of the development 

of the specific genre of American choral music be examined 

in order to place her works in context. 

During the mid to late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, American composers wrote choral music in a 

variety of forms and styles, both sacred and secular. Many 

were active as church musicians, composing service music and 

anthems of various levels of quality. 
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Church Music 

The heritage of church music in America was shaped by a 

combination of factors, the first of which was, as already 

noted, the influence of European ideals. Several other 

influential factors include the development of church choirs 

in America, the diversity in American religious practices, 

and the rise and success of publishing houses. 

As seen in the former section, the Singing School 

movement, rooted in the musical life of the church, 

gradually introduced better singing ideals, part-singing, 

and better texts for new music and old tunes into churches 

and communities. This led the way for development of the 

anthem, a form important in Beach's choral output. 

Unlike its English counterpart, which had always been a 

part of the church or chapel service, the American "anthem," 

a term meaning, at the time, any religious part-song that 

was more extended than a hymn, was sung in the eighteenth 

century in the Singing Schools at the end of sessions both 

for enjoyment and to demonstrate the newly acquired reading 

and singing skills of the participants. In addition, such 

pieces were performed for special occasions in prominent, 

large urban churches. Anthems only later became a more 

integral part of church services as a movement toward 

separating skilled singers from unskilled singers progressed 
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and church choirs were formed during the last four decades 

of the eighteenth century.^' 

These early anthems, contained in the many collections 

published after 1760, were newly composed and generally 

intended for more advanced singers. Characteristically 

homophonic, direct, and simple, for the most part they were 

considered to lack variety (Billings' anthems being 

important exceptions) and were derived from and influenced 

by models found in imported and American-published 

collections representing the musical style of the English 

parish church tradition. The parish church tradition 

represented the music of humble, local churches, and was 

more reflective of the social and economic times than was 

the music of the large cathedrals, abbeys and royal chapels, 

38 from which the rich tradition of cathedral music comes. 

The works of such European church composers as John 

Playford, John and James Green, John Chetham, William 

Tans'ur, William Knapp, Samuel Arnold, William Selby, Aaron 

Williams, Caleb Ashworth, and Joseph Stephenson are 

contained in these collections. According to several church 

^̂ Elwyn A. Wienandt and Robert H. Young, The Anthem in England and 
America (New York: The Free Press, 1970), 194. 

^̂ See Nicholas Temperley. The Music of the English Parish Church. 
Volume I, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979). 
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music historians,''' the early American anthems, though 

uniquely American in rhythmic features and harmony, were of 

a somewhat lesser quality than their English counterparts. 

As the influence of Andrew Law, Thomas Hastings, Lowell 

Mason, and the "better music" movement asserted itself, the 

quality of the early anthems was gradually upgraded. 

Mason's collections contained choral pieces that introduced 

a feeling for stronger melody, less static and more 

interesting, complex harmony, and better accentuation of the 

text. His collections were widely published and very 

popular. Thus, they helped create a taste for better 

quality choral music and choral singing. Gradually, more 

and more collections were published which contained pieces 

representing not only the parish church tradition, but also 

an increasing amount of cathedral tradition compositions by 

such composers as Byrd, Weldon, Clarke, and Purcell, and 

works by composers of the continent. Consequently, the 

standards of quality for anthem composition were raised yet 

again. The number and quality of anthems produced in 

America were further influenced by the development of the 

church choir in America. 

Wienandt and Young, Chapter 5; and Leonard Ellinwood, The 
History of American Church Music (New York: Morehouse-Gorham Company, 
1953), Chapter 6. 

Wienandt and Young, 235. 
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It is speculated that volunteer church choirs grew out 

of the Singing School movement,*^ especially in the more 

liturgically oriented Methodist, Presbyterian, Episcopal and 

Baptist churches, whose traditions included a place for 

anthems in the worship service. At first, as singers 

received training, they were segregated in the back 

galleries or at the sides of churches in pews to aid the 

unskilled singers in the congregation. There was no organ, 

and singing was accompanied by string and/or wind 

instruments. Since the Singing School publications tended 

to favor the trained singers, these musicians may have 

sought each other out in order to sing more complex music, 

and, eventually, they organized into choirs. Some of these 

volunteer, amateur choirs had solid financial backing and a 

cultured membership. These choirs began using professional 

singers by 1825 to bolster or even substitute for the less 

trained singers. Such choirs were called "quartet choirs," 

since usually one professional, a soprano, alto, tenor, and 

bass, was hired for each section of the choir. 

By the turn of the century, there were many big urban 

churches and small country churches of varying sizes and 

capabilities. As churches and church choirs, both the 

amateur and the professional "quartet choirs," prospered in 

a developing nation and as the organ became a standard 

^̂ Ibid., 303. 
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instrument for accompaniment, an appetite for new anthems 

was created. The proliferation of publications and 

collections which resulted in the later nineteenth century 

began to contain two distinct qualities of music: (1) a 

large number of anthems for the untrained, amateur choir 

which was improving in quality but had little financial 

backing and needed easier, less expensive music, and (2) 

better anthems for the better trained and professional 

"quartet" choirs with financial backing. 

A change in basic content of these publications 

necessarily occurred. The heavy reliance upon music 

borrowed, adapted, and lifted out of context from European 

models abated. Though collections of music from the English 

cathedral tradition continued to be published for use in the 

Anglican and other high liturgical churches, a new "grass 

roots" movement now developed and new music by American 

composers was once again in demand. 

Several factors influenced the quality of music 

contained in these publications. Though the efforts of the 

Singing Schools and later educators such as Mason had 

created an interest in choral singing, American predilection 

for popular music, or music that entertains, had not allowed 

a corresponding rise in the sense of good taste. Secondly, 

many of the American composers who contributed to these 

^̂ Ibid., 306. 
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publications had studied in Europe, as was the practice, but 

those who stayed home tended to be less well-trained. 

The foreign student returned home as a student of 
composition, prepared to try works in larger forms, 
both vocal and instrumental; the American (trained) 
product was more likely to limit his attempts to 
keyboard works, solo songs, or short pieces for the 
church." 

Unfortunately many of the latter surmised that their work 

would not be excessively criticized since it was for use in 

church and therefore would be heard by what they considered 

a less discriminating audience. They composed pieces of 

which the quality was mediocre at best. 

Edmund S. Lorenz (1854-1942) was one of the first and 

most successful publishers between 1897 and 1913 to take 

advantage of the needs of these burgeoning church choirs. 

He published subscription magazines offering churches easier 

and less expensive access to choir repertory. The Volunteer 

Choir was the simplest and offered music in closed score, 

which was short, direct, and adaptable to several voice 

arrangements. The Choir Herald offered "easy to medium" 

pieces, usually longer and more complex with short solo 

sections, keyboard introductions and interludes. The Choir 

Leader offered more quality products with incidental solos 

and solo ensembles in longer anthems, but even these did not 

tax the volunteer choir greatly. Most of these pieces 

^̂ Ibid. 
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relied on musical cliches, repetition, sequence, reiterated 

short rhythmic patterns and the rising melodic sixth. 

Though these magazines put out less than high quality music, 

they did offer the smaller churches with untrained volunteer 

choirs much in the way of repertoire and articles on many 

aspects of choral music, including vocal training for the 

volunteer choir, helpful hints about performance and other 

subjects. 

Publishing houses differed in the type of works they 

sought for publication. For instance, the works published 

by H.W. Gray tended to show more sophistication. They might 

have more adventurous harmony, extended phrases, and 

independent voice-leading. Better, more imaginative poets 

were chosen. More a capella works were represented in 

Gray's output. Composers whose works were refused by one 

house could successfully submit them elswhere. One only had 

to know which house published which styles and what 

qualities. 

This study is more concerned with music for the 

professional and quartet choirs with skilled singers and 

organist/choirmasters. The music demanded by these choirs 

and more affluent, cultured, concert-going congregations was 

of a sophisticated nature and high quality. Much of the 

*̂ See Wienandt and Young, 314-326, and Ellinwood, 70-71 for more 
detail. 
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these churches' service music, which was usually more 

liturgical in nature, was still chosen from English sources, 

but several liturgical church musicians, like Henry Cutler 

(1824-1902), composed new service music and anthems. A good 

deal of this new, higher quality church music was published 

by Oliver Ditson, the American agent for Novello of England. 

Beginning in 1879, Ditson's company published this music as 

part of their numbered octavo series. These publications 

usually featured the soloists either singly or in ensemble. 

The solo sections were often extended, dramatic, and 

technically demanding vocally and musically, while the 

contrasting choral sections were shorter, easier, and often 

used only at the conclusion of the anthem. The organ 

accompaniments, sometimes supported by small orchestras on 

special occasions, were often highly virtuosic as well. 

Though generally of a higher quality, this virtuosic quartet 

style often minimized spiritual content and approached the 

air of concert entertainment. 

The climax of the quartet style came with the 

compositions of Dudley Buck (1839-1909).** He was one of the 

first American born composers to be recognized 

internationally as a successful composer of larger choral 

works. He continued the tradition of using the soloists or 

full quartet set in contrast to the choir, exploited and 

**Ellinwood, 94. 
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glamorized the solo voices in the popular manner of the 

times, but shortening these passages and used the choir more 

extensively. He understood the restricted musical ability 

of the usually volunteer choir and wrote music of higher 

quality for them. Buck is therefore considered to have been 

influential in improving the level of anthem production. 

Wienandt and Young consider "Buck's anthems [to]show a 

greater understanding of musical materials than do those of 

earlier men...from America."*^ Though Buck's efforts did 

raise standards, it is generally agreed by historians that 

he also bowed somewhat to public taste. 

He had an excellent sense for texts, but due to popular 
demand he developed a more or less set formula which 
soon became overworked. Seen in perspective, his work 
shows a compromise between the public's taste and the 
composer's ideals. In spite of his predilection for 
quartet-choirs, he succeeded in raising the general 
level of public taste. 

The quartet style at the turn of the century as 

reflected in the works of Buck set texts of Scripture, hymns 

and other religious poetic material in full anthems with 

verses, verse anthems, and hymn anthems. Sections of the 

texts were set alternately for choir and soloists with organ 

accompaniment. The extended, virtuosic, dramatic soloistic 

sections were often lightly accompanied exhibiting a wide 

*̂ Ibid., 153. 

V̂ienandt and Young, 331. 

*%llinwood, 115. 
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range of dynamics. The organ parts often show a high degree 

of chromaticism and changes in texture. The style was 

continued into the twentieth century by such composers as 

Neidlinger, Woodman, Ambrose, Barker, and Wooler, all of 

whom tended to cater to the more popular, theatrical public 

taste with little consideration given to liturgical content. 

Buck's pupils, who continued the quartet choir 

tradition on into the twentieth century, added some new 

ideas. One of the his most popular students was Harry Rowe 

Shelly (1858-1947). A description of the style of his music 

and of others of the times, will suffice to give a general 

picture of the style which often characterized Beach's works 

as well. 

Shelley's music was quite melodic and tuneful. His 

solo passages, some brief, some extended, varied in 

importance with the choral sections. Unison choral passages 

were more prevalent than in the work of his predecessors. 

He often employed degree inflection in rising melodic 

passages, and "overripe chromaticism" for coloristic 

effect. Several pieces also used the choir a cappella. 

This was an important departure from the use of a consistent 

and elaborate organ accompaniment; he relied only upon 

choral sonority for effect, bringing the choir into a 

prominence unusual for the times. 

V̂ienandt and Young, 342. 
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Continuing in this vein would be some of the work of 

William C. Macfarlane (1870-1945). Several of his works, 

though still relying heavily on the soloist, also have 

several choral passages which are unaccompanied. In one 

work, the organ part is just a reduction of the choral 

parts. Thus, the work could be performed a cappella. 

This may have been a reflection of the a cappella choir 

movement, which was influenced by the new interest in 

America in Russian liturgical music with its rich and full 

sonorities and which in turn influenced the direction of 

church music in the 1920's and 1930's. The a cappella choir 

movement flourished under the hands of F. Melius 

Christiansen (1871-1955), Clarence Dickinson (1873-1969), 

and others. These composers wrote some new music, arranged 

traditional tunes, and edited church music with an emphasis 

on unaccompanied choral sonorities in order to convey the 

mood and intent of the text. These pieces are characterized 

by changing textures, alternating short passages of varying 

vocal combinations. 

Moving on into the twentieth century, composers such as 

Everett Titcomb (1884-1968) and David McK. Williams (1887-

1978) continued to produce excellent anthems in varying 

styles. Titcomb, always careful to enhance the purpose of 

the liturgy, used Scripture and hymn texts and was a master 

*̂ Ibid., 414-418. 
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of thematic development. He wrote unified compositions with 

wide appeal. Some were short unaccompanied pieces in 

Renaissance style featuring the choir. Some were larger, 

dramatic pieces, either full choral anthems or pieces 

alternating solo and small ensemble sections with organ 

accompaniment. Williams, with whom Beach was associated at 

St. Bartholomew's Church in New York City, used a good deal 

of unison writing for choral sections, dissonant 

accompaniments, massive organ, sequencing and dynamic 

changes at climactic points. Mood and effect, not melodic 

invention, were often his aims. 

There were also several composers who did not have to 

depend on church positions for their livelihood and 

therefore endured less public pressure. They were able to 

give more consideration to the content of their music 

without bowing to popular public taste. Horatio Parker 

(1863-1919) was such a composer. He was a professor at 

Yale, and it is generally agreed by music historians that 

his music was "on a par with the best church music produced 

S2 in England and on the continent." His choral music did not 

rely on display of the solo voices and used variety in the 

treatment of the chorus. He used "strong unison passages. 

*̂ Wienandt and Young, 421. 

*̂ Ibid., 342. 
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vigorous organ accompaniment and bold melodic contours."*^ 

He also used much chromatic harmony, many altered chords, 

and chromatic inflection: but these were not for mere 

coloristic effect but rather built tension to climactic 

points. Others who served in large liturgical churches and, 

like Parker, composed with the liturgy in mind** included T. 

Frederick Candlyn, Joseph Waddell Clokey, William Gilchrist, 

and Philip James. 

Existing alongside of this wealth of traditional church 

music was a considerable body of evangelical "salvation" 

songs and gospel music growing out of the revival and camp 

meeting movements. Though some of its stylistic elements 

were occasionally adopted into some of the traditional 

anthem repertoire, it is not the concern of this study. 

It can be seen that church music of the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries exhibited a wide variety of 

styles and qualities due to the proliferation of churches 

and religious practices in America, the needs of church 

choirs of varying abilities, and the commercial marketing 

practices of the publishing houses. Coexisting together in 

the American church music repertoire was a rich heritage of 

old and new Cathedral tradition service music and anthems, a 

volume of anthems of varying quality and styles for any 

*̂ Ibid., 343. 

**Ellinwood, 155. 
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church religious practice or choir ability, and a body of 

evangelical "salvation" songs and gospel music. The church 

music of Amy Beach exhibits the best qualities of the 

quartet style tradition with highly crafted, yet 

liturgically text-conscious finish. 

Large-Form Choral Works 

While most serious composers of the nineteenth century 

concentrated on instrumental music and opera, choral 

composition outside of the church did continue. These works 

took a variety of forms. Some remained Classical in style 

with traditional or restrained orchestral accompaniments; 

others contained elements of Romantic feeling in styles that 

departed only slighlty from Classical ideals; and still 

others bore elements of full exploration of Romantic 

harmony, melody, and expression that had little relationship 

to earlier forms. Masses were written which were short, 

some larger, but all conventional in style and structure 

reminiscent of Haydn and accompanied by orchestra, as the 

Masses of Schubert. Some, like those of Liszt, were simple, 

contained no solo passages, were a cappella or with only 

organ supporting the voices. Others were very large, 

elaborate settings for soloists, large Romantic orchestra 

and chorus. They incorporated some late Romantic ideas of 
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theme transformation and symphonic treatment and were rich 

in chromatic harmonies. 

The Requiem Mass in the hands of Berlioz, Verdi, 

Dvorak, Brahms and Faure underwent changes in format 

following several different forms, from long, large, 

grandiose settings with large orchestras and several choirs 

incorporating symphonic techniques to smaller, shorter, more 

devotional settings. Some followed the traditional 

liturgical form of the Roman Catholic Mass for the Dead, and 

some were settings of other texts. 

The Oratorio continued, loosely defined as a long work 

for soloists, choir and large orchestra that used 

recitative, aria, and choral numbers. Mendelssohn's St. 

Paul and Eli iah followed traditional form and was based on a 

sacred text. Several secular oratorios were written by 

Schumann and Berlioz. The latter's Damnation of Faust 

contained scenic and stage directions and was more concert 

opera. His L'Enfanoe du Christ is totally different and on 

a much smaller scale. Other contributors to the form were 

Liszt and Elgar. 

The Cantata form in the nineteenth to twentieth 

centuries was a smaller form of oratorio, either sacred or 

secular, a series of recitatives and arias, ensemble numbers 

**Homer Ulrich, A Survey nf Choral Music (New York: Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, Inc. 1973), Chapters 9 and 10. 
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and fugal or homophonic choruses, accompanied by an 

orchestra. But its form was not standardized. Some were 

not even called cantatas.. Examples would be Dvorak's Stabat 

Mater which he called a religious cantata, and Brahms' 

cantata, Rinaldo, for tenor soloist, four-part men's choir 

and orchestra. 

Other forms included the Te Deum, Magnificat, and 

Stabat Mater which could be large multi-movement works for 

concert hall use (Berlioz, Bruckner) or small intimate 

settings for church. Many smaller works for chorus and 

orchestra were also set, such as Brahms' Schichsalslied and 

Nanie. 

The practice of using choral forces in symphonies was 

begun by Beethoven. It was continued by Berlioz (Romeo and 

Juliette) . Mendelssohn (Lobgesang). and Liszt (Faust 

Symphony. Symphony to Dante's Divina Commedia). and greatly 

expanded by Mahler (Symphonies No. 2, No. 3, and No. 8). 

As already mentioned, the advent of large music 

festivals in America, emulating those in England, Germany 

and France, and the establishment of resident, permanent 

orchestras and musical societies in the nineteenth century 

made possible the frequent performance of the works of 

Handel and Haydn and many other of these European choral 

works. It also created more opportunity for the composition 

and performance of larger choral works by American 
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composers. Therefore, along with the church music activity, 

American composers who had been educated both in Europe and 

at home turned their hand to these choral genre. 

American composers, especially those of the New England 

group, all educated either in Europe or in the U.S. by 

Europeans, continued to write in the traditional, German 

Romantic styles but with the more refined structural 

techniques of the classical tradition of Haydn and Mozart. 

Their goal (as was Brahms') was a fusion of classical and 

Romantic elements. Their choral compositions followed the 

forms and styles then in vogue but often added a touch of 

American flavor by their choice of texts and subjects. John 

Knowles Paine (1839-1906), William Gilchrist (1846-1916), 

Dudley Buck (1839-1909), Amy Beach (1867-1944), and Horatio 

Parker (1863-1919) are members of the New England group who 

wrote a good amount of choral music with these ideals in 

mind. 

Paine's Mass in D was highly praised as the first 

American-composed, large-scale classical composition to be 

performed in Europe, and the first such piece to be 

published. His large oratorio, St. Peter, was performed by 

the Boston Handel and Haydn Society in 1874 as the first 

American work to be featured as the entire program. Dudley 

Buck composed several choral compositions based on the 

learned European style but which took subject matter from 
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American history. He, for example, used historical material 

in the cantatas Don M^inio, The Centennial Meditation of 

Columbia, and The Golden Legend. Horatio Parker wrote many 

choral works between 1882 and 1919, but the best known and 

most often performed was the Hora novissima, a sacred 

cantata or oratorio. Based on a medieval Latin text, it 

uses contrapuntal textures, Wagnerian leading motives and 

melodic sequence. 

Secular Choral Music 

In addition to compositional activity in church music 

and larger choral forms, a great deal of secular choral 

music was written and performed. This was in part due to 

the development and proliferation in America of many choral 

societies during the later eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries. These societies were modeled on English and 

German choral societies. Most of these at first performed 

sacred works; the larger societies continued that practice, 

while smaller societies gradually introduced secular pieces. 

One of the oldest American choral societies is the Old 

Stoughton Musical Society, founded in 1786 in Stoughton, 

Massachusetts. Its purpose was "to join the best singers 

and instrumentalists from surrounding towns" to perform 

*̂ See Hamm, 98-102. 

*Wmm, 100. 
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sacred music. The Society met yearly. The largest and most 

influential of these societies was the Boston Handel and 

Haydn Society, founded in 1815, which performed large-scale 

sacred works for chorus and orchestra. The Oratorio Society 

of New York was established in 1873 under the direction of 

Walter Damrosch, an influential personality in the life of 

New York choral music and a choral conductor. He was first 

the conductor of New York's Arion Club, a male chorus. 

There were also several short-lived societies which had 

impetus from churches. Such a society was the New York 

Sacred Music Society which grew out of the choir of Zion 

Church in 1824. 

In the West, under the influence of the Singing Schools 

and the German population, several singing societies were 

founded. The Cincinnati May Festival and the Sangerfests 

were the larger groups and performed the large-form sacred 

repertoire. The Apollo Club of Chicago, originally a male 

chorus, became a mixed chorus in 1876. The Bethlehem Bach 

Choir was established in 1900. 

Many smaller choral societies blossomed as well, and 

these performed many men's and women's secular part-songs 

along with the larger, more pretentious fare. But even 

though these societies continued to proliferate, it seems 

they did not thrive because public interest was often 

lacking. Arthur Mees, a choral conductor active around the 
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turn of the century (New York Mendelssohn Glee Club, Albany 

Music Festival Association) and author of Choirs and Choral 

Music in 1901, commented upon the state of choral music 

perfomance and appreciation: 

...Although these [choral societies] have steadily 
increased in number and capability, the benefit to be 
derived from the opportunities which they offer for 
participating in the practice and listening to the 
performance of choral works of a high class is but 
little appreciated. Good choruses are not numerous 
because the dignity and educational value of chorus 
singing are not understood. Few, even of the best 
organisations, enter upon a new season confident of the 
public support necessary to their very life. Much less 
are they in the position to pursue a course in accord 
with the lofty ideals which they may have in view 
regardless of popular prejudice. In the whole range of 
choral literature there is but one work the performance 
of which, if given about Christmastide, can be relied 
upon for liberal patronage. That work is "The 
Messiah," and its production is looked upon as a 
religious function. Under such conditions it is 
impossible to adopt a policy calculated systematically 
to develop the technical capabilities and powers of 
comprehension of the chorus and to educate the taste of 
the public. 

In sum, despite the abundance of choral music societies, 

choral music performances were not always of the highest 

quality, and there was not a great deal of public support 

and appreciation for choral music. 

Though the societies may not have contained the most 

accomplished musicians or maintained excellent performance 

standards, they did provide opportunity for choral 

performance and for much secular composition to be written 

**Arthur Mees, Choirs and Choral Music (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1901), 208. 
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for mixed choruses and for women's and men's choruses as 

well. All of the composers of the times contributed to the 

repertoire. The texts for these pieces, sometimes very 

light and frivolous, sometimes quite heavy and serious, were 

chosen from many important and well-known American literary 

poets, such as Longfellow and Browning, from popular poets, 

from English poets like Robert Burns, and from the classical 

texts like Shakespeare. Forms and lengths varied. There 

were newly composed sectional cantata-like pieces and 

shorter one-movement through-composed pieces. Melodies were 

usually singable, flowing, and Romantically expressive, 

similar to those of Mendelssohn and Brahms. Many choral 

arrangements of currently popular vocal solos were made. 

Accompaniment was by piano, sometimes with an instrumental 

obbligato, such as violin or flute, and occasionally a small 

orchestra. 

This was the state of the musical world, specifically 

of the choral music world, during the time Amy Marcy Cheney 

Beach lived and worked. Much in the way of musical 

diversity was available to her. But she was raised and 

educated in a well-to-do, artistic New England environment 

at a time in history when the ideals of the "cultivated 

tradition," rich in European influence, were firmly 

established. All of her supporters, influential and 

talented musicians, were thoroughly attracted to and 
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grounded in this tradition. She was a product of her era, 

and her career as a choral composer followed the musical 

ideals that were carried on by the composers of the "New 

England School." Even so. Beach's work manifests the 

personality and individual artistic stamp of the composer 

herself. 



CHAPTER IV 

SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF BEACH CHORAL WORKS 

Introduction 

A general survey of Beach's choral works has shown that 

her work is stylistically uneven, for the most part showing 

a preference for the styles, forms, and harmonic language 

used primarily by the composers in the "Cultivated Traditon" 

of the New England School. She composed technically and 

harmonically more difficult and involved music at various 

times in her life. This unevenness in style was most likely 

related to the circumstances surrounding the composition of 

each piece. That is, she considered the level of the group, 

the secular or sacred occasion, and the mood and drama of 

the poetry she chose to set. Yet a closer, more detailed 

analysis of selected works reveals characteristics which 

apply to all of her works as well as a general, gradual 

change in style from early works to middle period works to 

later works. This change seems to progress from less 

complex forms and harmonic style to more complex, then a 

return to a less complex, more simplified, mature, concise 

style. Lindsey Merrill, in his theoretical dissertation on 

the works of Beach, concluded that, based on use of certain 

sonorities, modulatory practices, use of non-functional 

86 
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harmony and non-harmonic tones, the middle period begins 

approximately with Op. 105 and the late with Op. 135.^ 

To this author, it seems a little more complex in that 

this change appears to occur at different places within the 

genre breakdown. That is, the transition to middle 

complexity, as well as the return to relative simplicity, 

occurs earlier in the secular cantatas than in her church 

music. In addition, the changes are not really all that 

clear-cut. There are aspects of Beach's work that are 

hallmarks of her style and never change. 

The following discussion of Beach's choral works will 

include a general survey of all of her works as well as 

particular comments concerning her use of forms and unifying 

factors, choice of texts and text setting, harmony, melody, 

rhythmic and metrical elements, and texture. Most examples 

will be cited from the list of works ennumerated in Table 1. 

They are chosen as representative of Beach's choral works in 

the three style periods. The discussion will be further 

organized by genre. 

Large-Form Sacred Works 

Beach composed several large-form sacred works, for 

soli, chorus and orchestra or organ, the first of which and 

the only of its type, is the Mass in E-flat. 

^Merrill, 176. 
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Table 1: List of Representative Workj 

Genre Period Title 

Large-form: Early Festival Jubilate, Op. 17 
Sacred 

Middle Cant;.icle of the Sun, Op. 123 

Large-form: Early Rose of Avontown, Op. 30 
Secular 

Middle Sea Fairies, Op. 59 

Late Peter Pan, Op. 10 

Part-songs Early Little Brown Bee, Op. 9 
Come Unto These Yellow Sands, Op 

Middle Drowsy Dreamtown, Op. 129 
The Greenwood, Op. 110 

Late We Who Sing, Op. 140 
This Morning Very Early, Op. 144 

Church Music Early Peace on Earth, Op. 38 

Middle Thou Knowest, Op. 76 
Let This Mind Be In You, Op. 105 
Benedicite, Op.121 

Late I Will Give Thanks, Op.147 
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The Mass was begun in 1886 and completed three years 

later. It was performed on February 7, 1892, by the Handel 

and Haydn Society of Boston under the direction of Carl 

Zerrahn, with the Boston Symphony Orchestra led by Franz 

2 Kneisel. It was the first composition by a woman performed 

by the oldest and most conservative musical organization in 

the country. It won high praise from the critics of the 

times. From Percy Goetschius came the following: 

the Mass, a work which, though betraying the 
extreme youth of its author here and there, also 
exhibits numerous passages of extraordinary power and 
originality, and distinctly presages a brilliant 
career. 

And from the Boston Herald: 

The Beach Mass is a composition that is well worth the 
study of those who decry the ability of women in the 
field of music, and the evidences it gives of thorough 
musical training, genius in the line of composition, 
melodious idea, skill in the development and 
elaboration of themes and command of the modern 
orchestra demand generous praise for its composer. 

The several movements of the Mass are very effectively 
assigned, and the use made of the quartet and chorus 
shows a rare degree of skill and good taste. The 
orchestral scoring commands high praise, for the modern 
instrumentation of the work has been made with much 
originality in the combinations, and with admirable 
judgment. 

^Eden, 44. 

Âs quoted in Percy Goetschius, Mrs. H.H.A.Beach: An 
Analvtir.al Sketch. (Boston: Arthur P. Schmidt, 1906), 11. 

^Boston Herald. 8 February 1892, as quoted in 
Goetschius, 67. 
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The Mass, intended for concert performance but used in 

parts also by churches of the times,* is in nine movements. 

The entire Mass itself, and each movement of the Mass. looks 

to the past by following in some way the historical formal 

patterns, but it also represents the music of Beach's own 

time with respect to harmonic and dramatic content. It also 

bears the stamp of the composer's individualistic and 

creative talent revealing techniques and ideas resulting 

from her self-studied theoretical background and her 

exposure to the then current and popular church music 

quartet style. 

The Kyrie, Credo, Sanctus, Benedictus and Agnus Dei are 

all contained movements, though the Credo is quite sectional 

with changes of meter and tempo and connecting orchestral 

interludes. The Gloria text however, is divided into 4 

separate movements: the Gloria. LaudaiDUS JLe, Qui toll is. 

and Quoniain tu solus. Beach has used the complete standard 

mass text, but frequently employs text repetition for 

dramatic and musical purposes. 

Each of the movements shows stylistic traits common to 

much of Beach's choral work. Examples 1-6 illustrate some 

of these traits. For instance, the Kyrie begins with a 

lovely, soft melody for the chorus in unison in E-flat 

*Well-documented in Library of Congress Amy Beach 
correspondence collection. 
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moving finally to a full four parts. It then follows the 

normal Classic-Romantic form of short solo entries with 

choral comment, repeated in the relative minor key, then 

followed by a middle section which is harmonically unsettled 

and a third section returning to the home key with the 

melodic material of the solo. At the close of the movement. 

Beach uses a small portion of the opening choral melody in 

the orchestra, illustrating a practice not only to be seen 

later in the Mass itself, but also in later works (see 

Examples 1 and 2). 

The Gloria section bows to contrapuntal tradition. It 

is a fine example of Beach's rare but excellent contrapuntal 

writing. In measures 108-116 she uses two themes together 

(see Example 3). Beach's contrapuntal expertise is also 

seen in the Quoniam. 

Excellent examples of choral unison can be found in the 

Qui Tollis and especially the Credo. Measures 319-339 show 

a long, rising, unison melody, which breaks into parts at 

the cadence. The Credo also illustrates Beach's use of solo 

as obbligato over choral comment (see Examples 4 and 5). 

The closing Dona nobis oacem section is fittingly tutti 

and ingeniously incorporates three of the themes used at the 

beginning and end of the Mass. In the first eight measures 

the sopranos sing the A^nus Dei theme, the altos, the 

opening choral Kvrie and solo Kvrie theme. The tenors 



Example 1. Opening measures of Kyrie, Mass in E-flat. 

Kyrie. 
Organ, Strings, Wood Wind t 2 Horns. 

Largt).(J.46.) 

Tenor. 

PIANO.< 

Eyri-e e - lei>son, Ky-r i - e, 

Lar^0.(J.4«.) 
0,1, rr -

Ky- ri-« e . lei-son. 

: « : 

PPOtfn 

V-'i/, il ^ 

i n 

i2L 

± 

J : ' *•• 

« • » : 

•*—r-rt-

3=?: 

^ 

V4J—J-
= ^ 

^ ^ 
1 . • ^:,' P T -

^ ^ ^ 

v^ 
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(9) Walton Music Corporation, 1995. Used by permission. 
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i ^ ^ 

i Viol, con sordini 

?i==^ I I rhi i ,]T,' i 
« — « - ^ 

r\ 
-rr •S=x. : § : f7 

sempre PP T r-T r r 
^ ^ Str. 

^ ^ 
331 

±± 

A.P.S.2837 

ii& 52. ^ * 

Example 3. Gloria of Mass in E-flat. Contrapuntal writing. 
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Example 4. Credo of M«.«. ir, p-<>i .^ choral uni 
son. 

^ " i ^ * * ^ ^ * * * " ^ * * ^ 

1 *J 

1 /) ' 

I ^ 
qui 

qai 

9S 

ID -

lo -

1^.. 1 

qui Io. -

. i i . j . 

CO -

cu -
-U-r: 

* * 3 i 

-

-

CU - " 

[ \.M 

-tni. 

« 

^ 

-tus, 
4-^ 

ktUS, 

• » 

^ £ ^ « 

p *̂ -̂  ' 
est per , 

^ JCT 1 ; 

•• • - -
est per | 

-J JSf-» —• • 

est per 

qui Io - CQ - -tus, 

# "g^ 

TrpU. 

==ii 
^ 

m^^ > ^ ^ 

>»»» 
i # I I ! 

I - m 

tm • ! 

f̂  » I 

3 0 : 
i.^"" * l 

«Jl 

« A.P.S.28T7 
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Example 5. Credo of Mass in E-flat. Obbligato and chorus. 

Credo. 
Organ,strings, Wood Wind, Brass » Kettle- Drum. 

Allegro con spirito. (J. ue.) 
SOPRANO SOLO. 

Allegrro con spirito.(#= ii«.) 
Wipd 

! ' ' Uu.^ 
•> ,> . ') '_ *! 
.r ? I, A mm 
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Example 5 continued. 

Example 6. Closing of Agnus Dei, Mass in E-flat. Rounding 

Do - na, do-na no-bis pa - cem 
Wind » Str. 

^ ^ 

d o - n a no bis 

TTorna ^ ^ 

- = • I I I * 

5 • ^ * 

tX 
g 
V-

MftHP ^" E-flat excerpts used by permission of Walton Music 
Corporation. 
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and basses also sing the opening choral Kvrie theme. And 

the opening choral Kvrie theme is quoted in the orchestra 

one last time, illustrating a hallmark of a Beach choral 

composition, that she will always find some way to "round" a 

piece. She rarely ends anything with completely new 

material (see Example 6). 

Smaller in scope and intended mainly for performance in 

church or other sacred setting were the two sacred cantatas. 

The Canticle of the Sun, Op. 123, and Christ in the 

Universe. Op. 132, the former being the most popular and 

often performed. Also included in this group would be the 

Festival Jubilate. Op. 17. Though commissioned for a 

secular occasion and without soloists, it is based upon a 

sacred text and is cantata-like in nature. Each of these 

large-form works are accompanied by orchestra or organ. All 

three are settings of sacred texts, each very different. 

One is a Scripture text, the other two are poems, one 

written in the thirteenth century and the other written by a 

contemporary of Beach. Each text becomes more mystical in 

nature and the settings follow suit. The melodies and 

harmonies move from a more diatonic to more chromatic 

emphasis with the later piece showing the influence of 

Wagner, Liszt and even Debussy and Scriabin, examples of 

which will be shown later. 
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As Beach conceived it, the cantata was non-formulaic in 

structure, alternating chorus, aria, and recitative or 

sections of chorus, in a manner directly related to the form 

and aesthetic sensibilities of the text and to key 

relationships. Each work is very sectional in nature with 

dramatic contrast achieved through changing meter, key, 

tempo and texture for each verse or set of verses in the 

text. Each also uses some unifying factor, such as a return 

to the first key and theme, or a pervasive use of a theme or 

motive throughout, creating an overall rounded form. Beach 

rarely used a through-composed form. 

An examination of how the form of the earliest cantata 

relates to the form of its text will illustrate some basic 

style characteristics of these sacred cantatas. The 

Festival Jubilate. Op. 17, is a setting of Psalm 100, or the 

Jubilate Deo canticle, as found in the Book of Common 

Praver. The format of this version is slightly different 

from that in the King James Bible. The outline in Figure 1 

shows how the work progresses, and that much contrast is 

achieved through changes of tempo and meter. The work was 

intended as a ceremonial piece to be performed at the 

dedication of the Woman's Building at the World's Columbian 

Exposition in Chicago in 1892. The setting fully fits its 

purpose: celebration and praise in a secular setting. 
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Sgrt-inr^ T . 
Maestoso, W =66; 4/4 meter. 
Verse 1 of canticle: 

O be joyful in the Lord all ye lands 
serve the Lord with gladness and come before 
His presence with a song. 

Sertinn TT , 

Allegro, W sl26 
Orchestra interlude 
Verse 1 of canticle: 

0 be joyful in the Lord all ye lands 
serve the Lord with gladness. 
serve the Lord and come before His 
presence with a song 

Sect.-inn TTT • 

Molto moderate, •• =80; 3/4 meter. 
Orchestra interlude 
Verse 2 of canticle: 

2a Be ye sure that the Lord He is God! 
2b It is He that hath made us, and not we 

ourselves. 
2a Be ye sure that the Lord He is God 

Vivace, • =126 - ,,. 
2c We are His people, and the sheep or His 

pasture, 
2a Be ye sure that the Lord He is God 
2b It is He that hath made us and not we 

ourselves 
2c We are His people, and the sheep of His 

pasture Sprtion TV i 
Andante. •* =120; 6/8 meter. 
Short orchestral interlude 
Verse 3 of canticle: 

0 go your way into His gates with 
thanksgiving and into His courts with praise 
Be thankful unto Him and speak good of His 
Name .̂ — 

•<Sprtion V 

Grave; 4/4 meter. 
Verse 4 of canticle: ^^ .„ 

For the Lord is gracious, His mercy is 
,,verlastin«̂  and His truth endureth forever. 

Allegro con spirito, ^ =120; 3/4 meter. 
Orchestra interlude 

""^""Slory^Glory. Glory be to the Father and to 
the Son, and to the Holy Ghostas it was in 
the beginning, is now and ever shall be worlc 
without end. Amen. 

Figure 2: Outline of Festival .Jubilate, Op. 17 
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Section I opens with a fanfare-like orchestral 

introduction of two measures in 4/4 meter. Then the chorus 

enters, in divi si parts, singing verse one in majestic, full 

chordal, homophonic sonorities in a "grand style." The 

entire verse is quoted, with some repetition of text. This 

section seems to serve as an introduction to the rest of the 

piece. It states the basic theme which will recur in whole 

and in motivic parts throughout the work (see Example 7). 

After a full cadence and fermata. Section II begins 

allegro with an orchestral interlude which serves as an 

introduction to a fugal section on the text and theme of 

section one (see Example 8). 

The transitory orchestral interlude to Section III 

begins in the sub-dominant minor with a B flat in the bass 

and finally settles into the key of B flat at the choral 

entries (see Example 9). The first part of Section III is 

basically very quiet and meditative with short overlapping, 

imitative choral entries leading to a forte vivace unison 

choral section (see Example 10) at the triumphant 

declaration that "we are His people." It employs a faster 

tempo and a fanfare-like and jubilant accompaniment. 

The interlude to section IV is modulatory and uses a 

motive of the lilting 6/8 melody for verse 3. The key is F 

major as the chorus divides into six parts, the women's 

voices in three parts leading the way with the melodic 
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Example 7 . Fest . ivfl l iTnb i l n tp , Op. 17 . Measures 1-15. 

F E S T I V A L J U B I L A T E . 

Maestoso. J =66. Mrs.H.H.A^BeacI 

SOPRANO. 

ALTO 

TEIfOR 

BASS. 

EIANO. 

Maestoso. j=66. be Joy - ftJ, Joy . . fu 

-^ m 
m*«Mttrf« • ^ ^ 
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Example 7 continued 

/c) 1995. Hildegard Publishing Co. Used by permission 
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Example 8. Festival JnhUflte, Op. 17. Measures 70-75. 
Allegro, Section II fugal entrances. 

^if[jJ- j'1 
Juy. fnl b th( 

J. ;ij^f 
0 be Joyfnl b the Lord, all ye luds, all ye lands, 0 be Joy. ftil in thu 

Example 9. Festival Jubilate. Measures 127-157. 
Section III interlude. 

Molto xnoderato. J = 
| A 7 
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* • y« amv that the Loid He i.i Ctid that the Lord 

4 ' . '"̂  

Example 10. Festival Jnhi1»t.^. Measures 186-198. 
Vivace choral unison. 

Vivace .J = 
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Example 10 continued. 

c) 1995. Hildegard Publishing Co. Used by permission. 
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material contrasting with the men's voices in three parts 

which repeat the section in a transitory passage (see 

Example 11). This contrasting of divisi women and men's 

voices is a common feature of Beach's works. 

Section V is short and is an excellent example of 

Beach's use of choral declamation, both in parts and in 

unison. This section serves as a dominant preparation for 

the return of the theme and key of D major ending on a 

solid, unambiguous A major chord (see Example 12). The 

final interlude is in a bright spirited 3/4 and is tonally 

transitory in nature, using the first theme and passage work 

to set up the return of the first section but with the words 

of the Gloria patri (see Example 13). 

This same sectionalism and sensitivity to the drama of 

the text through contrasts in key, tempo, meter, texture, 

etc., is seen in both of the later sacred cantatas. 

The Cantinle nf the Sun. Op. 123, a setting of a text 

of St. Francis of Assisi (1182-1226), Hymn to Brother Sun, 

translated by Matthew Arnold, was composed in 1925 at the 

MacDowell Colony.^ It was put aside for several years until 

Beach received a request for a cantata from Mr. H. Augustine 

Smith of Boston University. Smith was director of the 

Chautauqua Institute Choir at the time and Beach dedicated 

it to that choir. He performed the Canticle at Boston 

%den, 109. 
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Example 11. Festival .T̂ î̂i ] ̂ tf 
Measures 249-271. 

Interlude to section IV. 

20 



Example 12. Festival J^I^Hftte. Choral declamation. 
Measures 3 6 7 - 3 9 5 . 

108 

i* 
For the Lord is gi-a . - cioud 

Grave. J =6o. 
j \ _ 

^W 

the Lord in ffra. ciona, 

i 
P # 

-T»-r-
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•Bis dtercy is ev - er . last . . big. His mercy is ev . eriast . ing; 
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I 
dor . eth 

i 
from ^ene 

P 

ra . tion to ge ne ra tion. 

fe ^ ^ u= 3;: i> t, 1, C ^^^^ 
cr 0' 01 0 

from gene ra . (ion to dur . eth &« . . ne ra . tion. 

OE 
^ ^ 

-#-»-*. g • »: P as 
^ 

ii £ 

dur . eth 

^f^* ^ 
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Example 13. Festival .T̂ V̂ J ] f,|-,f. 
396-403. 

Final interlude, Measures 

Allegro con, spirito. J = iio 

Allegro con spirito. J = uo. 

1 I ^3 

p 
p 

{c)1995. Hildegard Publishing Co. Used by permission. 
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University, but it was not performed at Chautauqua until the 

summer of 1930 under the direction of R. Lee Osborne.^ 

Beach called it a "simple and practical setting," feeling it 

was "not too difficult or too long and can be used by 
a 

schools, choruses, 'even churches.'" Indeed the Canticle 

enjoyed immense popularity and was performed throughout the 

United States by many of the best church and community 

choirs during her lifetime, especially at St. Bartholomew's 

Church in New York City, where it was performed annually 

over two decades under the direction of David McK. 

Williams. This may be due in large part to the fact that 

Beach promoted her works, and this one in particular, very 

strongly. In a letter to her publisher on October 18, 

1928, ̂'̂  she gave a long listing of people to whom she wished 

complimentary copies sent. It included many well-known and 

fine musicians, such as Lawrence Whipp of the American 

Catholic Church in Paris, Howard Lyman of Syracuse 

University, Raymond Nold in New York City, Dr. Archibald 

Davison of Appleton Chapel at Harvard and many others. 

There are several letters to Schmidt throughout the 

^AB-APS correspondence, LC, 25 November 1929 and 23 
June 1930. 

^AB-APS correspondence, LC, 20 June 1928. 

%den, 108. 

^''AB-APS correspondence, LC, 18 October 1928. 
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collection of her correspondence at the Library of Congress 

and the University of New Hampshire which include more such 

lists and requests. 

As in the Festival Jnhilat.^, the text of the Canticle 

takes precedence. The form and dramatic use of melody, 

harmony, texture and tempo and meter changes are quite 

effective, showing Beach's deeply sensitive and expert 

abilities. Since the text is medieval, there are several 

elements which imply this. For instance, the opening bass 

ostinato resembles the Renaissance nota cambiata. It also 

implies the tonic minor, giving a modal flavor. The chorus 

enters in unison, suggesting chant (see Example 14). 

Following the pattern for these works, the piece is 

sectional, setting each verse, or portion of a verse, with a 

different texture (either solo or choral), tempo, and key, 

reflecting the dramatic intent of the text. For example, 

the opening section sets verses 1, 3, and 4 of the original 

canticle for chorus in a 4/4 meter marked Lento con maesta^ 

with the quarter note equaling 69 beats per minute. Section 

II, verses 5,6, and 7, changes to 3/4, Allegretto pastorale 

!-104. Verse 5 is sung by the tenor, verse 6, by a mezzo, 

and verse 7 becomes a duet between the two. Verse 8 changes 

back to 4/4, Allegro con brio. =132 for chorus with 

contrapuntal points of imitation on a new melodic theme, the 

first four notes of which are the cambiata figure of the 
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Example 14 . C a n t i r i p of t h e ffiin, Op. 123 . Measures 1-36. 

Dadlcslatf la tba.CkaaUu4Ba.0k«lr 

The Canticle of the Sun 
•AINT rilANOIB or ABBISI, A.O.U38 

Trma«UUd.b|LUatlh«w AraoU 

Lento con raaesta (Jsey) 

SOPRAKO 

ALTO 

TENOR 

BASS 

PIANO 
or 

ORGAN 

MRS. H.H.A.BEACH 
Op. 12* 

PP 

High, 

-4iP- ense. 
^ ^ fii 

^ 

^ 

0 Most High, 

m ^ 

Al - migh <y. 

m - » -
^ 

3z : 

i ^ -MP- m I - r I ^ ^ JBBg ^ 
0 Most High, 

PP^. sx 

* t 5 

A « 8 a 4 i 6 u - a 8 

CopyrlKhi l««a by TheArthurP-Schmidt Co. 
lolrrn^lloaal Ca(>yrlKht Secured 
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Example 14 continued. 

S) 1928. The Arthur P. Schmidt Co. Used by permission of The 
MacDowell Colony, Inc., copyright owners. 
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motive found in the opening accompaniment. Thus each stanza 

is set off by tempo, meter, texture, and is not developed. 

In this way one could say the piece is through-composed. 

But it is held together by the pervasive occurrence of the 

principal motive throughout, rounded harmonically by 

beginning and ending in the same key, and thematically by 

return of the first section melody and harmonization in the 

final section. The motive is quoted again in the 

accompaniment (see Example 15). 

The cantata Christ in the Universe. Op. 132, on a poem 

by Alice Meynell and dedicated to David McK. Williams and 

the St. Bartholomew Church Choir, was published in 1931. 

The text of this work is of a more mystical nature than the 

text of the Canticle and broadens the concept of God to 

include a God of the universe that could take many shapes 

and forms. This sort of text is a little unusual for Beach, 

being approached in only one other piece for chorus and 

orchestra, the Chamber^H Nautilus. 

Beach follows the pattern of sectionalizing the text, 

setting a part for chorus, and parts for soloists. Each of 

the three cantatas is handled differently in this regard. 

The sections of the Ft^stival show definite stopping places. 

Interludes are long, usually instrumental, and usually 

modulatory (see Examples 9 and 11). The sections in the 

rf^j^firAe show definite cadences and stopping places, but 
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Example 15. Canticle of the Snn. Final measures, 444-452. 

m ^m i JV 

^ ^ zzs: 

i serve Him with great hn - mi - Ii - ty, and 

H ^ J J J J m -u 

i ^ ^ 

Him with great hu - mi - Ii - ty. 
^ 

i ^ g g i P ^ ^ ^ serve Him with great hu - mi - Ii - ty, and 

serve Him with great hu - mi - 11 - ty.. 

By permission of the MacDowell Colony, Inc 
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they are fairly continuously connected. Any interludes are 

quite short, much less virtuosic and are not separate 

entities (see Example 16). Modulation between sections 

occurs as much in the choral part as in the interludes (see 

Example 17). The sections in Christ in t.hf> lTniv,:>r>«̂  are 

more separated with slightly longer interludes similar to 

those in the Festival Jnhilat.^ (see Example 18). 

Harmonically, these three cantatas are quite different, 

showing early simplicity moving to middle period complexity. 

The harmony in the Festival Jubilatf^ is straightforward, 

basically diatonic with only a few short passages of non

functional, passing chromatic harmony. There are secondary 

functions, flat VI chords, many seventh chords and passage 

work in the accompaniment and chorus built around seventh 

chord sonorities, along with much use of the third relation-

in this piece, up a minor third from D to F. The piece 

opens very diatonically in a style reminiscent of 

Mendelssohn, then moves to a softer, more chromatic and 

sentimental style dwelling on various forms of the dominant 

(see Examples 9 and 11). with particular emphasis upon the 

augmented dominant and dominant ninth in cadences (see 

Example 19). 

One will see in Beach's work also many descending 

chromatic bass lines (see Example 20) and use of pedal 

points (see Example 21). In the later works, these devices 



Example 16. Cantlclp. Interlude. Measures 60-65 
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Example 17. Cantirle. Choral interlude. Measures 150-154. 

Allegro con brio (J = 132) 
SOP. 

i iA m ALTO 
Praised, Praised, 

zoo. 

i A: TSNOR 
Praised, 

• ^ ^ 

Praised, 

P S 

BASS 
Praised, 

Allegro con brio(J rtsa) 
Praised, 

Praised, 

Praised, 

\f: i* 

By permission of the MacDowell Colony, Inc. 
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Example 18. Christ in the UnivprRe. Interlude. Measures 

@ 1 9 3 1 , H.W. Gray Co. Reprinted by permission of CPP/Belwin 
copyright owners. 
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Example 19. Festival Juhilatft. Use of augmented dominant 
and dominant ninth in cadence. Measures 335-
339. 

m 
Name^ speal^ocd 

EE ^ ^ 

of His 

J-yJ i.i' 
Name, of His Nune, 

? Jil 'I 
Nuiie, speal good. of His Nunie, 

I ^ J . J '̂ ; v/ J, *r / 'r T T T 

Name, dim. speak good. of Hid Name. 

ft good of Hii> 

^ ^ -'i^-W-

^Kuni Name, and speak. 

I ^ ^ ' • ; - r t •> r • L i 

^ 
Name, 

V'l, • V ; ^ jf V i 

of His Name, 

^ 

Name, speak good. of Hid Name, 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i>J ^̂  

^ 
^ 

4dt-^ 
•=c I m. -0-^ 

Used by permission of Hildegard Publishing Co 
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Example 20. Festlvftl JllhJIntP. Descending bass line. 
Measures 199-208. 

Used by permission of Hildegard Publishing Co. 
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Example 21. Festival Jubilate. Use of Pedal Point 
Measures 321-326. 

Used by permission of Hildegard Publishing Co. 
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and passages of chromatic harmony are used much more 

extensively. 

Harmonic structure in the Cantir1f> becomes more 

adventurous, complex and more chromatic. There is more 

widespread use of third relationships not only between 

sections, but also within sections. In fact, within the 

first few measures (see Example 14) there are elements of 

third relationship to the tonic D flat with a dominant 7th 

on A at the first chord of measure 3, an F major triad 

against a D flat pedal at measure 4 which moves to A major 

by measure 16, then F major in measure 20 and B flat minor 

by measure 29. Another interesting use of a third 

relationship pattern occurs between measures 31 and 35, 

where the third relationship is built upon the root of a C 

augmented triad. Harmonic function is avoided constantly in 

the course of this piece, though tonal and tertian structure 

still prevail. The descending chromatic line pattern is 

seen several times (note: measure 60 in Example 16, and 

measure 68 in Example 22). 

Beach uses several harmonic devices which are 

reminiscent of the use of harmony for color purposes by 

Wagner, Franck, and Debussy. For example, on p. 8, score 1, 

measure 69 of Example 22 the diminished minor 7th on D sharp 

is ever ready to resolve to an A six-four and reminds one of 

the final cadence in Debussy's Afternoon of a Faun. Also, 
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in measure 75 of Example 22, we see a dominant to G sharp, 

but it resolves to a new dominant (9th) to E major. "By 

such means tonality exchanges function for the sensation of 

fresh color.' 

Christ in the Univf̂ rsp* becomes even more adventurous 

and chromatic. The mysticism of the text is shown in kind 

in the harmonic structure. The entire first 32 bars reminds 

Dr. William T. Allen of Debussy and Scriabin, the latter 

perhaps because of the piano patterns. Acording to Dr. 

Allen, "we are still in tertian structure, and hanging on to 

tonality by our teeth" by means of the implied leadings of 

dominant harmony. Of course the dominants merely 'resolve' 

to other color chords. Tonality in the first bar is 

obscured by the use of a V7 with a raised fifth which can be 

spelled enharmonically as a dominant 13. Then a diminished 

minor 7th on G, p. 1, score 1, measure 4 is followed by an 

augmented major 7th on E in score 2, measure 3 until page 2 

during the interlude where the piece finally begins to 

settle, temporarily into a "key" over a long E pedal moving 

to an A pedal on page 3 (see Example 23). One can see 

plentiful examples of downward chromatic sliding beginning 

in measure 107 and following (see Example 24) The dominant 

^ Dr. William T. Allen, Emeritus Professor of 
Composition and Harmony, Houghton College, Houghton, New 
York. From notes from an interview. Summer, 1992. 
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Example 22. Canticle of the Snn. Harmonic devices used as 
color. Measures 66-80. 

^ r 

Used by permission of The MacDowell Colony, Inc. 



Example 23. Christ, in thft l!nivfr-̂ f. Opening pages t. 
measure 56. 

128 

Dtdicafd to David Mcr.WtUiamm 
and the Choir of St. Bartholomeic'a Church,N*io York 

cnirtHt in fif JUnivtrBe 

ALICE MEYNELL* Mrs. H. H. A. BEACH, Op. 132 

NFW YORE: THE.H.W.GRAY CO., Sole Agents for NOVELLO & CO., Ltd. LONDON 

Lento misterioso ^ *^*-

*By penniitien 

Copyri/rht, 19.H1, by The H. W. Gray Co. Made in U.S.A. 
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Example 23 continued. 

hu - man birth^ The les - - soOt and the young Man cru - cl 

^va ^m 
î ^̂  

i!H.r "I 

J 
T^ Ĵ 

^ ^ 

poco rif. ^ 0_ 

^ 

^ ^ 'i 
:i ^ 

i? 
2 3 

r 
• 5a • 5a 

-f--



Example 23 continued. 
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Soprano 

Alto 

Tenor 

Chorus 
L'istesso tempo 

Ba SS 

" r I'rr r'*p 
Bat not a star of 

\ A u J-tJ'i 'I' • •"•' "i ' 
But not a star of all 

m 
The in - nu-mer-a -ble 

a/ 
r>r I T r ' p p i r r ' r ' T 

But not a star of all The In - nu-mer-a-ble 

But not a star of all The In - nu-mer-a-ble 

i J- it 
^ : 

B ^ 

zni t 
mM£ 

^ 

3 1 1 

TT^\ 
pi* erese. 

zaz 
3 M 

"-̂  
I -

piu dim. 

Used by permission of CPP/Belwin. 
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Example 24. Christ in thf> Universe. 
Measures 107-128. 

Chromatic sliding. 

dolee 

Used by permission of CPP/Belwin. 
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of G-flat major reaches tonic and then slides to G-flat 

major. On page 13, one sees another form of avoiding tonic 

and obscurring tonality. There is much third relationship 

beginning in measure 189. G major modulates to E-flat major 

at p. 14, measure 190 and each of four keys begins on a six-

four structure never to reach a tonic root position (see 

Example 25). 

Pedal tone is also very evident in this work. Note 

p. 16 of the score: the key of D-flat prevails over an A-

flat pedal (see Example 26). Examples 27 and 28 also show 

diminished seventh and other color chords over pedal tones. 

A chromatic ascending line first seen in the alto solo 

at the beginning and taken up by the chorus in its first 

entry recurs through the piece returning in full form at the 

beginning of the closing section, sung first by the alto 

soloist and then by the chorus (see Example 23). This piece 

is an example of Beach at her most mystical and chromatic 

best. There is not much record of it having been performed 

a great deal. Though the voice-leading and ranges for the 

voices are generally accessible, it is a difficult piece to 

perform. In the words of Dr. Allen, "too much chromaticism 

can wear out the listener - but it would be fun to produce 

f» 12 this work once, at least!" 

12 Interview with Dr. Allen. 
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Example 25. Christ in the Univerflf?. Avoidance of tonic 
through third relation modulations and six-four 
structure. Measures 189-194. 

Used by permission of CPP/Belwin. 
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Example 26. 
206-210^" ^^^ Uniypr«^e. Pedal Tone. Measures 

16 SOLO 
Largo 

Used by permission of CPP/Belwin. 
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Example 27. Christ in th^ llniv̂ r..̂ . pedal Tone. 
238-240 . 

Measures 

read the In con - ceiT - a -ble , . 

Sfe 

To 

in • i;J m m ^ 

f?v?i 

read 
^ * • ' ^ ^ 

the in con - ceiv - a - ble, 

m 
^ ^ 

I I I 
Tt " • 

^ 
• • • :9c f"̂ ^ ^^•^^•^in^^T^s'^-rTJT-TT^ t ; ' 

^jj/3 V p f-^-^' : : L ' I I I 
f̂ ^ f? f r??f • • • ! ; • • ' • 

^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ J-ff*=s= 

Used by permission of CCP/Belwin. 
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Example 2 8 . C h r i s t in thf> TTnivprRf>. 
2 2 2 - 2 2 5 . 

Pedal Tone. Measures 

(H^ 
P^h\ f P -^ 

^ ^ 

^}''''- J i U . I f ^AJ J 

^ 

Bear. 

rrrr. 

PPP 
We shall com - pare! 

Bear. We shall com - pare! 
VPP luugu 

zSt 
^o^ 

We shall com - pare! Bear: 

Bear. We_ shall 

^ 

tung'a 
-A 

^ ^ 

S 
com pare! 

tung^ ) 
: ^ i 

^ ^ p r I r ^ 
Bear. com pare! 

m i ^i i rr ^ ^ J^pp 

^ 

i r n TBrJ 
.lun/ra 

:3L. 
i ±:s= ^ ^ • ^ 

r . ^ 
Christ in the Universe-31 

Used by permission of CPP/Belwin. 
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Melodic lines in the sacred cantatas are most often 

carried in the top voice. In the Jubi latp. they are quite 

diatonic, mostly stepwise with a few leaps, mostly fourths 

and fifths, outlining the tonality. The phrasing is 

generally of four to six measures and there are generally 

two phrases to each independent melodic period (see Example 

7 on page 95). The range is generally within one octave and 

great care is taken to keep individual voice parts within 

their capabilities. Each melodic theme reflects the text it 

sets in terms of dramatic content and usually in terms of 

declamation, carefully reflecting the accent and rhythm of 

the text. 

The melodic material in the Canticle is somewhat more 

involved having more leaps and enharmonic changes which can 

be difficult to manage, but the contour is still quite 

natural. It is also much more chromatic. It is as well 

more episodic, that is, broken into small parts with 

frequent rests. An example of this can be seen in Example 

14 on page 108. Melodies are more inventive and self-

contained, not evenly or easily broken into regular 

sections. See Example 29 for a solo section melody. In 

Christ in the Universe, melodic lines are very chromatic, in 

places easily singable because of stepwise movement and in 

others quite difficult because of chromatic leaps. Example 

30 gives a melody from the last section of the cantata. 
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Melodies are inventive but do utilize have antecedent-

consequent patterns. 

One will see several "Beachisms" in these cantatas in 

the areas of dynamics and text-painting. Beach uses a wide 

range of dynamics from pp to ff in most of her works. One 

of her favorite practices is to employ soft dynamics which 

rise over several measures to a ff climax and then suddenly 

drop to PP only to have another rise. The dynamics of the 

melodies in Examples 29 and 30 show this device. 

There are many examples of text-painting. It has been 

13 suggested that the bass ostinato which opens the Canticle. 

(Example 14 on page 108) and also serves as a pervasive 

motive for the work, may represent the slow, steady pace of 

a person following in the footsteps of the Lord. Myrna Eden 

even suggests that Beach uses key color relationships to 

depict the text of the Canti cle. Beach always associated 

the key of D flat, the tonal center for the work, with the 

color purple, symbolic of royalty which could be connected 

with Christ. The key of A flat major associated with the 

color blue is used for the stanza praising the wind, air, 

cloud, and weather. G major, related to red, is used at the 

words "Our Brother Fire."^^ 

^^Eden, 111. 

^^Eden, 115. 
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Example 2 9 . Cant i C I R of thf> Sun. Solo melody. Measures 
2 1 4 - 2 5 5 . 

t^ JUl 

r'"^^i'H'1"M^^r 
K-f 

aE 
LIS .• \ bl,'' 

^ fjri-'' 

ff^^ 
^ 

J^ "* " —•n^'- U.r KU lo\re') l * t« 

"ir^ ^ ' ^ I J>^\ 1 1 "T! ;—-^—, crtu^—s-^-. 
t , erne. ^ . . . - ^ = 1 • ' — * - — - ^ 1 > W W ! - —^ ai«5$^-e« 

b L O I ^ r f t J g ^ 1 1 i n — ^ 1 Otty-=r^^ 

^V-^r i r i M^ ' ' / c l r ^ i , |> J - r i J l (^^p 'T^^.• . 

^'5''* **"'". "rtcw- «oir' f^,3(,-«T sX*/f ^w*n«-.V er«in, - TVoi^- JUr yVcTU«-,sUJf3i*7W 

Used by permission of The MacDowell Colony, Inc. 

Example 30. Christ in the Universe. Solo melody. 
2 3 5 - 2 5 7 . 

Measures 

I \t*i. . .-• 

i 
w ifkw — • 1-

f' f' r i O' 

M 

?? ̂ ŝ 
• i ^ 

r««^ fA 
£ 

'<* III ^mm a » A 

L^ ' j ^ l i j i j\J y r J— ^ r ^ J ̂ =-^ 
W«^ — 7 ^ r**-'^ — Tl>« i»» - c o n - et'w. « " w/«. 

^ ^ 

3 : 1 ^ 

py > 

\^'^\f-^ -^^^ Lj.jirtvvfrc,n'fr(.rr>,p 
b*. pr*-p*r*^- Ta Scan Tj ,^ r-»ill('on Jor«J f̂"̂  iTcT 

i = f e T,,vTkc•f^r>,;'lT|n•^f|^^ff^^^^iJj K̂ ' 11 
TJios*- »T«ri u n - ro(/•)— b e <.**«•-^•'"*^— o^ ""̂  Xou./ U ^ c n — I'ri o«*rTur»v 

i ^U•J.JJ 
- i l—!i ^ 

i b u^t) ^ :H=¥ 
5/)OC-i T« •r>>*»x »- Al*»^ • — 

^ 

Used by pemission of CPP/Belwin. 
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One will also see, in the last two cantatas, a device 

which Beach uses in much of her choral music, the 

combination of solo obbligato with choral underlay. It 

occurs in the Cantidff with the repetition of verse 11 and 

at verse 13 for soprano and bass respectively. In the 

Christ in the Univf>T»gP it occurs throughout the entire last 

section. 

The sacred cantatas have similarities in that they 

follow a pattern of setting off each section of the text by 

key, often third relationships, tempo, meter, textures, and 

dynamics. Each shows Beach's propensity for "rounding" a 

work in some way, usually by tonality, or use of a motive or 

complete melody at beginning and end. They differ in their 

use of melody and harmony and show an increse in complex and 

chromatic harmonic material, often leaning toward the 

expanded tonal language of the Post-Romantic and even 

impressionistic style periods. 

T.arge-Form Secular Works 

Many facets of the large-form secular cantatas resemble 

those of the sacred cantatas. Each is organized into 

sections related by key, textual considerations, and 

sometimes by some melodic motive or theme. Each section is 

set off by tempo, meter, texture, and dynamics as called for 

by dramatic content. Complexity of harmony and melody are 
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related to text and to style period. Yet each work is also 

uniquely different and individual. 

Only one of the secular cantatas, Svlvania, A Wedding 

Cantata I Op. 46, is for mixed voices and orchestra or piano. 

Four, The RpRfi of Avontown, Op. 30, The Sea Fairies. Op. 59, 

The Chambered Naiitilng, Op.66, and Peter Pan. Op. 101, are 

for women's voices and only one. The Minstrel and the King. 

Op. 16, is for men. 

Svlvania was published in 1901. It was written on a 

text which was freely adapted from the German by Frederick 

W. Banckroft for soli, mixed chorus, and pianoforte or 

orchestral accompaniment. It requires forty minutes to 

perform and is illustrative of the type of the light secular 

cantata being composed at the turn of the century. It was 

warmly received at a private performance of several of 

Beach's works in 1905 in Chickering Hall in Boston. 

The work...is illustrative of a sylvan wedding,and both 
lines and music are redolent throughout of the 
whisperings of the forest, the caroling of birds and 
songs of elves and fairies. Like a midsummer night's 
dream, it carries the auditor away into an age where 
all the world is young and innocent and beautiful. 

The work was rendered with rarest excellence by a 
chorus of about fifty highly trained and youthful 
voices, about evenly divided as to sex, and conducted 
by E. Cutter Jr. 

15 Boston Globe. 8 April 1905, as quoted in Goetschius, 
124. 
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Its numbers are well contrasted, and some of them show 
that contrapuntal skill which^rs. Beach has displayed 
in her Mass and her symphony.^" 

The piece is cast in a set of five numbers which are 

themselves also divided into sections as the poetry itself 

tells the story through choruses of Brownies, Skylarks, 

Churchbells, Students, Bridesmaids, Forest Trees, etc. (see 

Example 31). Each of the five sections, and sections within 

the sections, has its own melody. For instance, the chorus 

of Brownies in the beginning has its own song-like melody 

and is set in an ABCA form. The women's Skylark chorus is 

AABA song form (see Examples 32a and b). 

The unity of the piece is achieved through the story. 

Though separated by complete cadences, each section is 

connected by short sections which serve as introductions to 

the next section. These "interludes," or introductions, may 

be instrumental or a vocal recitative (see Examples 33a and 

33b). 

The cantatas for women's and men's voices with 

orchestra or piano accompaniment have many similarities. 

Each follows Beach's normal format providing sections for 

chorus and for soloists, with the exception of the Peter Pan 

Cycle, which is completely choral. Soloists in each piece 

generally have short sections and also are set as obbligato 

over the chorus, though The Chambered Nautilus uses the 

^"RoRton Daily Advertiser. 8 April 1905, as quoted in 
Goetschius, 125. 
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Example 31. Svlvania: A Wedding Cantata, Op. 46. Table of 
Contents showing sections of the work. 

CONTENTS. 
- » • « -

No. 1. Ak I 
Chorus of Brownies. When Midnight's gloomx hour did toil . %c- . . . . 7. 
Chorus of Skylarks. Hail! HaU! AU Hail! . . . r . . . .^9"?*^.'^. . 12. 
The Watchman. Ĉ 'enor Solo.) Awake! Awake! The bell's clear oote . . . . 18. 
Chorus of Skylarks. The bride awakes from slumber . W9nf^C'\ . 21. 
The Church Bells. (Chorus.) Come ye here! Come ye here! . ^ ^ T ' ^ . . 24. 

No. 2 . 
Chorus of Students. We're young and jolly studena . . >• . . ^ .''. . . 27. 
Chorus of Bridesmaids. Strew in her pathway the beauteous flowers tVt?V''n 3i_ 
A Bridesmaid. (Mezzo-Soprano Solo.) We who have lored thee 33. 

No. 3 . 
A Sibyl. (Alto Solo.) Away! Away! Let silence reign! . . 42. 
The Forest Trees. (Chorus.) Come to the forest's friendly shade . ^ * . ' . ° . . 44. 
The Forest Trees. (Chorus.) AU ye who bow 'neath sorrow's burden •?AT.O. 46. 
Spirit of the Night (Bass Solo.) The glowing sun doth sink to rest • • i _• • *̂ -
The Forest Trees. (Chorus.) 0 hear the song the pines are singing . tr»''.". 48. 

No. 4 . 
Spirit of the Night (Baas Solo). O Nightingale, let thy sweet song 60. 
Nightingale. (Soprano Solo.) Cease thy repining! 60. 
The Forest Trees. (Chorus.) Look up to Hearen! r . S A T 6 33. 

No. 5. Sorenada. 
Chorus of Villagers. From many a latticed window , . . . . . - . . - 5 ^ A ' . « 89. 

c - C ^ ^ » - ^ ^ ^ 

( g ) 1 9 0 1 . Arthur P. Schmidt Co. 
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Example 32a. Srlvftnifl. Chorus of Brownies melody. 
M e a s u r e s 1 2 - 1 5 . 

fChorus of Brownies. 
Tenor I. 

J? •> -''V > Jl ^ ^ ^'f^^r^F ^̂ F 

Example 32b. SYlvanJft. Chorus of Skylarks melody. 
M e a s u r e s 6 8 - 7 7 . 

/horus of Skylarks 
.Snprano I. 

^ 

0 sun, in thy splen - dor! Rise, 

% ^m 
eloud-y mist,froni the vale I 

-m—T 

^ i ^ 

)̂-<? l ? l c uz:^ m £ e ^ B=̂  
%£k. • %a 

A. P. S. 5467 • ta"*" 
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Example 33a. Sylvanifl. Instrumental interlude. 
1 - 1 0 . 

N9 2. 

M e a s u r e s 

Chorus of Students.(Passingby.) Alleffro.(J.= 92) 
'^ L-i TenouL _ ^.^ j n ^ , - \, 

Example 33b. Svlvania. Vocal interlude. Measures 1-8. 

« , _ A Sybil. , N9 3. 
Andantino quasi RecitatiTo.r* = 6®̂  

. , I Alto Sole. ^' ^ r:\ HSp 
cresc. 

J i "< h J' IS 
A-way! A-wny! Let si-lence reign! Porwhile ye 

i rzz 

dance and sing 

f-h-

A lone-ly he 

ii 
must throb with 

STiy LJ^„.^ 
ti i t in § :'': 

, 'ppdoicf rrutrcdto T 
^g ^̂ gi 

n̂  £ 

-*j''-^^^ • :±3z js»tf» r«jS 
^ ^ j2F 
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soloists more extensively. For the earlier works, Beach 

often thinks in terms of a first theme or key area, a second 

theme or key area, a dominant preparation and a return to 

the first key and/or theme. This could be spread out over 

several sections, but at least one of the middle sections 

will be set in a key a third relation away from the home key 

and other sections might be very transitory in nature. 

Examples from The Rose of Avontown, Op.30, will suffice 

to illustrate this practice. The text, by Caroline Mishka, 

is a ballad. Beach set it in four interconnected movements. 

Each section has its own melodic theme, the first of which 

becomes a short motive which appears several times in 

altered forms, giving the piece some coherence and a rounded 

nature. For instance, the first section of The Rosp?, 

beginning in the key of F major with a lovely lilting 9/8 

melody sets the first verse and the beginning of the second 

verse of the poem with the same melody for the beginning of 

each verse (see Example 34). The second stanza begins as 

the first but is somewhat modified and the stanza is broken 

up with a soprano solo after the chorus speaks "And said". 

This section does not cadence in F major but modulates to A-

flat, a third relation to F Major (see Example 35). The 

second section deals with what the Bride, a soprano solo, 

says about the rose, using a different melodic theme. The 

Bride vocalises the motive in an obbligato over the chorus 
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Example 34. Thft RoRe of Avontown. Op. 30. Measures 1-14. 

To the 
CAECILIA LADIES' VOCAL SOCIETY, 

Brooklyn,N.Y. 

The Rose of Avon-town. 

Words by 

CAROLINE MISCHKA. 

Allegro. (J = 60) 

Music by 

Mrs. H.H. A. BEACH 
Op. 30. 

PIANO. 

*to. * 

m 

fl.i r 

^ g 
^ t J t ̂

 

^ . 

Ur.- *^hL5 rr'. r̂ r̂f̂  
«ui. 

s Tir ,.f!7] • f f ^ l l * i ̂
 ^ J • • ' r 

crma 
S¥^ 

^ t«-a . - • 
^ 

^ 
i 

y _ 
i »= • : 

^ 

•to. 

r , , >• 

^ 
tfii. 

SOPRANO I. 

-I 'f i 1 r ^ ^* p ' ? tff^ ? ^ » ^ P 

* 

SOPRANO II. Once bloomed a rose in A _ von - town, 

t MM rji .r?^ J i l J . _ : i ^ Jl J Jl'l 
Oncn bloomed a rose in A . v o n . town,. A rose as 
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Example 35. |aa£. Modulation to second section. 
00-75. 

Measures 

.<3«e >n!®r5 
Allegretto con delicatezza.( J = 19&) 

(c^Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1896. 
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refrain later in the section as well. The key areas change 

to E-flat and back to A-flat. The third section has another 

melody and, though beginning in A-flat, ranges through D-

flat and C major, setting up a dominant preparation with the 

return of the original Rose theme in the key of C major in 

the accompaniment. The final section is in F major, in 4/4 

and designated Lento espressivo. This gives a feeling of 

broadening which very nicely depicts the idea of the older 

Bride. The "Rose" theme appears in a soprano obbligato over 

the chorus (see Example 36). 

The Boston Transcript commented after its first 

performance, 

Mrs. Beach's concerted ballad is rhythmical, poetic and 
singable; she weaves her tender, pitiful little motives 
in and out of the accompaniment and voice parts with 
skill and delightful effects, producing a picturesque 
finale by means of a solo echo of the bride motive 
introduced into a melodic narrative of how "The bride 
waxed old in Avontown. 

The work received further high praise in several reviews 

represented by the Los Angeles Capital, on June 19, 1897: 

This latest choral composition of Mrs. Beach's, whose 
musical and intellectual work has placed her high among 
the first composers of the day, is not only poetic and 
singable, but is in the very best and highest sense 
artistic and scholarly. 

^^Rnston Transcript. February, 5, 1897, as quoted in 
Goetschius, 87. 

^̂ T.ns Angeles Capital . 19 June 1897, as quoted in 
Goetschius, 85. 
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Example 36. Eaafi. Bride's motive in obbligato. Measures 
298-307. 

Her life a . dorn inp, Love stayed, her 
p cresc fnolr 

Love stayed, her life 
PP 

a - dorn . ing, Love staved, her 
p cnsc mol 

£ w ^ ^ za. wr-

a . dorn Love stayed, her life 
J5E. 

ing, Love stayed, hei 
p cresc mo/ 
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Another feature that appears fairly uniformly in the 

secular cantatas is that passages connecting sections are 

usually tonally transitional. Beach rarely begins a new 

section immediately in a new key. Rather, whether there is 

a complete cadence or not, there is usually a modulatory 

passage that finally settles in the new key when the chorus 

enters, though there are passages which use the chorus in 

the transition as well. In the Rosĝ  the first transition 

uses chorus and then a short instrumental accompaniment 

passage, then the soloist begins in the established key (see 

Examples 34 and 35). 

As already stated, most of the secular cantatas begin 

and end in the same key; only Svlvania and Sea Fairies do 

not. Svlvania begins in the key of g minor and ends in D 

major but the final section does make reference to several 

of the melodies used throughout the work as a rounding and 

unifying feature (see Examples 37a, b, c). 

Sea Fairies repeats the first section, somewhat 

modified, as the final section but it is interesting to note 

that the end of the first section is scored in F sharp and 

the final section concludes almost exactly the same except 

for the addition of a codetta in the enharmonic key of G-

flat. It does make reference to the main theme in this 

section (see Example 38). Each of the cantatas do have some 

kind of dominant preparation for the final key and each 
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Example 37a. 
fizl^^.^^Final section. Church Bells Motive. 

poco tnarc. 

Example 37b. Sylvftnifl. Final section. Reference t. 
Students' theme. Measures 23-29. 

win - dbw, A - flame with spark - ling eyes That brif̂ ht 

•J •—m-0-

m a n^T^ 'i i':^nr^ 
^ 

i lasg i>'Q-^-'j) 
e 

^ E 

l i^ • 

^ 

g 
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Example 37c. Sylvanift. Final section, 
motive. Measures 33-40. 

Reference to Sybil 

tii. 

(c) Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1901. 
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Example 38. Sea FairiftS, Op. 59. End of introductory 
choral section. Measures 45-56. 

£3 

*^ ^ ^ ^ * L - ther a - way? _ " /]y fej 

^ '̂11 I r fl I' p I r I I ' r 

^ n wni - ther a - way? fly 

way? 

Animate 

i 
o more. 

' I I l | I I 

no more. 

J 
3=5=? 

«r 

jTW y^' . « . •^^ ,, , , «'"»«• « rail - en • UM 

" ' ^1 ' I' '̂ I" K r i " i . "I i"i r i i i i i ^ ^ 
^ Whi - ther a -way from the high green field,and the iap-^y tflos-s^minj from the high green field,andthe hap-py blos-sbmmg 

' / I Ii], liJ I J ^ ^ 
r>iiJ r ir'i^^^'J J'J''>'J^ 

dim. e rail - en . tan 

Whi - ther a - uray. from the high igh green field,andthe nap-py blos-soming 

'—' and the hap-py blos-Koming shore?ny no more 
Adagio 

no more* 
/T' /TS 

:p 

do ^ 

&' J / - i i r^^^^ 
^iW 

^ 

muKu ril 

O - ' --

idagio. 



Example 38 continued. Sea FftJT̂ î g. Closing section. 
Measures 409-423 
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34 

i 
ti'ii'Ti;,ii i|-|„i<, 1 ^ ^ 

1 

5 3 = ^ 
lis . ten, 0 lis - ten and stay: 

3-

•way? lis - ten, lis . ten and 

P M ^ P i i ,A.*I »i'i' m <> ^^ m 'i / I 
f*^ 

M p J i " J J i J ? ? 
V/ i -

i 
rf/. fcUfc 

Largo, p 

^ ^ r 
m PP ',H^ 

rit. 
fly . no 

i kM^ p p iriin^i.'-ij: 
^ 

i ^ 
fat 

ny. no more,. more, no mo 

^ 

i ja 
j t ^ r»7. 

i fcU ^ 
- * *^* IT 

no more. 

$ 

fci 
ny no 

stav: flv no more, no 

^ 

more, 

^ ^ - » -

^ 
^ 

y=i 
^ S feW ^ 

more, 

Largo. 

P 
r»7. ^y 

SVi,V' j ' e 
j ij »̂  ^ = = * T ^ 

tc 
A.P.S.««77-t7 
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Example 38 continued. 
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^ s ? 
• » -

more,. 
PP 

fly no more,. 

\\'- i Jp J J'' " U T J I ^ J Ĵ  ^ S5 f i :?=• 
ma - ri-ner, fly no more,. 

^ .? 
0 ma ri-ner, 

JL 
^'''''" ' ' I ' '.MJ J I \h\ J Ji),Jil 

'J''"' ' JJJ i i i ^ ^ 
* 0 ma - ri.ner, fly no more,. 

^ 

0 ma - ri-ner, 

i te 
^ 

f'•'''" ^\?j1i /^^ P m r4\h0 
T 3 ^ ^ ^ cF̂  

'^^^^ ' J ' s 
^ i I 
•to. * 

P 1-%" M ^ > < i ^ • 1 * ^ — 

-«*——» 
' goletsatmn 

no more, 

i 

no more, 
PP 

• « -

no more! 
ra/l. ^ 

^m • ^^ T"""^" 
- « O 

te ^ 

fly no more,. no more,. no more!. 

i ̂ ^ <SM-

/ ^ 

^ 
^ 

ra//. 

I 

i cr ^ ^ 

fly no more, no more,. 
77 ~ * — — ^ V %>" " 

no morel 

.>;^''''\''1 ? /^ r f 

fly no more. no more,. 

w 
^ ^ 

'?w 
• I » 

fc 
rrt//. 

* 

Original Copyright 1904 by Arthur P. Schmidt Co. Now in 
public domain but reprinted by Recital Publications. 
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usually prepares the preparation with a flat VI chord or 

passage or at least a suggestion of it with a flat 6 scale 

degree, usually in a pedal point in the bass. Even 

Svlvania. which has individual numbered sections, and Peter 

Pan, which is a cycle of connected songs, follow this 

pattern (see Examples 39 a-e). 

Within the overall "rounded" form particular to Beach, 

each of the cantatas is uniquely individual. Dedicated to 

Theodore Thomas and published in 1894, The Minstrel and the 

King. Op. 16, is very sectional, using the chorus as 

narrator of the story and the soloists to dramatize the 

speaking parts of the ballad. It is more declamatory, with 

short passages. The chorus is often used a cappella and 

solo passages alternate between recitative and short 

sections of more song or aria-like melody. The 

accompaniment to this Schiller poem reminds one of Schubert. 

It is independent, yet plays a part in the drama. The story 

is narrated by both chorus and soloist (see Examples 40, 41, 

and 42) . 

The Rose is more song-like, but uses the chorus to 

narrate the story, the soloist representing first person 

speech. As already mentioned, Svlvania is set in completely 

separated and numbered sections, which, in turn, are also 

sectional. The chorus assumes the different characters of 

the poem. The full mixed group becomes the Church 
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Example 39. Use of flat VI before dominant preparation in 
the secular cantatas for women's voices. 

39a. SYlvanifl. Section 5. Measures 1-15. 

N95. 
Serenade. 

59 

Allegro con spirito.(J = 112.) 

l i a . • * « > . 
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Example 39b. Rose of Avontr>wn. Measures 163-200. Music 
following this example returns to C major, 
presents the first theme in C major, cadences 
on a C7 chord, then returns to the key of F 
major, the original key of the piece. 

£0/1 Poco piumosso.(J = 144.) 
:=;-J^ 
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Example 39b continued. 

T l -

inp, ii.MiiJ>' rirTpri'ii^ "̂ ri p i m i 
blush of the brizht Tune morn - 'ng, 

^ ^ 
« ^ 

The 

of ihe 

Wight, Jure morn 
i ' ^V' -'̂  

ing, The ro . sefe red 

A.P.S.4047-11 
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Example 39c. Sea FftiT'î f̂̂ . Measures 356-362. 
the piece is G-flat major. 

The key of 

) 

^ ^ 

i 

iV r I "— 
Piit aeeel. 

^ 

sea!. 

^ ^ 

fe 
y 

m 
sea! 

) fe ^ ^ ^ • I • ^ m^ 
"Who can light. on as m Jl Jl J' I J Jl i.ji ^ > > f ff f 

WTJO can light on as hap - py, hap - pj' a 

im' -'j. j^L^j,^,^\j.kM 2Z 

Who can light on as hap py a shore. 

^ J. I i. # 
»^-JN—K f •0-' ^—y 

who can lipht. on as 

m Piu mosso 
h\f I u ^ 
^ 

L • » -

Kf: 
f ^ 

^ ^ 
• R 

• r » ^ ^ S 
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Example 39d. The Chambered Nautilng^ Op. 66. Measures 275-
283. The key of the piece is D-flat major. 

@ 1994. Hildegard Publishing Company. Used by permission 
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Example 39e. Peter Pan, Op. 101. Measures 231-237. 
the piece is G major. 

Key of 

23 

M.-J'V . ^ r ^ 
PP rallentando 

J-

a^^^^^ 

(c) 1923 Theodore Presser Company. Used by Permission. 



1 6 4 

E x a m p l e 4 0 . T h e M i n s t r f > 1 f,nd thf> K^r^q, Q p . 1 6 . 
chorus. Measures 181-198. 

Use of 

PP 

tliKi I l k r 
re. thai 

^ g -r-TTT 

.1 ; M 

^ ^ 

g * 

o 
^ 

B 
^ 
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Example 40 c o n t i n u e d . 

white, his 
Lok - ke 

white, his 
Lok - ke 

glunming 
sil - bcr 

gleam-ing 
sil - ber 

hair, Thu 
weiss, go-

2L 

hair, Thu 
wciss, ge-

dim. poco ril. f,f, ^ '">_t!L_ 

years o\!r his 
bicicht vender 

dim 

years o'er his 
bleicht vender 

dim. 

heud slowly 
Fill • Ic dcr 

head slowly 
Fill - le dcr 

Jah • 

creep 
Jah . 

re. 
m Umpo 

ing. 
ro. 

* 

a tempo 
Cl. m ^5P m ^w ^ ^ • : 3 - ^ 5 J r 

poeo rit. 

rf f PP 

^ ^ cia » • m i 
^ ^ 

^3=^= 

Example 41. Minstrel. Recitative. Measures 433-440 

£ 
=LJi 

p P'^hp'pfi ,1 '^r^v^-^^^=^^ 
What would'St thour quickly the Count bo • (jim. Andgasedin 
W&sschaffst du? re-dct dcr Graf ihn an, der ihn *cr 

P jT •> | i , J ) i ^ i » f S ^ 

3 

Ii j'v'/ \ * / | j ' / ' / ^ M SEEE 

^on - der up • on him; "Friend, a pilgrim, to aid a dy - ing man 
wun - dert be-trachtet. Herr, ich wal-le in ei-nem ster-bendenMann, 

aeeel.. .m-

i f • 
Tttt 

>}: j , v V pyig 

^ ŝ  

i ^ 

S ^ E 

X tullii. 

0 ^ 

^ 

PStr. 

« 
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Example 42. Minstrel. Solo. Measures 466-484. 

hc^l 
Allegro di molto. (*•. too) 

m 
•CV 0' 0 I m 

»fim^rr 

i^^^lti^^M^iiiti? i 
steed, And sent him on - • ward fly . inc. Th.tt he 
Pferd und reicht ihm die pravh • tigen Zau - me, dan* er 

i: j " ; i ; : : ^ iKx: 3 ^ sas 5SS S ^ ^ E E S^ rrrr f ^ ^ 

T"^ fmm — 00000 — 

m ^ ^ 

•»<ii.« m*M m m. asE 
Jlllt-
3 P E s 

energicn 

•I'C i P|i r |-|^ ^vpplffr- lip ; ' i r I'r 
:?= 

sue - cor the stran 
U - be denEran 

gen in houx 
ken, der sein 

of need, And give hca 
begehrt, und die hei 

vcn-ly aid to the 
Ii - gePflichtnicht ver-

rt f «0^T1 

@ Arthur P. Schmidt, 1894. 
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Bell, the Forest Trees, and the Chorus of Villagers, while 

the women are the Skylarks, Bridesmaids and the men the 

Brownies, and Students. Again the soloists are the persons 

in the story. The accompaniment is independent and employs 

short figures that are pictorial to suggest the Sylvan 

background but mostly, as in the early two cantatas, 

supports the choral parts (see Examples 32 and 33). 

The Sea Fairie.c; is actually in a modified strophic form 

having an introductory and closing section. The basic 

melody is often carried on by the accompaniment in each 

strophe of the poem while the soloist or chorus may have new 

material above it (see Examples 43a and 43b). This work 

uses the chorus more extensively with only a short contralto 

solo at the beginning and near the close and a trio for solo 

voices in a contrasting middle section. The accompaniment 

assumes more importance, at least in the introductory and 

ending passages, in setting the mood and is not simply the 

bearer of melodic themes. The undulating accompaniment 

pattern seen in Example 43a suggests the waves of the sea. 

Sea Fairies demands an excellent pianist. 

The Chambered Nautilus is built around a basic 

pervasive theme and also relies heavily on the accompaniment 

and harmonic color to convey the imagery of the poem. For 

instance, in the section of the poem dealing with the 

"wreck" of the "ship of pearl," the accompaniment is 
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Example 43a . Sea FftirJPfi. F i r s t s t rophe . Measures 87 -106 . 

u i i i 
^ 

•'••¥ v i : ? i 
W^ 

^ 

* ^ . 
^ 

î ; K : E 
' ^ tia. 

^ 
t» 

m W rit. 

^P 
PPT^ tempo 

^ g T 
^ ^ E 

i a D ^ and night to the bil - low the foun - t^in 

^ ^ l iJ'IJ J J 3Z 

^ 
« ^ 

y ^ / ? \ a tempo 

W J' i(J' I J J' J' U. J' J U . 3 ^ 
Day and night to the bil - low the foun - i Day 

CD " ^̂  

calls; 

S 

Down show - er the gam - bol -ling wa 

J I J. JlJ I J. J' J Irl 
ter - falls 

* 

u 

i felt 
calls; Down shov 

i J' J J ^J.__f fi -» 
show - er the gam - bol-ling wa ler - falls 

m ^ ^ 

<1/"^C' § 
i" ' ' - '"L^^^'^ ' ' 

^ 
1 * ^ 

^ 

The wa - "ter - falls 

m ^ ^ 

^ 

i ̂ ^ 

A.p. S. 6377-17 * *fe •Jf ^ 
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Example 43b. Sea Fflirief=i. Later strophe, melody begins in 
piano. Measures 327-335. 

T ^ r n SOPRANO SOLO. 

I ' J I I J LI .-^"'^^"^e- PP ^"^^ . 

7 ' ^ ' I I ' I I ir r t̂  1^ m 

^S 
We will kiss sweet kiss - es, sweet kiss 

^m 
CHORUS. 

fe ^ 

Andante. 
8 

jM'^. ^ I rf m 
^ ^ 

PP legato 

I 7 ? J:FFI i ^ ^ ki j-j ' i iZiri P 
L ^',L"|,V, I p Jl y g ^ ^ ^ ^ 

3 ^ 

^ ^ 
es, and speak 

PP 
sweet words:. 

PP^ 

im' > 7- -, f, i.̂ r. I J. J JM J. J Jl IJ i 

p \ } ^ . > T V ^ ' O ^ 
We will kiss sweet kiss - es, and speak sweet 

PP. _ _ ^ • PP 

^ ^ ^ 

fy \ , PP PP 

i Ij- i i' 
te 

We will kiss sweet kiss - es, and speak sweet 
.JIP. n ^^=^ ^ = ^ ^.Z-JJ^ j- 'O 'i-

iweet kiss - - es, 
r 

^ 

^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ 

^ ^ i - ^ - ^ g l ^ ^ J ^ ^ 
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harmonically restless and is interrupted in its motion with 

several rests (see Example 44). 

Peter Pan is a cycle of songs. It uses no soloist, is 

loosely connected by key relationships, and is rounded by 

ingenious use of the motives of each of the individual songs 

in the final section. The accompaniment is simpler and 

thinner in texture, but still demands an accomplished 

pianist (see Examples 45a, b, c). 

The differences among these works are in part due to 

the very individual nature of each text and Beach's careful 

consideration of them. Writing to John Brewer, who 

conducted the first performance of the Rose by the St. 

Caecilia Club of Brooklyn in February of 1897, she said: 

My aim was to reproduce as well as possible in music 
the sentiment of the poem, as it appealed to me. This 
is always the goal for which I strive in writing vocal 
music, studying the words incessantly until the music 
takes a definite shape in my mind. 

Besides the differences in form, the cantatas show 

differences in the complexity of harmonic and melodic 

language. The harmony of the Minstrel and the Rose is more 

diatonic with key areas between sections more closely 

related than either Thf> Chambered Nautilus or Sea Fairies. 

These are limited to the dominant major and minor, third 

relation to tonic and the dominant of that key. The 

^^"The Rose of Avontown: Cantata Composed by Mrs. 
H.H.A. Beach." Brooklyn Times. 28 March 1896. AB-UNH. 
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Example 44. The Chambf>rf>H Npiiti1n«. Accompaniment and 
harmonic color conveying imagery of poem. 
Measures 116-119. 

W^^rr 

,̂ î i53i,̂ 5̂51,1, 

Used by permission of Hildegard Publishing Company. 
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Example 45a. Petftr Pan. Final section rounding. First song 
melody. Measures 235-240. 

^ Tempo I M.M.(J.= 60) 

How can you fhr— without wines?. Why can you flv without 

How can you fly without wings?. Why can you fly without 

J. J J- W > > J' ^ 
-^ y 

^ ^ ^ 

How can you fly without wings? 

g^ 
v F=^ 

- # g T T r » ' p^g Lj^^-fTZ 
J:-!*-

3 
^ 

^rn jT^rn 
^ f̂  ere»c. 

m 
5a. 

? i 

Example 45b. Peter Pan. Second song motive under first song 
melody. Measures 251-252. 

PP 

Tell as, 0 teU \ 

P p r. >' •' r I P C P 
Tell uB, 6 tell HB true, dear ^ - tei dear I^ - ter Pan 

^ 

* 

UB true, dear IV - ter Pan 

(J.J.) TBU UB, 0 t e i n l us true. 

jtp 

^ ^ ^ 

m 
' I ^ "̂  j 

@1923 Theodore Presser Company. Used by permission. 



Example 45c. Peter PRTI . Fourth song motive used as 
interlude. Measures 260-266. 
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J * ^ ^ Vivacissimo M.M^J=721 

*^0298--^u 

(c) 1923 Theodore Presser Company. Used by permission 
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Minstrel does make an excursion into the Neopolitan key 

area, but that is also a third relation to the dominant of F 

major, which is a third relation to D major, the tonic key. 

Both Minstrf>1 and Rose tonicize key areas briefly and have 

only short sections of chromatic harmony which seems non

functional and used for color only. For instance, in 

measures 96-111 of the Rose seen in Example 46, the harmony 

moves from a short E-flat section through a series of keys, 

then a short section of a series of seventh chords which 

depict the "grief" in the text (see Example 46). 

Svlvania ranges a little farther afield, with each 

section cadencing clearly in A-flat, E-flat, A, and D major. 

Svlvania also makes much more extensive use of tonicization 

of key areas. For instance, the first section of Svlvani a 

begins in g minor, moves to F major, B-flat major, G major, 

E-flat major, and finally cadences in A-Flat major. There 

are some longer sections of non-functional, unsettled color 

harmony. 

Sea Fairies and The Chambered Nautilus, on the other 

hand, both have extended periods of non-functional, very 

chromatic harmony, making use of many types of diminished 

seventh, ninth, and augmented dominant chords where one does 

not recognize the tonal center. The entire introductory 

section of Sea Fairies is built around consecutive seventh 

chords, the melodic elements center around the augmented 
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Example 46. RQ^^, Harmony used for color. Measures 88 
X 1. X t 

1 ̂ 
111 pluck it for my a . dorn 

'4 I'l \> ri 
& r Ir ' ' I ' I" !•' 

M 
von . town, of .•V _ •v-on-town. 

w s^ 
town, of A . ^ -» 

von.town. 

Spake the_ bride of A . von-town, of A 

^ ^ S 
JL 

^ ^ 
von . town. th** bride of A 

te m ^ 
—^ 1 I » i 

ing 

m fe 
For the thorns are for 

# 
^ 

m ^ ^ m 
tpisr. ^ 
von . town. 

£«-: * 

A.P.S. 4047-11 



Example 46 continued. 
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^ ^ 

and mourn ing, 

PP 

SE J 3 ; » 
The thorns are for 

PP 
^ E 

^ 

gg 
The thorns are for 

PP 

w fe ^ ^ 

The thorns are for 

PP 

The thorns arc for 

? ^ ^ i •*• • ^̂ £î  
^ M 

ry**-*-^ 

^ ^ 
ZZ2: 

i : 

P fe 
for the thorns are for grief 

P 

for grief and mourn 

^ 
rf/wL 

S ± ^ ^ ± • • 
grief and mourning, for the 

P 
thorns are for grief, for 

m ^ ^ -^ 
are for grief, for gri»'f and mourning for the thorns 

P 
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fourth, and there is more extended use of the augmented 

dominant than in the previous cantatas (see Example 47). 

In measures 50 and 51, there is a unique passage of 

descending chromatic parallel chords (see Example 38). One 

will find an interesting, very Debussy-like piano interlude 

beginning in measure 57 at the Allegro ma non troppo which 

is built around seventh and ninth chords, suggesting the 

whole-tone scale (see Example 48). Unusual for Beach is a 

chromatic ascending line in a passage beginning in measures 

123-129 with accompanying sequential harmony in the bass 

line suggesting secondary dominant to tonic progressions 

(see Example 49). It is much more common to find descending 

chromatic lines either in the melodic line or in the bass of 

the accompaniment. 

The Chambered Nautilus is also quite chromatic, using 

many passages of non-functional chromatic passing harmonies 

obscuring the tonality, yet this piece does seem to have 

more stable tonal centers overall. One will see much use 

of diminished seventh and ninth chords and more widespread 

use of the added sixth as a standard part of the tonal 

structure (see Example 50). 

Modulations from section to section and within sections 

in the early works generally occur by common chord. In Sea 

Fairies and The Chambered Nautilus, common chord modulations 

are executed by means of diminished seventh sonorities and 
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Example 47. Sea FairiffFf. Introductory section showing non
functional chromatic harmony. Measures 1-44. 

To the 
Thursday Morning Musical Club 

J of Boston. 

THE SEA-FAIRIES. 

Words by 
ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON. Mrs. H.H. A. BEACH. 

Op. C9. 

PIANOFORTE. 



Example 47 continued. 
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U T I i l 

y ^ 7 . j i n j - j j " j i j 'j^i^^ 
and saw, Be-twixt the green brink. 



Example 47 c o n t i n u e d . 

180 

dulre 

\ 

^7? iH. 
O W' 

^ 
h h I'. 

i 
gold; and,whilethey 

g i ^«- ; i P ^ 
T F V ^ 

^ 
/TN y-*;,.,^ 

^ 
^ 

rx'j'- i 
mused,. 

^ I? 

s ^^ ,̂1.̂ ' J' i 
Whis - pVinff to 

^ 

pVing to each o - ther half in 

i 
^''^' 

23^ ^ ^ ^ w m 
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II' ' I n i j i ^ '^ 1' .FT i''P 

i u o 
Whi - ther a"- way, 

n'TT/./-, 
whi - ther a - way. 

?^=^= 1 i] l | I Ti "I 11 i|T I 
r«^a a tempo 

lungn 

^ ^ 

^ 
=>f«71 

^ ^ 

y a /*i?i/'o 

^ ^ f^UJ 

^ 
Kriin 

?=?^^ 
fe 
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Example 48. Sea Fairiftfi. Interlude showing influence of 
Debussy. Measures 57-95. 

7 i Allegro ma non troppo 

m 
^ n M W P •J I 

û^̂  n^ Yi^^,t i 
/ • 

^ m 
^ ̂  3̂ E ^ 

•to. 
^ ^ 

5j« tfca. 
^ i ^ ^ ^ 

•J fC^ 
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Example 49. Sea Fairieff. Chromatic ascending soprano line 
with sequential descending bass line. Measures 
121-134. 



W^^"^ X"̂  
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Example 50. The Chambered Nautilus. Use of diminished 
seventh and ninth chords and added sixth. 
Measures 68-82. 

• ^ 



.^•^^9^^— 
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Example 50 continued. 

Used by permission of Hildegard Publishing Company. 
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other chromatic chords and more instances of direct 

modulation and enharmonic modulations occur. There is also 

a rare example of melodic sequencing depicting the word 

"dancing" in Sea Fairies (see Example 51). 

Melodically, the early cantatas contain very singable, 

diatonic material, usually of four to six measures in 

length, especially in the choral sections. Soloist's 

melodies tend to be less structured and very inventive with 

long, flowing lines. As mentioned, the Minstrel is more 

declamatory with much recitative style (see Examples 40-42), 

the Rose is more melodic with gentle curves (see Examples 34 

and 35), and Svlvania is also very melodic with much 

recitative style for the soloists (see Examples 32b and 37). 

Sea Fairies (see Examples 43a and b) and The Chambered 

Nautilus contain much more chromatic melodic material with a 

good deal of chromatic, step-wise movement. Yet most of the 

melodies are quite singable and memorable (see Example 52). 

Both cantatas, like the early ones, were highly praised 

during Beach's lifetime. Regarding Sea Fairies, conpleted 

and first performed in 1905, Rossetter G. Cole commented, 

"This is one of the most delightfully melodious and 

spontaneous compositions for female voices that it has been 

our privilege to review. It does not contain an 
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Example 51. Sea Falrip*^. Common chord modulation, melodic 
9??''o?Ŝ ''̂ ' ^"^^ nielodic material. Measures 



Example 51 c o n t i n u e d . 
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\'̂  
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Example 52. The Chambered Nautilng. Melodic material. 
Measures 95-101. 

• %i. • ^Si. « <B^ 
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Example 52 continued. 

Used by permission of Hildegard Publishing Company. 
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uninteresting measure."^^ The Chambered Nantilns. Op. 66, 

(1907) was composed for and dedicated to the St. Caecilia 

Club and performed by them under the direction of Victor 

Harris with the New York Symphony Orchestra. A letter from 

Percy Goetschius to Beach in 1907^^ called it "exquisite and 

scholarly," a "work of singular value and significance" 

having "moderation and classic dignity." He commends her 

for avoiding the "Debussy-disease or Strauss or Max Reger 

d * TV QU 

isease. 

Similar in nature melodically and harmonically to the 

early cantatas is the Peter Pan Cvcle. written for the 

Cincinnati Women's Club Chorus in 1923 on a text by Jessie 

Andrews. This delightfully light piece is completely 

choral, employing no soloists. It returns to a simpler 

style. The harmony is more advanced using more chromatic 

color, but seems cleaner, leaner, and more purposeful. 

Whereas in the Rose. each section is more fluidly connected 

by piano interludes, in the Cvcle. each section, except the 

next to last, is an independent entity making a full 

cadence. The next begins with an introductory passage of 

'̂'"Good Music," Chicago, March 1905, as quoted in 
Goetschius, 123. 

^^AB-UNH, 1907. 

^̂ An excellent description of how she uses melodic, 
harmonic, and organizational elements to set text is 
contained in Eden, 101-107. 
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its own. Beach employs a bit more contrapuntal technique in 

this piece and some excellent three-part writing. Each 

section is an independent song. The themes remain separate 

and confined to their own section until the final section 

where, as already noted, all four are quoted in the 

accompaniment. One will also see much evidence of pedal 

point, similar to the extensive use of the device seen in 

the part-songs, and an excursion to the Neopolitan key area 

(see Example 53). 

In the secular cantatas, forms are similar in the sense 

of using a sectionalized format and many devices, such as 

interludes, to connect, solo and chorus alternation, 

obbligato solo over chorus, and rounding in various ways. 

Yet each is very individual in terms of how these devices 

are used. The melodic and harmonic material become more 

complex and then, unlike the sacred cantatas, less so with 

the last cantata. This same pattern is seen in the part-

songs and anthems. 

Part-Songs 

Amy Beach composed both accompanied and a cappella 

part-songs for women's voices, mixed voices, and men's 

voices, in that order of frequency. Some of these were 

specifically composed as choral pieces, some for a chorus 

and some for just one on a part, but quite a few were 
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Example 53. Peter Pan, 
section II. 
74. 

End of section I, beginning of 
Use of pedal point. Measures 46-



Example 53 continued. 

Andante semplicemente M.M.»-=II2 
(sempre lepgiero) 

When the pa4ient mother bird Broodeth o^reach lit-tle one, Doth she long to 

i 
\%j ĵ —jp-*—r 

"When the pa-tient 

^ 
^ 

^ ^ 
-•—r 

5r=S 
^ 

I a — ^ • 

When the pa4ient mother bird Broodetb obreacb lit-tle one. Doth she long to 

f , . I I . , I I I. u h, "̂ 

mother bird Broodeth o ^ each lit-tle one, Doth she long to 

iT-JT 

? J ^ g 

• • • tit »-
^ ^ 

« = * • • • — • • 

»i • 
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(c])1923 Theodore Presser Company. Used by permission 
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arrangements of several of her very popular solo songs. 

These arrangements, most for women's voices, several for 

mixed voices, and only a very few for men's voices, were 

often done at the request of her publisher, Arthur P. 

Schmidt, and the various singing societies whose members 

were exposed to such favorite solos as Wouldn't That be 

Queer, Op. 29, Fairv T-iiHahv. Op. 37, Far Awa' ! . Op. 43, Ihs. 

Year's at the Spring and Ah. Love But a Pav! . Op. 44, Jjm£. 

Op. 51, Shena Van, Op. 56, and The Candy T.ion and Dolladine. 

Op. 75. Several are dedicated to the St. Cecilia Society 

and their conductor, Victor Harris, with whom Beach had a 

long association. Accompaniments to almost all of these 

pieces are identical to the original solo song. Few 

changes, if any, were made. For the most part they are 

quite homophonic, very suitable and effective arrangements. 

Most of them were arranged just before her husband's death 

and her subsequent trip to Europe at the height of her 

popularity. Interestingly, all of the original choral 

pieces for mixed voices, Mav Eve. Op 86, Three School Songs. 

Op 94, The Greenwood. Op 110, The Moon Boat and Who Has Seen 

the Wind. Op. 118, and We Who Sing. Op. 140, and the part-

songs for men, The Last Praver and Sea Fever. Op 126, and 

When the Last Sea is Sailed. Op. 127, were all composed and 

published between 1925 and 1934, while nine opuses for 

women's voices were composed throughout Beach's life. 
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beginning with The Little Brown Ree. Op. 9, in 1891 and 

finishing with This Morning Very Fpr>1v̂  Op. 144, in 1937. 

This could be due to Beach's interest and affiliation with 

women singers and a number of women's choral societies 

throughout her life. 

The secular part-songs, whether for women's voices or 

for mixed voices, exhibit song-like characteristics. They 

are set in short, small, strophic, modified strophic, and 

ternary forms and are almost always rounded in some way. 

One of the earliest, The Little Brown Bee. Op. 8, 

illustrates many of the characteristics of the genre (see 

Example 54). 

It is AABB in form, but rounded by use of an eighth 

note humming pattern as a refrain at the end of each section 

and by a half-note pattern at the cadences. This lovely 

little work for four-part women is a capella^ though many of 

the part-songs have piano accompaniment. The texture is 

predominantly homophonic with the melody in the top voice 

and the text set syllabically with a few very short passages 

of independent voicing, imitative entrances and short 

melismatic patterns. Both the first and second verses begin 

in E-flat major, modulate to the dominant of B-flat at the 

end of the verse and back to E-flat at the end of the 

refrain. One will see such a refrain in the form of a "tra-

la-la" section or simple repetition of words in many of the 
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Example 54. LJttlff Brown Bpp. First two stroph 
Measures 1-35. 

e s 

Price a CMitx. 
THE LITTLE BROWN BEE. 

MargaretEytinge. 
»L-s.H.H.A.Beach. 

gttwB, grows,that in Ihe gar . Hen givws. Hum. 

CopyrighttHit by ARTHVRP. SCHMIDT,BOSTOK. 

r •• 

IIUI 
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a poitioo while 
P 

' fay r 'w^~^~w~. r 
I'wu may,.For aounuioivbetsi will COUlt) 

•• r 

this way, 

uui lluui.uni. 

(c)Arthur P. Schmidt Company 1891. 
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early part-songs. Come Unto The.ĉ e Veiinw Ŝ nH.... Op. 39, no. 

2 exhibits the first and Wouldn't, that he Qneer-, Op. 29, 

would be an example of the latter. This disappears or 

becomes more sophisticated as Beach's style matures (see 

Examples 55 and 56). 

The third verse of the Bee begins in the parallel 

minor, a little unusual for this early in Beach's work. The 

melody is different and the harmony is more discursive and 

unsettled, tonicizing briefly the key of G-flat and 

cadencing on B-flat. One will see this pattern in the works 

that are not strophic (see Example 57). 

The fourth verse of Little Brown Bee begins in the 

first soprano, alto I and alto II voices, as the hum 

pattern, suggesting G-flat, is carried in the second soprano 

voice (see Example 58). The melody in the top voice is 

again different. It modulates by means of melodic and 

harmonic sequence and finally cadences in E-flat before the 

final refrain. The final cadence is a very clear V7 to I 

movement. 

As the opuses rise, final cadences (see Examples 59-63) 

gradually change to sometimes ii to I, augmented dominants 

moving to tonic, candences over a tonic pedal which alude to 

V but pass through it chromatically as in When the Last Sea 

\ PI Sfti 1 ed. Op. 127. Example 59 shows a ii to I cadence in 

C^me Unto These Yellow Sands^ Examples 60 and 61 show the 
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Example 55. Come Unto The^e v^llnw s«nHo Refrain. 
Measures 30-33. 

ii^Mf. .V 

Example 56. Wouldn't That Re Queer?. Refrain. Measures 
117-128. 

i 

Wouldn't that be queer? 

VP 

Dear, 

Wouldift that be queer? 

^ 

dear, 

P * i=:fe t ^ 3 ^ ^aE • tr ! ^ 
1 — t ? - ^ 9 ''9 

-M. 0-

'-0—r 

_• • -

- 3 ^ 

ertie. 

^ ^ M p p p 
- 1 — \ -

/ ^ ^ 

^ ^^m ± uim. c rtr 
IJ ly n .<• s ^ 

i 3 # - • 2= ^ ^ t=x t' K r 

i : ! 

Wouldn't that be queer? If the dark_should stay whenwe knew that it was day. 

'^^,^r^^^" 3 ; ^ ^ ^ ^ g s=qg 
the 

r -'pir f rr 5 Wouldn't that be queer? If t ie dark_should stay when we kiiew that it was day, 
<̂ Mii. e rit m N N hi 1 i ^ di I r J" J"' I * i -9--0—9^-m— 

Wouldn't that be queer? If the dark should stay «̂-hcn it \\'as day. 

$ m }' Ui' c;:rz & 
3 ^ ^ f̂ =f= 

^ 

—•-

1 r m * I • 

4/im. e rit. 

^ 
^ 

_ £ 
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TLou^hsJ^ l y • love- . IWe«* *>y "••• Thaa many oth . «r flow, c r i 

arc. Huiuuiu . um'.'Saiii bi;'bruMTi Beu to litllu bromi Bee. 
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Example 58. fis^. Fourth verse and final cadence. 
55-76. 

Measures 
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^^^""^ '^ ' ' • CQ"'^ Tfnto The.o YHlow <^.nr1-. Measures 3 9 - 4 4 . 

A'.RrS. 4477.-2 

©Arthur P. Schmidt Company 1897 

Example 60. Dusk in .7̂ ,̂ ^̂  Measures 44-51. 

dim. ^ PP z ^ PPP "*• 

be - fore night, 

dim. 

sing- be-fore night. 

be - fore_ night, sing. be-fore . ^gfini 

i!BPr»t /?\ 

- « A 
2 S 

i ffi 

be - fore night, sing 

sempre dim. ^ pp sempre a%m r\ PP z==^ PPP rit ir\ 

k ^ 
be - fore_ nig^t, sing. be-fore night. 

( C J G . S c h i r m e r , 1917 
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Example 61. Drowsy nreamtnwn. Measures 44-48. 

-PPP-

(c) Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1932. Used by permission of 
the MacDowell Colony. 

Example 62. This Morning Very Earlv. Measures 67-71. 

rM 'fl n\Y ^rir "r \f^- m 
When the bum -

When the bum ble-bee passed 
rmlL 

When the bum - ble-bee passed— by. 

* «Bai * ^ ^ «si.i:̂ * 

©Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1937. Used by permission of 
the MacDowell Colony. 
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Example 6 3 . When t h e T.a.ĉ t R^« ^^ f^flilfrj Measures 8 5 - 9 6 . 

XTT 

© Arhtur P. Schmidt Company, 1931. Used by permission of 
the MacDowell Colony. 
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use of the augmented dominant in Dusk in June and Drowsy 

Dreamtown, and 62 shows Flat VI to I in This Morning Very 

EarlY- Example 63 shows the final cadence in When the Last 

Sea is Sailed. 

The meter in the Bee is very simple 4/4 with the 

rhythmic patterns of eighth, quarter, and dotted quarter 

combinations. There seems to be more use of 6/8 meter in 

the middle period works, as in Sea Fever and Drowsy 

Dreamtown. and then Beach returns to 3/4 and 4/4. She never 

uses mixed meter in the part-songs. 

Harmony in the Bee is quite diatonic with some 

secondary functions (see Example 54). Modulations are 

accomplished by a simple change of mode at change of 

section, or by common chord internally, to mostly closely 

related keys, or to flat III, which is the relative major to 

the parallel minor. Phrasing is mostly even four-plus-four 

bars with occasional extensions due to text repetition. The 

melody and voice leading is clear and easily managed in all 

parts. 

As in all of Beach's works, there is a good bit of text 

painting or symbolism involved in the setting. In this 

piece the humming pattern suggests the buzz of a bee, the 

"big brown bee" is usually symbolized by a larger leap in 

the melodic line than the "little brown bee" (see Example 

54). The use of a C-flat, or enharmonically, a B major 
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chord, on the word "rose" represents the symbolic color for 

red in Beach's color/key associations. 

A pedal point figure is almost always present in the 

part songs with piano accompaniment, becoming most prominent 

in the later works. This Mnrning^ Op. 144 (see Example 64) 

and Drowsy Dreamtnwn (see Example 65) employ a pedal point 

almost all the way through the work. In the a capella 

works, there is much less use of pedal point. 

There were no part-songs published between 1903 and 

1915. After that date, the harmonic material becomes more 

complex in the part-songs, but, unlike the anthems and 

cantatas, the progression of this pattern is uneven. The 

four-part SSAA setting of Sara Teasdale's Dusk in June. Op. 

82, published in 1917, is an example. It displays more use 

of seventh chords, augmented dominants, and non-functional 

chromatic harmony than is seen in Beach's other choral works 

of the time period (see Example 66). Within this a capella, 

basically homophonic work, one will also see much use of 

chromatic parallelism and some relatively rare rhythmic 

devices such as duplet figures or quadruplet figures in a 

6/8 meter. Because of its advanced use of chromatic harmony 

and its very chromatic melodic lines, it might well be 

classified as one of the middle period works even though it 

is only Opus 82. 
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Example 6 4 . T h i s Morning. Ver.y Vur^]y p e d a l p o i n t 
Measures 1-19. 

This Morning, Very Early 
PATRICIA LOmsi HILL**) (TRIO) 

^if8 H.H.A.BKAOJ 
OD.i44 

V A Allegro grazioso 

SOPH. I 

SOPS. U 

ALTO 

''Bjf frmittitn tf lk§ mulktr mmd 'Tht Am*ritm» nttrf JourtialV 

A.CI. l«S*4-« 
Cvrrlibl ItiT by Til. Arlb.rP. DckaMI Co. 

launslWul 0.»rrl(kl MntM 
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Example 64 cont inued . 
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>' i i . J 
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^ ^ 
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Q Arthur P. Schmidt, 1937. Used by permission of the 
MacDowell Colony. 
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Example 65. Drowsy Dreamtown. Pedal point. Measures 1-15. 

Jb Mm.Jiobert Norwood 

Drowsy Dream-Town 
(A Song of Mothers) 

ROBERT NORWOOD"•• 

Andante semplicemente 

Mrs.H.fi.A.fiEACH 
Op.l29 

SOPRANO 
SOLO 

-SOP. I 

SOP. II 

ALTO 

f 

^ 

^ ' '̂  '̂ J' J l J ? F r Ĵ  
Do you know the way to 

^m 
fe 

^ , sempre legato 

ton pedale 

i^\' J'-w ^ 
y V I 

I 
Drow. sy Dream-Town? 

^ 

L-by, Lul - la-by, Ba - by, Hush- a-by, Lul- la-by, Ba 
PP, . . , . —,-+ 

Hush- a-by, Lul - la-by, Ba 
vt» 

by, 

• Worrf*', /row "Mother and Son'/used by kind permission of 
the.auihor.ana publishers, Jfessrs..Duubleday,Doran ^ Co. 

A.i>8.l4's«»-X 
CcpTrlcOt IBBllbrTiM Arthur P.BelliDldtCo. 

loteToMional Cop;rl(bt Socnred 
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Example 65 c o n t i n u e d . 

;Q1 

fa ^U 
/ y t i ' r r /• '̂ jr' f' JE 

I '''^' ";?' T̂ F F ^ 
Domed are i t s p a l - a c - e s 

Hush - a - by, Lul - la - by, Bâ  

A'l. J. Jl j J ~ ^ ^ 
Hush - a - by, Lul - la - by, Ba »>y, 

©Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1932. Used by permission of 
the MacDowell Colony. 



Example 66. Dusk in ,Tnne. Rhythmic characteristics. 
Measures 2 7 - 5 1 . 
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sweet, 

p-^'^v,\W''f^ 

The few first stars. 

2 

4= 

are white, Oh 

^ • ' ^ V , ' 7 ' | " J ! i ' l ' ' ' l i ^ g 

PPP 

^ "" JO' j. 
^ 

s ̂  ^ 
^ ^ 

^ 

:CS1 

i • 
^—^̂ —irf 

F' [>» 
e< i 7> v|^rr-|r .r p|T i j 

let me, let me, let m e , — like the birds,. 

Crete. "• ~-—^ "̂ ^ ̂  /I I I Crete. .— '^^•- -" i> 

^ 

Gke the birds,. 

let me, let me, Jet me, like the birds, like the birds,. 

^ 

•¥ 
v'\. ^^••'^'^ 

i-^ 

^ ^ 

-cnpsc. 

i^ai ^> 

• w » 

m * 

sz ^ ^ 

JT 

' r ; e s : 
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— Sing be - fore, night, Bug. 

— Sing be - fore, night, •ing. 

— Sing be - fore nigEC7 

— Sing be - foreL_ n i ^ t , _ aing. 

be - fore— night, aing be-fore . . idgEH 

dim. iT\ PP - qp rit 

t j " ' J. J ' \A J, I J.Ji^^l J.J.IJ JiJJ'l JJ 
n\ 

P -*« •—»* 

be-fore be - fore night, sing. 

sempre dim. />^ pp 

ni^t . 

/) I sempre avm, /?s PP _ PPP rit /?> 

be - fore_ night, sing be-fore night. 

Jr I !/i «^~^> III I i 

* 

ttwtptt dtffi. 

n, '-̂ ,̂̂ > 
• ^ 

^ '̂ ' f . 1̂>-•p. »^. •». 1 

(g) G. Schirmer. 1917. 
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In contrast to this, a later work which is much less 

chromatic is The Greenwnnd, Op. 110, for SATB voices, 

composed and copyrighted around 1925 but apparently not 

published until 1933.^^ In this modified strophic work with 

refrain, there is the use of the melodic flatted sixth, 

tonicization of the flat VI key area, and direct modulation. 

These are all characteristics of the middle period 

harmonically; yet there is little use of the pervasive, 

restless chromaticism and non-functional harmony which 

characterizes the middle period works. Melodic lines are 

long, flowing, inventive, and fairly diatonic with a few 

octave leaps. This is a very straightforward song, a 

capella, but using a bass line that suggests a tonic/ 

dominant "oom-pah" pedal effect in the refrain (see Examples 

67a and b). 

Beach's most chromatic, difficult and complex part-

songs were written in 1930-31 for men's voices on poems of 

John Masefield. She was working on or had just completed 

the church cantata Christ i r̂  the Universe and the use of 

pervasive chromaticism in these pieces is strikingly 

similar. Even so, though these difficult but well-set works 

for men. The T.ast Praver and Sea Fever. Opus, 126 and When 

the T.ast Sea is Sailed. Op. 127 are more advanced and 

%den, p. 264. 
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The Greenwood 
WILLIAM LISLE BCWXES 

SOPRANO • - ^ 

ALTO 

Mrs. H.H. A. BEACH, Op. 110 

TENOR 

BASS 

Allegro leggiero 
P 

^ ^ 
-r-

and the yel - low 

f ' i ^ r I p p - ^ TTT: 

fe 
^ 

O when 'tis sum-mer weath 
P 

er. 

I' I-' • g ?= 

rehearsal 

when 'tis sum-mer weath 

^ -^ ^ 

when 'tis sum-mer weath 

Allegro leggiero 

P 

^ f f f I 
7 r 

^ ^ 

And the 

er. And the 

er, And the 

^ 

yel - low bee with. fair fair 

yel - low bee , . with fair 

^ ^ m 
\ 

yel - low bee , with fair 

• By permission 

L.O.109S 

Copyncm IHZS C C Rirchird A Company 
lukiroationaJ Copyright Secured 

Ktifrmrrd 41 nii Prinlrii in Vnitrii Sl»tt» ff .4mfrtcu 
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . I , 
The wa-ters clear it hum-ming round, hum 

^ ^ ^ ,' '̂ 7 '' 
And the 

P 

H 

ming, 

i 
is hum-ming round, 

S S h ^ ^ 
• ». • • ' • 

ham 

$ 

ramg,. is hum-ming round, 

? m ff 

And the 

P 
•-i4-

?B 'm m-
:t 

And the 

U 

ham miog, is hum-ming round. 

^ ^ , a V m #=H 
And the cuck- oo 

A. 

\ 
bum ming,. 

§s r 
•>g f- ^ 

^^ 

- * — • -
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Example 67b. The Greenwood. Re f r a in . Measures 24 -33 . 

0! then 'tis sweet. In some re - treat. 

then 'tis 

O! then 'tis 

dolcc 

sweet, In— some re - treat, O! then 'til 

(lolct 
=P=^ • m M. I . 

O! then 'tis 

./ LI •* 1 r-
In some re - treat, sweet, 

^ 

-I r 
sweet, 'tis 
ioXct 

2 ^ ^ 
7=F ^ ^ -I 

O! then 'tis sweet,. sweet. In some re - treat,. 

sweet to hear the mur-m'ring dove, With those whom on earth. 

crtsc 

to hear the mur-m'ring dove. With those a - lone we 

@ C C . B i r cha rd and Company, 1925. Used by pe rmi s s ion of 
Suummy-Birchard I n c . 
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complex harmonically, they do not reach the extreme 

chromaticism of some of the anthems and cantatas. 

Sea Fever is a strophic setting in A minor with 

sections of non-functional, colorful harmony full of 

variously flavored seventh chords, mostly of the half 

diminished variety, over an A pedal (see Example 68). Two 

sections end on this sonority, a feature found often in 

Beach's work. The accompaniment for the last strophe is 

more dense texturally than most of Beach's other part-songs 

with the stepwise, sliding chromaticism so characteristic of 

her larger works of the same period. Some of this may be 

directly due to text-painting. For example, on page 7, 

measures 52-58 may represent the "knife" of the wind and 

also the restless riling of the sea (see Example 69). The 

last statement, pianissimo, of the motive which opens the 

first line of every strophe is seen in the piano and 

suggests A major and A minor over a strong A major chord in 

the voices as if she just could not make up her mind in 

which key she wished to end, but the device also very nicely 

sums up the harmonic flavor of the work (see Example 70). 

When the T.ast Sea is Sailed, for a cappella TTBB, is an 

ABA form with the first and last sections in G minor, though 

in true Beach fashion the last chord of the piece is 

G major. The middle section of the work shows the 

parallelism and non-functional changeable chromatic harmonic 
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Example 68. Sea Ffver, Op. 126/#2. Seventh chords over 
pedal. Measures 17-27. 

and a grey dawn break-ini? 

and a grey dawn break. Ing. ^ 
V ^ , ;; •'PP I rur 

© A r t h u r P. Schmidt, 1931 . Used by p e r m i s s i o n of the 
MacDowell Colony. 
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Example 69 . Sea FftVftr. T e x t - p a i n t i n g . Measures 50-58 

whale's way, Where the wind's like a whet - ted knife 

whale's way, Where the wind's like a whet . ted knife. 

!UiilU I'Jii iiihJ'lHtLlJ 
\>jjirn \£V^ i 

$^WIW^9 CTt9C» 

(g) Arthur P. Schmidt, 1931. Used by permission of the 
MacDowell Colony. 
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Example 70. Sea Fpver. Final cadence. Measures 63-72. 

r^p^=r^ p. piu lento 

^ r n 'U 
And -qui - et sleep and a sweet dream^ 

<c) Arthur P. Schmidt, 1931. Used by permission of the 
MacDowell Colony. 
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s tructure very similar to that of the larger works of the 

same period though these sections are of necessity shorter. 

This work also shows use of the duplet figure in 6/8 meter 

(see Example 71). 

Other pieces of the middle style period are more 

typified by Drowsy Dreamtown, Op. 129, on a text by Robert 

Norwood. Beach composed it for Ruth Shaffner and her 

"girls," young choral students at Drew Seminary in New 

Jersey. It is a strophic piece for three-part women's 

voices with piano accompaniment that utilizes a D-flat pedal 

point almost completely throughout the work, changing only 

for a few measures just before the final cadences of each 

strophe (see Example 65). This is the only part-song that 

uses a solo, in this case a soprano, with choral support. 

Its harmonic material shows middle period use of half-

diminished seventh chords, ninth chords, added sixths and 

augmented dominants that, along with the rocking 

accompaniment figure, give a misty, dreamy feeling to the 

piece. One might almost classify this piece as later due to 

its simpler, less sharply chromatic nature and use of pedal 

point. Drowsv Dreamtown was later used as a solo with piano 

accompaniment. 

We Who Sing. Op. 140, for mixed voices, shows a very 

clear return to a simplified harmonic idiom. It is a 

completely strophic and homophonic piece, hymn-like with a 
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Example 71. When the Last Sea is Ŝ il̂ r̂  Middle section. 
Changeable harmonic structure and use of duplet 
figure. Measures 24-50.. 

tbun-der. In the loud cry-ing of the wind throngb sail and rope, and spar. 

thunder, lathe loud cry.ing of the wind through sail and rope andspar,. 

Sendtr.ea ninth great peace-fill wave to drown and roll_ me un-der lb the 
-U^ • <^ • . : ^ « ^ 

Send me a ninth great u-ave roll me jm-der 
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Example 71 c o n t i n u e d . 
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cold tun-ny . fish, es home Where thednmn-ed gal - Icons are. /-v 

©Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1931. Used by permission of 
the MacDowell Colony. 
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piano accompaniment which merely supports the voices (see 

Example 72). 

The very last part-song. This Morning. Verv Earlv. Op. 

144, published in 1937, though still exhibiting many of the 

harmonic characteristics of the middle-period works, using 

diminished seventh chords, augmented dominants and added 

sixths, may also be considered to have returned to a more 

simplified style, because they are used in a more straight

forward manner. Harmonies are clearly outlined over the 

pervasive G pedal and the chromatic triplet figure using the 

flat 6th and 7th degrees of the scale depicts the buzz of a 

bumblebee. Melodic material is organized into fairly 

regular antecedent/consequent phrases throughout (see 

Example 64). There is also an example of hemiola in the 

last few bars which is not otherwise seen in the middle 

period of the part-songs (see Example 62). 

Several part-songs which are neither sacred or secular 

but were composed for specific occasions need to be 

addressed here. In this category are to be found such works 

as The Song of Welcome. Op. 41, and the Panama HYmn, Op. 74. 

The latter was written for the Panama Exposition of 1915. 

Each is for large chorus with piano or orchestral 

accompaniment, though the Song of Welcome was first 

performed at the Exposition with military band; it was 

^^Eden p. 47 
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Example 72. We Who Sing. Measures 1-11. Manuscript. Used 
by permission of Special Collections, 
University of New Hampshire Library, Durham, 

(c) Oliver Ditson, 1934. Used by permission 
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scored for orchestra in 1902 for the People's Choral 
Of 

Union. Each is also on a text by an American poet and is 

a one-movement work written in a straight four-part, 

homophonic, hymn-like setting. Parts are within easy 

ranges, the harmony is diatonic, with more chromatic voice-

leading and secondary harmonic functions found in the Hvmn. 

Text declamation is careful. The Sonp of Welcome is laid 

out in an ABA form with the first and third stanzas of the 

poem receiving the same music, and the Hvmn is strophic in 

keeping with the form of the title. Both are uplifting and 

celebrative, and they fulfill their functional purpose. The 

Panama Hvmn was also published with another text, "All Hail 

the Power of Jesus' Name." The Song of Welcome (see Example 

73) must first have been published in octavo form with piano 

accompaniment, because in a letter to Arthur P. Schmidt 

dated May 27, 1899, Beach asked him to add "accompaniment 

for piano or for brass instruments and drums" to the first 

page and in his advertizing flyers. 

Other works similar to these, and representative of 

Beach's early part-song style, are the sacred mixed part-

songs Song of Liberty. Op. 49, and the Hymn of Freedom, 

Op. 52. The former was very popular and much performed both 

with piano and orchestral accompaniment. The latter was 

first published in 1903 and later published in 1944 at the 

^^AB-APS, LC, 30 January 1902. 
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Example 73. Song of Welcnme, Op. 42. Measures 1-24. 
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SONG OF WELCOME. 
An ode written for the 

Opening: Ceremonies 
of Ihe 

Tratis-Mississippi Exposiiioti, 
Omaha, ISdS, by 

HENRY M. BLOSSOM,JR. 

Music bj', 
MRS.H.H.A. BEACH. 

Op. 42. 

SOPRANO. 

ALTO. 

TENOR. 

BA8S. 

^ 

Maestoso, alia Marcia. (J= 84.) 

S 

m 
^ 

j ^ 
Wel-comef thrice wel-cotne to the peo-ple of our 

j M i J j i l j J j 
r\ k I •r-fc: t: faz^=. 

Wel-come,thrice wel-come to the peo-ple of our 
.55 / ra 0 0 ,0 i rr^'Mr r r r 

*\ d^ I-

r\ i n\ 
^ ^ ^ I ^ 

:8: f ^ 
f 

T=f 'J 0 

S rit 

i 
lungtt. 

^ 
% 

?=*=» •'iv—?-S f ^ ?W 
- I—# 

^ ^ -^-•-

^./»5. 4(m~7 
Pedr * 

Copyright ISflS by ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT. 
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land, Wei . coma to the p«o - pla, the pe« • pie of the 

world, Here«narthaiid«onth and eaat and weot, 17 • ni-ted hand in 

^ 

world, Here eait and west, U - ni-ted hand in 

0 n 
S ¥=W' 

$ ^ m ^ j J J., ^1 
g « fl^i • • • *^ 

^ M 0 
lemprrf 

^ 
• » - * ^ i ^ d b 

^ ^ 
0* 0 P,J 

i i J irr rC'i^ 
^ 

hand< Have reared ci - ty and their fla^ an - forled. 

* =52 -• • t "0^^ 

$ 

' * - , 0 

^ ^ ^ ^ -» 
hand) Have reared ci - ty and their Hag- no - fnrled. 

^ 32= 

^ 

&--—#—-#-
# 

S ^ £ ^ P- 4- d-^Efe!^ 
fl^-^ 

E S ^ ^ 

^ l > g •• 0—IL. & : i ^1 f = ^ 33; f ^ * - - • * 

^ ^ 

(c) Ar thur P. Schmidt Company, 1 8 9 8 . 
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suggestion of the publisher under the title "O Lord Our God, 

Arise," the text being an adaptation of a hymn. 

Many of Beach's delightful part-songs were very popular 

and often performed during her lifetime. She played the 

piano parts herself on many occasions. The part-songs 

exhibit a careful attention to the spirit of the texts in 

terms of dynamics, tempo, melody, harmony, textures, text 

declamation, and accompaniments, when present. The song 

forms she used were concise, almost always rounded in some 

way, and expressive, often using text-painting devices. 

They show an unevenness in terms of harmonic progression 

from simplicity to complexity, yet most of the part-songs 

composed after 1915, until the last two works of the 1930's, 

evidence an ever-increasing use of chromatic melodic and 

harmonic material. 

Church Music 

Among the nearly 40 pieces of church music composed by 

Amy Beach are many anthems, much service music, and several 

motets. Most of it is for mixed voices, with a few for 

women's and men's voices. Of the works Beach designates 

"anthem," almost all resemble the verse anthem type so 

popular in churches where professional quartets were used to 

augment the choirs. Trinity Church in Boston and St. 

Bartholomew's Church in New York employed such quartets with 
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very capable soloists. Beach wrote much of her church music 

for these churches. Some of these anthems use: (1) soloists 

and chorus in alternation in one section, (2) soloists as 

obbligato with chorus in another, and (3) soloists and 

chorus in alternation verse by verse. All of these are 

accompanied by organ. Only two anthems are full, or 

completely choral. One is the "Hymn" All Hail the Power. Op 

74, and the other is 0 Praise the Lord. All Ye Nations. Op. 

7. The latter was composed for the consecretion service of 

Phillips Brooks as Bishop of Massachussetts at Trinity 

Church in Boston. Both are accompanied by organ. 

Several sacred works Beach designated "motet." The 

first of these is an elaborate, a capella motet in three 

movements. Help Us O God!. Op. 50, dedicated to Mrs. Louis 

Agassiz. It is for chorus in three, four and five parts and 

is a worthy example of the serious a capella motet style of 

Bach and Brahms (see Example 74). 

The second is smaller in scope, is also a capella, and 

is a setting of the 121st Psalm from the Book of Common 

Praver (1928), entitled T Wi 11 Lift Iln Min^ Eves. Op. 98. 

There is also a work designated motet for women's voices, 

entitled Tht̂  Lord is Mv Shepherd. Op. 96, which is not 

a capella, but rather has an organ accompaniment. Both 

exhibit characteristics common to Beach's motet style, as 

opposed to anthem style. That is, there are a lot of "point 
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Example 74. Help Us, 0 God', Op. 50. Motet. Measures 1-24. 

To 
MRS. LOUIS AGASSIZ. 

HELP US, O GOD! 
MOTET 

for 
Chorus in three, four and five parts, 

the text taken from the 
PSALMS. 

Largo. (J:6o) 
Mrs. H.H. A. BEACH. 

Op. .10. 

SOPRANO. 

ALTO. 

TENOR. 

BASS. 

1 

Accompaniment only fur Rfhearsal. 

>.r r ^ iVi^r ^ jijiij. j j 
^ m 

help us, 0 .God, 0 God of our saUva - tion,forthe glo - ry, forthe 

L'l' ' j i ' - J i||ir pi'i- ^ iiiJj^J J'Jî J J n 
help ~iis. 0 God of our 

i/ r î ' i (^ r rtrifM^ 
sal . va - tion, 

J: • • K=pt 

tT F I T r '̂ ' t' 
glo - ry, the plo-ry ofThv name, 0 help us, forthe glo - ry, forthe 

' ^ • • L I ' f^ ^ m r-' zc 
^ 

EC ^ ^ i 

A.P.S. 39«2-ll Copyriffhl 1«03 liy Arthur P. Schmidt. 
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8*°- ry of Tby name, help us, help us, 0 God of sal-

A.P.S. .-.988-11 

© A r t h u r P. Schmidt Company, 1903. 
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of imitation" entrances used consistently throughout the 

work, new melodic material for each verse of text, and these 

works are much more contrapuntal in nature. Op. 96 also 

resembles a verse anthem, having a middle section which is 

for soprano solo and a final section with soloist as 

obbligato over the chorus (see Example 75). 

Texts for anthems were chosen from already existing 

hymn texts. Scripture (Psalms, Old Testament and New 

Testament), sacred poems and Canticles from the Book of 

Common Praver. 

Among the earliest of the anthems is the Christmas 

anthem. Peace On Earthy Op. 38, published in 1897. Several 

aspects of Beach's anthem style are represented in this 

early work. All of the accompanied anthems have an organ 

introduction, but this one is unusually long, 16 bars over a 

long E-flat pedal (see Example 76). 

The form is similar to the verse anthem in that each 

verse is set differently from the other in terms of texture, 

melodic material and meter. The choir in four parts and 3/4 

meter takes the first stanza, ending the verse in the key of 

E-flat. The E-flat in the pedal becomes the dominant for 

A-flat which is the key for the middle section. The second 

verse is a vehicle for a soprano solo and then a duet for 

soprano and alto using a melody which bears some resemblance 

to the first-section melody in places (see Example 77). The 
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Example 75. I Will Lift Vv Mine EYPS, Op. 98. Point of 
imitation entrances. Measures 1-30. 

I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes 

121st Psa lm 

A d a g i o M. M. J = 6.S 
J n I SOPRANO 

Mrs. H.H.A.Beach, Op. 98 

^̂ Fgp 
TEXOR p 

I wi l l lift up mine eves . 

IPC T : 4^ 

^ 

BASS 
PP 

I wil l lift up mine ••yes un - to . 

T 

the hills from 

3 C 

• t -

un- to the h i l l s . I wi l l lift up mine eyes 

AccotnpnniMeMt for rr/ienrsaf out//. 

1 
-+v 

¥ m n m 
PP 

^ £ 

5231 ^ a. , - S r • 
^ I i I —1 r 

from whence com eyes u n - t o the h i l l s . 

i 
^ - • 

eth my 

a; ^ 

- T * T ^ 

;« * N" 
u n - t o the h i l l s . from whence com eth. com 

i n? i;=!a2 
3 C -«-^ P g 

3=q: 
whence com-eth my help, com eth, com 

,f l> I. Z— 1^ 3 C i 
I I I 

from whence com eth. whence com eih mv 

^P z&x^ 
^ 

^ ^ g = 3 P ^ 4 * . . . » 4̂  
^ I 

1 J J J : / « / / • « / 

^£^ ^ 
\ 1- ~ J 

@ 1923 by Theodore Presser Company. Used by Permission. 
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^ h lay help. My balp 
— — * " • - TW from the 

-40261-11 

(g)l923 by Theodore Presser Company. Used by Permission. 



Example 76. Peacft On Fflrth, Op. 38. Anthem. Long 
introductory pedal point. Measures 1-40. 
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PEACE ON EARTH. 
CHRISTMAS ANTHEM. 

Adagio espressivo. (Jrbi) 

Mrs. RH.A^B EACH. 
Op. 38. 

ORGAN 

It came, it came up.on the mid - night clear, Tbat g l o . . rious 

^ ^ 
5 ^ ^ E -^i^-m ^ ^ i 

p 
H*-. • Ped.Sti 

This is-a-M^Fodoetion of the 1897 edition published by Arthur P. Scnmidt. The cover border is talcen 
from r/y£ STVOIOi Vol.XV (January. 1899). courtesy of Dover Publications, Inc., New Yorlc. 
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Example 76 con t inued . 

i Peace, Pkiacr, Peactt no the earth, PJ-ace, m m £ £ P - * -a ' i) 0'0" 0 
Ivace 00 the earth. PP cresc 

*' Peace, IVacf, Peace ootbe earth, 
, do/rt 

IVace, Peace, 

( ^ A r t h u r P. Schmidt Company, 1897. 
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Example 77. Peace On th^ F»T.i-h. 
77-92. 

Second verse. Measures 

Uistesso tenipo.(J:J) 0 ye be.Deatb life's cmsh . ing load, 

~Z^ t Man 

Whose forms are bend . in(E low, Who toil a . long the' cJinb.ing 

0 
^ 

dt'UL 

J 11 ' >^>^ PP. m^m ^ XZ3Z 
way With pain.ful steps and slow, With pain . fu! steps and 

Q I . M.LT0 SOLO, o . trresc. , . k 

Look now,. for gol - den hours rnme 

i 
Look now, for glad aud gul - drn hours, 

0 0 0 ^ -0P-

cresc 

m m ^ ^ •r 

^ ^ ' ^ 
^ ^ = 

3 ^ : .S 
Mao. 

f^S"^ ^±5i ̂ â  
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section ends with a refrain on the words "Peace on the 

earth," sung first in duet and then by the choir. After a 

hold on a B-flat seventh chord, the dominant of E-flat, a 

feature to be seen in many of Beach's works, the work 

continues in E-flat, changing meter back to 3/4 and changing 

tempo to Allegro con brio, which depicts the words of the 

text "For lo, the days are hastening on." The outline of 

the melody, using the interval of the third and sixth in the 

opening bars, resembles the first melody, but does not 

duplicate it exactly. This is also a technique to be seen 

in many of Beach's works (see Example 78). 

With the words "When the new Heav'n and earth," Beach 

begins a short section with fugal entrances beginning with 

the bass voices, then the tenor, alto and soprano using this 

same melodic outline: the interval of a third and then the 

sixth. The work closes with a refrain on the words "Peace 

on the earth," which uses this motive instead of the earlier 

one, in staggered fugal entrances. Another practice often 

employed by Beach is the use of unison chorus at high points 

of phrases to emphasize main ideas. At a point where the 

lower voices cannot go any higher, the chorus breaks into 

four parts to finish the phrase (see Example 79). 

Beach's gift for melody is exemplified in this anthem. 

As in all of her works, melodies are inventive, that is, 

continue with new material and do not make much use of 
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Example 78 . Peacft On E n r t h . Beginning of f i n a l s e c t i o n . 
Measures 1 1 2 - 1 3 1 . 

Peace on the eafth, goodjwill to men! 

Peace nn the earth,gnod.will tn men, good.willto men! 

'Allegro con brio. (J: isz.) 
^ ^ ^ 

i For lo, the days are bast' . nin^ nn, 

S rtr r î f̂ H ^ ^ • ^ 

i JJir r r r l feg^ 
d 

^ - * 

^ 

For 

JL 
lo, the days are bast' . oing oo, 

^ ^ I II I 
^ Allegro con brio.(J:is2.) 

JJLM. i ^ ^ 

sempre f 
s r r r If r ir 

By pro- pbetc been nf old. When with the ev . er - cir - cling 

* By pro . phets seen of old. When with the ev - e r . c i r . . <lin»r 
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Example 79. PeaCft On Eflrth. Final bars. Measures 181-209 

«' earth, gtiod.will to men, good.will to men, good.wil] tu 

Peace on the earth, good-will to meu. 
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repetition or sequence. The melody in the choral sections 

of this early work is, as usual, in the top voice and in 

mostly 4-bar phrases. The first 16-measure period has an 

antecedent/consequent characteristic moving to the dominant 

in bar 8 and cadencing in bar 16 in the dominant key (see 

Example 76). Phrases at the end of the section are extended 

by text and drama considerations. Within the solo and duet 

section, the phrases are somewhat more irregular due to text 

repetition and expressive and musical considerations. For 

instance, in Example 77, the phrase beginning in bar 83 is 

seven measures because of the repetition of the words "with 

painful steps and slow." Any extensions in phrases in the 

choral sections are also due to text repetition and musical 

considerations. 

Ranges for each voice are within the capabilities of 

the singers and voice leading is careful and logical. Text 

setting usually follows carefully the accentuation of the 

individual words and words in phrases. 

The harmonic material of this early anthem is quite 

exemplary of the Romantic style of the times, employing very 

standard tonal harmony and key relationships. The work 

begins with a long organ introduction over a tonic pedal and 

one does see some passages of chromatic non-functional 

harmony, use of seventh chords as a result of chromaticism, 

borrowed chords and secondary functions such as vii7 of V, 
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of iii, and of vi, but this chromaticism does not obscure 

the basic key feeling (see Example 76). While modulations 

between large sections are to closely related keys a fourth 

or fifth apart, internal modulations are to third-related 

areas, but still do not go too far afield. Modulations are 

usually of a common chord type. The final cadence is a ii7 

to I over a tonic pedal, not usual in the early works, but 

nevertheless a cadence Beach used frequently. Extensive use 

of pedal point, especially at transitions and cadences is a 

hallmark as well. Example 79 shows 12 bars of a dominant 

pedal followed by 17 bars of a tonic pedal. 

Beginning with the first anthem published after her 

return to the United States in 1915, Thou Knowest. Lord. Op, 

76, one begins to see more extended use of chromaticism in 

the melodic material and constantly shifting tonalities. 

Use of seventh chords, especially half-diminished, is more 

frequent as is the use of passing augmented dominants and 

short sections of passing, blurred tonality. Interesting 

features of this piece include the enharmonic modulation 

from g# minor to A-flat major between several sections. 

That is, enharmonic parallel major and minor juxtapositions. 

There is also an excellent example of mixed meter in this 

piece. While mostly in 4/4, Beach moves briefly to 3/2 in 

several places in order to facilitate the text setting (see 

Example 80) . 
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Example 80. Thou Knowest. Lord, Op. 76. Opening section 
showing rise in chromaticism and mixed meter. 
Measures 1-19. 

0.5.812 Chomses 
No. 6029 "Thou knowest, Lord" 

Hymn-Anthem for Mixed Chorus 
With Tenor (or Soprano) and Bass Solos 

Price 
20 cents net 

Jane Borthwick 

Orgpan' 

Lento e s p r e s s i v o (J) : 92) 
J^ Tenor (or Soprano) Solo 

Mrs. H. H. A. Beach. Op. 76 

Thon knowest,Lord,the weari-nessand sorrow 

'fh > . fl h h Jl w I S 1 zmsz 
t all sad hearts that come to Thee for rest; Cares of to-day, and 

burdens of to-raor-row, Blessing's implored, and sins to be confest; 

We come before Thee at Thy graciousword, And lay. them at Thy 

^ ^W ^ 
^ i 

^ If 
n{f 

R: 
p 

^y-A. «i ^ ^ 7 i ¥ 

Copyright, 1915, by O. Schirmer, Inc. 
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te ^ ^ 

Chorus 
sopaAj(o 

^ 

Thon knowest all 
ALTO 

-PP-

^ Jj Jl J'-JiJ^J^ ^ ^ 

»poco rit 
Thou knowest all the 

, a tempo TKlfOB 
h b . l j i — . ^ - ^ ,., PP 

feet: Thon know-est, Lord!. 

^m 
. Thon knowest all the 

BASS 

^ "̂^ P f P SP 
Thou knowest all the 

a tempo 

1'faj.J iVii.j- \iUT\d m w^ 
PP 

III tf^i-^-^ I 
^ ^ 

^ III - ^ t 
' i ' * ^ " " i@ 

^ e V\> -V i Ji ŝ 3 1 

^ f ^ 
d 

past;how long and blindly, Lost on the moun tains dark,thewand'rerstrayed: 

ji-'ii^ A ^ Jl j i i i j , Jwp iJ'.J'J' Jl J > ^ j , l J _ i ' ^ ^ 
past,-how long and blind-ly, Lost on the mountains dark,the wan - d'rer strayed; 

i fe ff- • ^ p i r i i r |i il II I ^ 
^ 
past.-howlong-and blind-ly, Lost on the mountains dark.the wan - d'rer strayed; 

'f-'\\> p' F p p ^ r I'T PP ' i p ' ^ ^ & 

past;how long and blindly, Lost on the mountains dark,the wan - d'rer strayed: 

%t \,^ n n'"J,,.i-
r - r CEg ? 

i i J J3i 
'T >[_;- E 

(g^G. Schirmer, 1915 

file:///iUT/d
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The second solo section, for bass, is in the key of E 

major, an enharmonic third-relation from A-flat, and the 

third solo section, for soprano, includes elements of a 

Phrygian scale on E-flat (see Examples 81 and 82). 

The chomaticism in the choral sections of this quartet 

style verse anthem is less complex and there are more clear-

cut passages that do not shift tonality as often or as far 

away from key center as in the solo sections. This anthem 

is in an AABACA form, the A section melody always being 

sung by the chorus, with the exception of the last section. 

In this section, the chorus chants in unison over an 

independent organ part that quotes the A melody. There is 

frequent tonicization of third-relation tonal centers and a 

final cadence using the added sixth in the dominant. 

Lindsey Merrill would place this piece in the early period 

because modulations are mostly of the common chord variety 

and harmonic material is not extremely complex. Indeed, 

though tonalities are constantly shifting, melodies do not 

follow diatonic outlines, and harmonic material is full of 

seventh and altered chords, the chromatic melody and harmony 

in the solo sections especially are quite pleasant and easy 

to listen to. Yet with this work Beach began a pattern that 

continued in most of the anthems from this time onward. 

This new pattern usually incorporated more chromatic 

complexity, and specifically, more chromatic, inventive. 
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Example 81. Thpll KnPWf at • Bass solo. Measures 29-34. 

J l ' l l ~ l 

Thou knowest all the pres - ent; 

each temp-ta • tion. 

/"' L . n 
toilsome du - ty, each fore - bod - ing fear. 

111̂  71 
«jcb.<y««» 

Example 82. Thou Knowest. Soprano solo. Measures 58-65. 

Solo 
P i u m o s s o (̂  = 84) 

^ r r- p n p '-p f- p F it 'P' 

Thou know, est, not a-lone as Qod, all-
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difficult melodies for the soloists (see Examples 81 and 82) 

and easier, less chromatic sections for the chorus. In this 

case it is a unison choral part overlaying the organ which 

uses the melody (see Examples 83a and b). 

As the opuses rise, chromaticism increases with more 

and more passages of chromatic, non-functional harmony which 

obscure key center, more frequent use of the flat VI chord, 

and then short sections built in the flat VI key, before the 

final cadence. 

Opus 105, Let This Mind be in You, represents more 

completely the complexity of the middle-period anthems. The 

melodic line is extremely chromatic for the soloists, 

employing stepwise chromatic passages as well as angular 

leaps which are difficult to execute. One also finds much 

chromatic, non-functional harmony of a type very reminiscent 

of Wagner. Measures 6-11, 20-23 (descending half step 

movement in the organ), and 25-30 (ascending figure using 

lower neighbor) are good examples (see Example 84). 

Cadence is constantly avoided through chromatic passing 

harmonies redolent with diminished and half-diminished 

seventh chords and modulations to more foreign keys 

employing more direct means or passages of non-functional, 

passing harmonies. It is a much more complex harmonic 

style, constantly shifting and obscuring tonality, yet 

tonicizing short passages that at first glance seem related 



Example 83a. Thoil KnowPRt. Choral unison over organ 
sounding the melody. Measures 86-93. 
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home. Therefore we come, Thv gen-tle 
PP 1 

Therefore we come. Thy gen-tle 
PP jL 

Pill lento (J :: 68) 
Therefore we come. Thy gen-tle 

PP # 

la melodia con molta espressione Therefore we come. Thy gen-tle 

J. j i j J i - 'n jl Jl Jl Ĵ  Jii J J ^J JiiJ ''^m 
call o-bey-ing, And lay our sins and sorrows at thy feet. On ev-er-

P'^^ J JiJ j l ' ' I ' Jl Jl Jl J I III J ^ j i j i j i * O ' ' ^ 
call o-bey-ing. And lay our sins and sorrows at thy feet. On ev-er-

I J. JilJ J ^J JilJ U i j i j i 
call o-bey-ing. And lay our sins and sorrows at thy feet. On ev-er-

•n\> f' p r P '̂ I ^ P P r f p I r r ^ r p x^=^^pf^ 
call o-bey-ing. AndIty our sins and sorrows at thy feet. On ev-er-
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Example 83b. Ihoil Knowf<̂ t,. Final bars. Measures 101-109. 

Then ris4ng and re- freshed we leave Thy throne,. 

Then ris4ng and re - freshed we leave Thy throne. 

J 53 molte rit 
PPP 

IvMga 

I ''̂  ' Jl Jl Jl j ^ ^ 
vo^ i -9 

as we are known. 
molto rit lunga 

PPP r\ 

And fol-low on to know. 

i ^ 
\> *f Jl J) Jl J . }} 

0' 01 01 # ' 3 ^ 
^ oao 

And fol-low on to know. 

i i?^ 

as we 
molto rit 

PPP 

are known. 
lut/ga 

ii^> J i r r s=« ̂ ^ 
ZSJC 

ry r V 

And fol-low on to know. 

^ ^ ^ 

as we 
molto rit 

PPP 

are known. 
Iwiga 

^ 
^ K'l,- -̂  P P P ^ 3 1 = 

T W ~ r And fol-low on to know. as we are knowrn. 

^S 
^^J4 
3 3 = s 3 t : 

3 1 : 
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Example 84. Let This Mind BA In Ynn, Qp. 105. Chromatic 
non-functional harmony reminiscent of Wagner. 
Measures 1-32. 

thought it not rob-ber- y to be e ^nal with 

of no r e p - u - ta - tion ^ and took up - on Him 

the form of a «er - vant, 

i > , J . LiTJl J 
^ 

m 4 
f 

^L^j_[:^^=^ 
p S^f ir 

,\i *^ >J> 
^ 

35307 - 8 

@ 1924 John Church Company. Used by permission. 
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Example 84 continued. 

No. 35307 Let this mind be in you 
Anthem 

For Soprano and Bats Soli and Quartet or Chorus 

Mr«. H. H. A. BEACH 
Op. 105 

Lento con molto espressione 
PP 

BASS SOLO 

ORGAN 

g ^ s 
^ ^m 

Let this mind be in 

PP 

^ ^ f= rT T̂  T 5f^ 

^ B n "r- p r I i ^ 
" / • 

^ ^ ^ 

^ ^ 

you, which was al • so in Christ Je - sus: w h o , _ 

^ 
•fi-- I m m H iij r\j t ^ *t 

^J:3: I ^ • • d ^ 
^ ^ 

tf • oa. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

TT-f f 

^ 1924 John Church Company. Used by permission. 
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by the interval of an augmented fifth, but are actually 

enharmonically third-related. For example, the key of the 

opening section is A-flat, but the key of the soprano solo 

beginning in measure 73 is E major, enharmonically the flat 

VI key. It occurs just before a final rendition of the 

choral theme (see Example 85). Another interesting feature 

of this piece is that the choral sections are even less 

chromatic and the harmonies more functional in a traditional 

sense than is the case in Thou Knowest. A good bit of 

choral unison is used, supported by a full textured organ 

accompaniment. A flat VI chord appears just before a V7 

with added 6th before the tonic chord in the final cadence 

(see Example 86). 

This very meditative and effective anthem is basically 

in two parts, the first for bass and soprano soloists, the 

second for chorus, each section bearing unrelated melodic 

material. This is extremely unusual for Beach. Another 

difference between Op. 76 and Op. 105 is that each section 

in the first is connected very smoothly by full cadence or 

by enharmonic modulation. In the latter (see Example 87), 

the first section pauses on a diminished seventh chord which 

is then used by the chorus as a transition to the second 

section. 

This pattern of fairly chromatic solo sections 

alternating with more diatonic, simpler choral sections 
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Example 85. Thou Kn owe Pit. Enharmonic Flat-VI section 
followed by choral unison. Measures 68-87. 

things in earth, and things u n - d e r the earth; 

# 

^ J-TT Î IJ i I I Ni l Jll>'li.lfe^ s m r r-f̂ r s ^ = F 

^ 

i 
^ yWf^ ^ ^ 

^̂ i 
^ ^S ^ ^ ^ 

SOPRANO SOLO. 
.^/^U # P l7 5 

<a^''" r r rp i r f pir^ r r 
:C^ ¥tf^ <»-«-

and that ev-Vy tongue,ev-Vy tongue should con-fess, con - fess, 

* 
^ !l*'^^''|> 

m M f f ^ 

^ ^ ^ ^ 
> 

^ 

J ̂ ^ ^ ^̂ î  4 Vjj 
^ ^ 

b . s ^ ^ -

(g) 1924 John Church Company. Used by permission. 
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Example 85 c o n t i n u e d . 

35307 - 8 

(c) 1924 John Church Company. Used by Permission 
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Example 86. Tho^ KnowPHt. Flat-VI in final cadence. 
Measures 94-100. 

Example 87. Thou Knowest. Diminished seventh sonority as 
transition to second section. Measures 46-55 

Wkara-for*, wh*ra - for* Oed al - to hath hi(h Ijr *z 

Wh.r* - for*, whare - for* Cod al - M> hath hi(k - I7 «s 

BASS 

^ 
VP 

M i ! I r r ' i ' >' '̂ I - r ^ ^ f m 

Whara-fora, whara • fora Cod al - to hath hi(h 
L'istesso tempo 

- 17 »x 

(c)1924 John Church Company. Used by Permission. 
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continues, for the most part, in the anthems. Op. 109, Lord 

of the Worlds Above> is more chromatic in the solo sections, 

with added sixths, augmented dominants, #iv sonorities and 

seventh chords. Solo sections, one each for bass, soprano 

and tenor, are shorter and, as unifying devices, each uses a 

form of the opening melody, while the chorus sings a setting 

of the Isaac Watts tune, "A Mighty Fortress is Our God," in 

alternation. Near the end of the piece the choir sings the 

opening melody, followed by the final statement of the hymn-

tune, in unison. Beach surprises us with a final section 

and cadence in D major, contrasted with the opening in D-

flat major (see Example 88)! 

According to Lindsey Merrill, Beach's choral works 

become less complex and return to a simpler style about Op. 

139. It is true that non-harmonic tones are generally 

limited to passing tones, non-functional harmonic passages 

be^in to decrease somewhat, and modulatory practices begin 

to return to common chord exchanges, but the complexity of 

the harmonic material still remains. The melodic and 

harmonic material of both Hearken Unto Me. Op. 139 and 

O Lord God of Israel. Op. 141 is quite chromatic using 

seventh and ninth chords, other altered and borrowed chords, 

secondary dominants and leading tone chords and a good many 

passages of non-functional, tonality-obscuring harmony. 
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Example 8 8 . Lord of the Wnr̂ iĤ  Ahrvr, Op. 109. Solo 
sections altering with choral sections. 
Measures 1-28. 

Isuc Wans, alt 

Voice 

LORD OF THE WORLDS ABOVE 
for STB Soli, SATB Chonis &. Organ 

Mrs H. H A Beach 
Op. 109 
edited by 

Philip Brunelle 
Unto tranquillo Bass Solo P 

r—rjj-ir r r r r 

O Copynght 1992 by Hendon Music. Inc. 
a Boosey & Hawkes Co. 

Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. OCTB«6«.' Pnnied ir L5.A 
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bode my—hean as - piies With .warm de - sires. de -

bode my—heart as - pires With _ warm de - tires. With warm de 

>"i,*L J' ; P -tn 
sires To see my God. 

i ^ 

TT^ 

& 
^ 

sires To see my 
o^ 
God 

I ^ ^ 

T T : 

3 C 
• ^ » -

sires To see my God. 
p (Solo) 

^ ^ f—r-^ 
Lord of the worlds. 

^m &=t ^ s I J J 
^ ^ 

:&=i=^ 
f 

_ PPP 
r 

, ' ' ^ ' 

i ̂^ i ^ 
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f ' l^ I i 11^ 
hap-py souls that pray >\'here 

d^ 
dim. 

0 ^ 0 az£t: i 3x: P m 
ser vice there. Their con- slant ser - vice 

I ftJfG- ^ ^ 8 i i « _ > .'~'.', j n ^P ¥ f 'P CJ 

k 
w 

' 1 ^ H y ^ 1?= 
i ^ 

is: 

Reprinted by permission of Boosey and Hawkes, Inc 
publisher and copyright owner. 
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Hearken Unto Me was composed for the one hundredth 

anniversary of St. Bartholomew's Church. It is unified 

partly by the use of a fanfare-like motive stated in the 

organ accompaniment in the introduction, which is unusually 

long for Beach anthems (see Example 89). The motive, which 

quite nicely portrays a fanfare calling the faithful to 

listen, appears in measures 137-139 at the words "Thou art 

mine." (see Example 90). It also occurs at the end of the 

anthem, in typical Beach fashion, in the organ in measures 

211-213 in a different meter, but it still resembles the 

hemiola pattern of the opening. Then it is stated again in 

a different rhythmic pattern in measures 212-216 (see 

Example 91 ) . This motive not only serves as a unifying 

factor, but also seems to be a subtle but ingenious musical 

reminder that those who "hearken unto the Lord" will be His, 

and will "walk and not faint," "run and not be weary." The 

final choral statement also echoes a form of this melodic 

motive (see Example 92). 

There is much solo material in this work and a final 

section with a tenor and soprano duet obbligato over chorus, 

then soprano over chorus, and finally only chorus. Unusual 

features include much use of hemiola and several sections 

set in different meters, the final being in an unusual 9/8. 

The work begins and ends in the same key, D major, but takes 

many excursions through constantly changing key signatures 
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Example 89. Hearken Unto MP, Op. 139. 
Measures 1-29. 

Opening fanfare. 

Wrllteo forthe One Hundredth Aonlverkarf of 
, Saint Bartbo1ooe«-^ Chnreh, New York CIIT 

Hearken Unto Me 
The text froui ISAIAH 

Allctiro vjnoroso 
Mrs. H. H. A.BEACH 

Opus 139 

Ye that fol - low af-ter riglit-eous-ness, Ye that seek th-* 

C-|i)rrlght 1914 hy TI.e Arthur I'. ScliniMI Cu. 
Iiilt.'rD;il!'jaal Cpyrlclit Kecuretl 

<il'PS.M7H»-l«i Mxde inU.S.A. 

The Arthur R Schmidt Co. 
Boston New York 
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Example 90. Hearkftn !Jntn Mp. Recurrence of fanfare motive. 
Measures 137-139. 

Example 91. Hearken. Recurrence of motive. Measures 211-
216. 
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run 

m 

and not be vi-ea - ry, uiey shall 

mmm PI 
7 7 » V 7 - ^ 7 

Example 92. Hearken. Final choral quote of motive. 
Measures 221-225 . 

* 
Jfir 

/̂TN 

f r if r ^ /: 
•i 1 ^ r r F ^ p r p ^ 3 : 

they that wait up-on the Lord!. 

—. Xu 
* 

^ / ^ /TV 

f \f I -ril 'iV" ' •'f r JMf p^p r " 

i 
they that wait up-on the Lord! 

F ^ K P I ^ r &z 
/CN 

•• il * n - ^ 1 
they that wait up-on the Lord!. 

•>'^;> I ->' r p : r r p if t r ^ t̂  if Q-^^"^^ /^ 
^ 

^ they that wait up-on the Lord!. 

i I - ^ ? M f S 

=!5P? ^^^; ^ * 7 i ? f V | i 7 p 7 * r i 7 

1 ., p •, V i z : ^ 

r ^=^?^ 
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to B-flat (flat VI), E-flat, D, E, D-flat, and finally back 

to D major. 

There is an excellent example of text-painting 

occurring on pages 10-12 where a long A-flat pedal is used 

under the words "they that wait upon the Lord shall renew 

their strength," perhaps suggesting the strong, grounded 

presence of the Lord through constantly shifting times (see 

Example 93). 

Chromatic features of O Lord God of Israel. Op. 141, 

include the opening measures which use an ascending 

chromatic line that strongly resembles a chromatic scale. 

Beach uses it throughout the work (see Example 94). The 

augmented triad is used as an accompaniment figure beginning 

in measure 95 (see Example 95) Besides this chromatic 

scale, another unifying factor is the use of the melodic 

material of the opening bass solo for the chorus entrance 

and at the end of the work. 

It is not until the very last anthem, I Will Give 

Thanks. Op. 147, that the harmonic style becomes somewhat 

simplified. The amount of seventh chords and other 

chromatically altered chords is significantly less and 

passages of non-functional harmony almost non-existent. 

This piece is a curious mix of modal and chromatic elements. 

It uses the "King's Lynn" English hymn tune as a second 

theme and as a setting for the second verse of Psalm III 
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Example 93. HearkftH. Pedal point. Measures 178-92 

w 

i 

SOPRANO SOLO 

zz 

J * m^ SOPRANO They that wait up 

4 ^ 
ALTO 

B^ 
PP 

^ 
^ 

i i ? * ; 
TENOR They that 

^ ^ ^ 

BASS 
They that 

^ E 
N 

^ j 2 i jg] , im 
They that 

H ^ i T f r r ' f f igaa 
^ 

Pi» 

'̂ '̂ î K J J d JM. i 
"• 'i ;"•? ;i^- ^"f r-

wait up-on the Lord, They that 
sempre W 
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Example 93 continued. 

©Arthur P. Schmidt Company. Used by permission of the 
MacDowell Colony. 
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Example 94. Q Lord God of J^rt.^1 Op. 141. Opening 
chromatic scale. Measures 1-22. 

Manuscript used by permission of Special Collections, 
University of New Hampshire Library, Durham, NH. 
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Example 95. 0 Lord God of Tsrapl. Augmented triad as 
accompaniment figure. Measures 91-107. 

J U r rm.4 lesjdj^ ),mua.'ttLtkJ Is^ iuitt 

T^»'*^mti*i____ik*^ .fef — « *» r»-T«»-*f T̂ r »*̂ - ^^ W 6 fc* 

T i Tu^itrk - - • « <» « « «r« - •»<' ^ r**^*. — i^ ' * * IS f 

Manuscript used by permission of Special Collections 
University of New Hampshire Library, Durham, NH. 
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(see Example 96). There is more employment of the relative 

major/minor keys, d minor and F major, rather than the 

parallel. Once again the solo sections are more chromatic, 

but still less complex than earlier anthems (see Example 

97). As usual Beach rounds the piece with a return of the 

original material, but the piece ends in F major, relative 

key to the opening d minor (see Example 98). 

The anthems, then, display the following 

characteristics. Most are written in the quartet style 

utilizing alternation among solo, solo quartet, and choir, 

all supported by organ accompaniment. Only a few anthems 

are a cappella, and these are completely choral, cast in a 

more contrapuntal, learned motet style. Beach was not tied 

to any specific form. Each work is quite individual, based 

on the text, but with an overall view to musical 

considerations as well. Yet the anthems have much in 

common. Each is sectional, some having several changes in 

tempo, meter, and key, usually related directly to the text. 

With poetic settings, sections often change with each 

stanza, and with Scriptural settings, sections change with 

each verse or a group of verses. Text setting and 

declamation is, for the most part, quite careful, with much 

more attention to nuance as her style matures. Musically 

each contains a motive or short melodic theme which recurs, 

or is strophic or ternary in form and usually rounded in 
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Example 96. I Win GivP 'T'̂ n̂kr̂ , Op. 147. 
material, using King's Lynn. 

Opening melodic 
Measures 1-24. 

I will give thanks 

^ f. Allegro maestoso 

Mrs.H.H.A.BKACH 
Op.:i7 

SOPRAKO 

ALTO 

TMKOR 

MASS 

I will give thanks un - to tno Lord. 

I will give thanks un-to the Lord. 

Cupyriylit iviu by Tte Arthur P. actoiidt Co. 
loleratimalCopyrlKti Srcur.'l 

M.d. in U.S.A. 
The Arthur P. Schmidt Co. 
Boston New Yurk 
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faith ful. and in the con - gre . ga . tion. 

Sought out of all them that have pleas-ure there-in-
P ^ . -. _f s_ . (3. p 0 , ^ ^ , •"il]/'o_^ 

ji.P8. !*!»»«>-« +1 "King's Lynn" Traditional E.nĵ lish church tunc 
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Example 97. I Wi n Gwo Thnnk-̂  
46-61. 

Solo section. Measures 

Hewill be mind - ful for - ev-er of His co-ve-nant. Hehathshowed 

forth to His peo - pie . the power——- of His works. 

A C * . 1«»9<*4 
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Example 98. I Wi 11 Give Th^nlr^. Return of opening 
material. Measures 85-102. 

*.««.!•!»!»«-• 

(g) Arthur P. Schmidt Company. 
MacDowell Colony. 

Used by permission of the 
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some way. There is much text-painting and symbolism in 

Beach's choral works. The accompaniment, harmonic choices, 

key relationships, meter, dynamics, textures all aptly and 

dramatically enhance the meaning of the text. 

The service music, which included the Sg»rvice in A 

(with communion responses), the Four Canticles. (Ronum Est. 

Benedic Anima Mea> Cantate Domino. Deus Misereatur)» Op. 78, 

a Te Deum for mixed or men's voices. Op. 84, and many choral 

responses, were written during the early and middle periods 

of Beach's creative output. Several of the canticles were 

published as one work, the Service in A. although this was 

not originally conceived as a whole. A Tf> Deum and 

Rftnedictus were completed first. As she wrote to Arthur 

Schmidt in October of 1928, they were intended "for use in 

the ordinary services of the church and are therefore of 

reasonable length and difficulty. They could be published 

separately or together as you [Schmidt] would think best." 

Later in the month she wrote that she wanted to add a 

.Tiihilate. Mflgnifirat and Nunc Dimttis to form one service 

and she completed these during the summer of 1906. Since, 

for the most part. Beach trusted Schmidt's astute business 

sense, they were published separately, according to 

Schmidt's wishes, but, asserting her acute expertise in 

marketing her own works. Beach insisted that they include a 

2S AB-APS, LC, 18 October 1905; 19 October 1905. 
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note on the bottom that they were part of the Serving in A 

and each was to have the same opus number so that everyone 

would know that they were part of the same work. Several 

years later, in June of 1928, while she was at the MacDowell 

Colony she wrote a letter to the Schmidt Publishing 

company, then run by Mr. Austin, indicating that she was 

working out a setting of the Benftdinit^ and a Communion 

Service for David McK. Williams at St. Bartholomew's and 

wanted to know if he might wish to publish them as part of 

the Service in A. Several parts were in use at various 

churches before publication, but the Ben^dirit^ and 

Responses were first performed at St. Bartholomew's in 

December of 1928. The entire service, and individual parts 

of it, were performed by Raymond Nold and Leo Sowerby, 

highly respected church musicians of the time, and both 

indicated they regarded these works highly. Over several 

years, she altered the Jubi1 ate. simplifying and shortening 

it to avoid unnecessary repetition of text. The Benedi ntiis 

was also altered to avoid numerous double flats, and the 

organ part was changed to the one that Dr. Williams 

preferred. 

Much of the service music, canticles and responses, can 

resemble the verse anthem form, but again each piece takes 

on a form unique to its text. These pieces are somewhat 

^^Ab-APS, LC, 12 June 1928. 
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different in character from the anthems in that there is 

much use of unison chorus and the melodies are very chant

like, reflecting the responsorial nature of the canticle 

being set. Though the melodic lines seem to ramble on and 

are extremely inventive, each piece is unified by key 

relationships, by some element of melodic motive and/or 

organ accompaniment figure, and is always rounded. The 

organ is very important in these pieces, giving colorful 

support--often more chromatic in the solo sections. As 

mentioned previously, the form which each part of the 

Service in A takes specifically fits the individual text. 

For instance, in the Te Deum. which was originally sung in 

unison, responsorial chant. Beach uses an Ambrosian chant as 

a cantus firmus and sets the text in unison, chant-like 

fashion over a long organ A-flat pedal and ostinato chordal 

pattern as the piece opens (see Example 99). The unison, 

reminiscent of chant, and perhaps also indicative of the 

unity of all mankind, is pervasive throughout the work, 

except for a few sections where the chorus is employed for 

dramatic climax. The piece is very sectional, alternating 

chorus, solo, and solo quartet, following the responsorial 

form of the verses (see Example 100). And in Example 101, 

as is usual with Beach, the piece is concluded with the 

return of the organ pedal point and the ostinato chords 

under the unison choral chant (see Example 101). 
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Example 99. Te Dft̂ m̂, from Service in A, Op. 63a. Measures 
1 - 1 1 . 

• ) Te Deum. 

SOPRANO. 

ALTO. 

TENOR. 

BASS. 

JhoA Maestoso. 

Mrs.H.H. A.BEACH 
op.es* 

m 
^ ̂  

w f 

zxz 
# 

^ 
"O-^ «-» 

We praiseThee,0 God,. 

i 

ORGAN. 

We praise Thee, 0 God,. 

-e>-

Maestoso. {6 r ii2) 

s^^m 

M 
^ I' f " -I JCC -o - w «»•- XE: 

we a c - k n o w - ledge Thee to be the Lord. 

** The Ambrosian theme has been usfd as Cantus Firmus. 

A-P8. 704B-9 Copyrijrlit i»or. by Artiiiir P. Schiiiidf. 
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Example 100 . Te Dftlim. S e c t i o n a l n a t u r e . Measures 99 -110 . 

SOLO. 

^ 

The Fa - ther, of an in - fi-nite Ma - jes - ty, 

P 
* f c Thine a 

^ 
PP 

A1.so the Ho - ly Ghost, 

i « 
^ ^ 

do-ra-ble, true andon-ly Son; 

i «4 
J-iJi^. 4JJ # 

m g « ^ 

^ 

do-ra-ble, true andon-Iy Son;. 

" « J rJ • 
^ ^ ^ 
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Example 101. Te Dftum. Unison chorus and rounding. 
Measures 297-315. 

281 

A*>«i. 7o*n. t» 

(c) Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1905 
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The Benedi Ctl̂ R is also responsorial between soloist and 

choir following the verse form of the canticle. Again, 

though there is much more use of four-part setting, there is 

much use of very chant-like choral recitative which follows 

the accent of the text most carefully (see Example 102). It 

closes with the traditional Gloria Patri section using the 

opening melody to give coherence (see Example 103). 

The Jubilate Dpr> follows somewhat the same form but is 

more melodic in nature. It is "rounded" as well, but one 

will find the opening melody returning in the organ and not 

in the voice parts (see Example 104). 

The Magnificat begins suitably with a soprano solo, the 

chorus singing short responses which are again declamatory 

in style. The solo is recitative-like and the organ carries 

a chromatic and constantly color-oriented support. The 

final section is the Gloria Patri text, this time set in 

fugal entrances using a melody taken from the opening 

soprano line (see Example 105). 

The Te Deum. Bpn^dictus. Jubilate DeOi and Magni ficat^ 

and Nunc Dimitis. which were all published in 1905 as part 

of the Service in A. exhibit the same harmonic structure and 

devices as those of the anthems after 1915. They use mostly 

keys which are closely related or a third relationship away. 

The basic key area is A major, but secondary areas include E 

major (the dominant), F major (Flat VI) C major (dominant of 
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Example 102. BanaiLuLLua, Op. 63b. 
Measures 1-22. 

Choral, solo alteration. 

Bened ic tu s . 
Mrs. H. H. A. BEACH 

Op.e.i* 

SOPRANO 
SOLO. ^ ^ ^ 

Adagio. 
diilff 

^ ^ 
Bless - ed be the 

M Adagio (J=6.̂ > 

i 
PP 

i ^ 
^ « = ^ 

^ 
?nff 

^ - 4 ^ ^ 
- » -
?nj: 

^ f c ^ ^ 

^ 

.0 
^ 

• 11 
" «s) 

Lord God or I s - - r a - e l , . for He hath 

U 
% ^ l̂ f f *̂ 

rJ g 1 
s 3 i : 

J ^ 
qppp 

i 1 i i s : P -tt«H 
^ 2 : 

vis - it-ed and re - deem- ed His peo p! ' 

yp ff - | | o ^ 
;i s Jr;H j I ^ . 1̂  35^4 ^ 

^ . A ^ 
" ± u T -»>- =f̂  

^ ^ 
-O. iiJ=J ^ l ^ >OI x c 

^ »«-J 

Af>ll.7047-«i Ciipyrijrht IHOS by .Arthur P. Srhmidl. 
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^ 
^ 

ej TJ A 
1 

And hatbrais-ed up a mi^bt-y sal - va -tion for us, in the 

J I n J. J—J J J «« " r. ^ m 
afe H*' g P ^ ' , # (P S EZI 

^ 

And hathrais-ed up a migbt-y sal - x-a -tion for -US, in the 
/V* . eresv. 

^* /P g ^- r r I »" r r A 
^ 

bouse of His ser vant Da - vid. 

U \U ^ 
->««-

(i I s t ^ s s 
pgg 

:txtri=iii 

1̂  iiJji7 

yM. 
for 

^ ^ 

-HOI 

J J^'^fe 
- » 7 - - » 

'"/l 

T n -

i spake by the mouth of His ho - ly Pro - phets, which have been since the 

g § ^ ^ ^ 
. l l > S 7047-B 
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Example 103. Ben̂ Ĥi r>ti,<=, Closing Gloria. Measures 105-118, 

iM^-
w^=f-- Tsr. 

Hf»S.7li47.li 

(g) Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1905. 
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Example 104. Jubilate Deo^ Op. 63c. Opening. Measures 1-
14. 

Jubilate Deo 

Allegro molto. (o=88) 

Mrs. H. H. A. BEACH. 
Op.esc 

ORGAN. 

^4?».7.TIS-»« 
COPTTIEMJWOA br Arthar RSekmldt 

CoPTTIciii lOSt^yTbdArtbur r.6cbmld Co. 

(c) Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1906, 1932. Used by permission 
of the MacDowell Colony. 
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Example 105. Magnificat, Op. 63d. 
Measures 93-116. 

Chorus, solo alteration. 

^ 
& 

BASS SOLO 

g 
o> 

Piu Moderato. 

I'll" r r r r m 
He hath shew-ed strength with His 

p 
ra - tions. 

5?fc 

Ek m 
arm. 

N 3 r I" i^ » rJ' mi nrrr nt 0^« 

He hath scat-ter-ed the proud inthe i - ma-gi-na-tion of their 
3 2 ^ 
J- JlJ-i'J. J I J . ^ ^ 

^ # ^ d d • • - » 

ta ^ •I- r r r ' f •̂ ''̂- ^ ' j . : ' r) J- ^ -m. d' rJ. m ^B 

He bath scat-ter-ed the proud in the i - ma- gi-na - tion of— their 

-̂ - I-':]- JlJ. I'l Mr I I I IJ-J'J. J s : 

i ^ T : ' ^ ^ 
«t 

aecompognamenfo ad lib 

^X* 
: ^ ^ zxc 

^4>8.7.^1»-r 
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23/ 
\'y- - r r y » » I o 1 O g ^ ^ 

He hath put down the migh-ty- from their seat,. 

hearts. 

$ 

hearts. 

m 

^ 

and bath ex-

« — # 

sC 
^ 

and hath ex-

> -̂ 1 I H 
^ ri d d 3xz: 3 2 

»n^ a tempo 

(c) Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1905. 
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Flat VI and Flat VI area of the dominant). There is also an 

occasional tonicization of F# minor, the relative minor key, 

and its dominant areas, C# minor and C# major, as well as A-

flat, the third relation up from F major and also the Flat 

II key area. As in the anthems beginning after 1915, there 

are also short sections of chromatic non-functional harmony 

and much evidence of pedal tone. 

The Four Canticles—Bonum est confiteri. Deus 

misereatur> Cantate Domino, and Benedic. anima mea--

published in 1916, are each shorter and more closely knit 

and unified pieces than the Service canticles. Melodic 

material does not ramble on as much and is more periodically 

organized. In this, and the fact that they use less unison 

chorus, they are more like the anthems and may be used as 

such in a service. The harmonic material is only somewhat 

more advanced, in keeping with Beach's tendency after 1915. 

Another piece of service music that should be 

considered and can be used in a service as an anthem because 

it is not extremely long is the Benedictus es. Domine. Op. 

103. It begins in natural d minor, giving it a very modal 

quality. There is an interesting play between the relative 

minor/major and the tonic parallel major/minor keys. 

Chromaticism increases dramatically in the climactic 

sections and the piece concludes the first section with a 

very diatonic Gloria. This is followed by a Benedictus for 
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bass solo which is highly chromatic and full of non

functional color harmony. It is followed by the diatonic 

G^Qyia once again. 

The Benedi ci t.f>, Op. 121, is much more advanced 

harmonically since it was composed around 1928 and belongs 

to Beach's extremely chromatic middle period. The 

Benedici te is based almost entirely on diminished seventh 

chords and is very restless harmonically. Melodic lines are 

organized into short two and three-bar phrases and are full 

of skips outlining seventh chords and thus very difficult to 

sing. There are the usual tempo changes, unison choral 

passages, a rounded return of the original musical material 

using the Gloria Patri text, a long dominant pedal, 

reference to flat VI key area, and an augmented dominant in 

the final cadence (see Example 106). 

The Communion Responses. Op. 122, which were added in 
\ 

1928, are all very simple, chordal pieces with equally 

simple supporting organ parts (see Examples 107-108). They 

exhibit an interesting combination of the natural a minor 

sonority and strong chromaticism in harmony and 

accompaniment which increases in the longer and more complex 

f^lQT-ia. 

The service music, then, begins to show the 

chromaticism earlier than the anthems, but it then follows 

the pattern of the anthems and becomes most chromatic around 
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Example 106. B e n e d i c i t e . ninni» nr^^ra nnmini, op . 121 . 
Measures 1-28 . 

Benedicite, omnia opera Domini 

SOPRAKO 

ALTO 

TENOR 

BASS 

V « M Allegro aniuiato 

M-r, 

Mrs.H.H.A.BKACH 
Op.121 

0 all yc Workii uf the Lord, 

ORGAN 

0 all ye Works of the Lord, 

Allegro animate 

bless ye the Lord; praise Him, and mag-ni-fy Him far - ev - er. 

( 

ft 

i*'' 7 f Pi ^ ^ i -r-r 

i^rrTig ^ p 
^ ^ 

3 ?i 
\^ 

f^^f^ T- r 

^ ^ K . 1 4 I S » - 3 

C'jpyrldil t<>2(< by TliaArlhur K lichinidt Co 

lolcrntttlonal CupyriKUt »<:i;ured 
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w " I' f .''.J JI III I I I ^1 
mag-ni-fy Hitn_for - ev - er. 0 ye Heavens, bles«ye the Lord> 

mag-ni-fy Him for - ev - er. 0 ye ^vavena, bles;i ye the Lordj 

^ ^ p' f p "r 'p I r ^ ^ VI /p ' fl r 1 ^ ^ 

rt : ^ 

^ ^ 
i—fF^ h^-fLX 

^ 

^ ^ ^ W A 3 >=dE g 
^ ^ r r-

h > t g 

^ ^ ^ [ I P F •' •• P- f 

(HI « J ' 

praise and mag - ni - fy Him 

Jl. Jl i I J. 
for - tv - cr, 

j l I Jl Jl 
0 ye 

I ^ 
-^^-»-

praise Him and mag- ni - fy Him. for - ev - er, 0 ye 

Fg=ff 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

praise Him aud mug - ni - fy Him for - ev - er, 0 ye 

praise and mag - ni - fy Him for - ev - er, 0 ye 
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Example 106 continued. 

Wa-ters.that.be a-bovethe f irm- a-ment, O all ye Fowtn ot the 

I! r II Hi 

jHji'^r^^r 
Lord. 

t' 1' F f f 'g ff' 
bless yu the Lord, 

^ ^ 

praise and mag - ni - fy 

m 

r 

praise 

J. - ^ j ^ 

i ̂ ^ 

;:g=d= 

I 

-r-
'il> " I [ I . ^ ^ ^ 

A . „ Him for - CV 

1 f i f 

« 

er. 
iPt: J. J M J) I ^ f ^ f 

' ' ' - ' r t ^ 1 B 
JtU-

-f-^ m 
Him. 

jv''ii" r ' 
for - ev er. 

r^-tr 
j ; ^ 

0 yc 

•> / "y ^ ^ 

(9- I l ^ r j T ^ f 
•.»:.=i^^3-i-4 

i 
0 yc Sun and Moon, 

r=̂  
• t ^ ^ ] ^ 

• •> f = ^ 

J '"'\ 
^ ^ ^ 

-r̂  T ^ 

£ 

i. 
Man. 

@ 1928 Arthur P. Schmidt Company. Used by permission of the 
MacDowell Colony. 

http://ters.that.be
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The Shorter Kyrif? and Gloria t ih i . 

The Shorter Kyrie 
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Lento 

r r r MMi ^m 
Lord have mer-cy up - on us, Christ have mer-cy up-on us, 
PP 

Lord have mer-cy up - on us, Christ have mer-cy up- on us« 
PP 

Lord have mer-cy up - on 
PP 

us, Christ have mer-cy up - on us. 

m 

Lord.have mer-cy up - on— us, Christ have mer-cy up-on us, 
Lento 

^s m 
^ 

j=k w ^^^ ^̂ ^ 3 ^ 

(a eapefltO • 

r f f r i i .ua 
^ 

* 

Maestoso 
Gloria tibi 

Lord have mer-cy up - on 
- PP 

us. Glo-ry be to Thee 0 

aSn 'AO. JU J \l 
Lord. 

Bst 
^P^ ^nJJ' ^ =•= f i f ^ i ^ TJ-

Lord have mer-cy up - on 
PP 

Glo- ry be to Thee 0 

Lord have mer-cy up-on. 

PP 
) r "r r j j i 

us. Glo-ry be to Thee 0 Lord. 

-.-TV — - • - - - "•'— 

^ ^ It: m TZZ 
31= 3z : 

Lord have mer-cy lip- on 

^ -^-^Ti ,JJ .'. J' 

us. Glo-ry be lo Thee 0 
Maestoso 

^ ^ I it i 
Lord. 

/TN 

1 ^ 

i> " r̂ r ^ -̂ - J j ^ 4 31= 
Vi/ 

A.91. t«178.l2 
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Example 108. Comm^inion RffSPOnRePi. GloriA. Measures 1-23 

thanks to Thee for thy great glo 0 Lord God, 

heaven - ly Klng,_ God the P^ - ther A l - migh - ty.. 
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Gloria 
Maestoso 

^ = - ^ 

Glo-ry be to God on high, 

Glo-ry be to God on high,. 

Maestoso 

, 1 * ^ . . T T I - 111 

and on 

and on 

Q 1928 Arthur P. Schmidt Company. Used by permission of the 
MacDowell Colony, 
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Opus 121. The only differences between the service music 

and anthems has already been noted. Formal, textural, 

rhythmic, meter characteristics remain basically similar. 

Summary of Stvlf^ 

Though much of the following has already been stated, 

it will be useful to summarize Beach's style 

characteristics. 

1. Form and Unifying factors. Beach composed choral 

music that represented several genres and forms for mixed 

voices, women's voices and men's voices. For her large-form 

sacred and secular works, except for the Mass. she chose the 

cantata form, which was variable and related to the form of 

the text. Her part-songs were set in short song forms and 

the church music represented the quartet-style church music 

of the time, using soloists and chorus together and in 

alternation with each other. 

Most of the works are usually rounded in some way, 

beginning and ending in the same keys, usually major. There 

may be pervasive use of a motive throughout, return to a 

first melody or complete section, or just a quote of a first 

theme in the accompaniment at the close of the work. 

2. Text-setting and declamation. These are fairly 

sensitive, with more attention to textual nuances in the 

later works. Text-painting devices and symbolism abound in 
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ces Beach's choral works. The accompaniment, harmonic choi( 

key relationships, key/color relationships, meter, dynamics, 

textures all aptly and dramatically enhance the meaning of 

the text. 

3. Dynami CS• Dramatic contrast is often achieved 

through dynamic melodic, harmonic and textural means. Beach 

employs a range of pp to ff. Most works are quit 

changeable, having softs which rise over several measures to 

a ff climax and then suddenly drop to pp only to have 

another rise. She often coupled this device with a rise in 

the topmost melodic line and increased chromaticism at 

climaxes. 

4. Melody. In the early works, melodies tend to be 

long, flowing, inventive, regular and traditional in four 

bar phrasing, and with an antecedent/consequent outline. As 

the opuses increase, melodies become shorter, broken into 

shorter segments, usually about two bars in length, more 

concise and more chromatic in nature. There is also 

evidence of sequential repetition as part of the melodic 

contours of the choral parts. The solo sections are more of 

the arioso type as the opuses increase. Examples of real 

recitative occur in the early cantatas and the later 

anthems. 

5. Non-harmonic tones. Use of non-harmonic tones is 

very evident in Beach's work. Passing tones are the most 
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common in all periods with the use of appogiatura, changing 

tone and escape tone increasing in the middle period. The 

s uspension is employed much more frequently in the later 

period. Use of pedal point is a salient feature of Beach's 

work in all periods, but is generally used more extensively 

in the middle period works.^^ 

6, Meter. Meter signatures are usually simple 3/4, 

4/4, C, or simple compound, 6/8, 9/8 and a rare instance of 

12/8. As already mentioned, changes occur at section 

changes and more frequently as the opuses increase, but 

there is rare use of mixed meter within a piece. The only 

example found in the anthems occurs in Thou Knowest Lord. 

7, Rhythmical elements. Beach uses the device of 

hemiola quite extensively, triplet figures are seen, 

especially in the secular works, and there are several 

passages of overlaid rhythms such as triplets over duplets 

or vice versa. There is even a pattern of 4 over a measure 

of 6/8 meter. The use of these devices is quite Brahmsian 

in flavor, 

8, Textures. Textures are mostly homophonic and 

treble dominated, except for the more contrapuntal motets. 

Internal sections of cantatas and anthems often contain 

sections of contrapuntal treatment. Anthems and cantatas 

28 It is not the intent of this paper to detail Beach's 
use of non-harmonic tones, but an excellent discussion is 
given in Lindsey Merrill's dissertation on pages 195-208, 
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employ solo alternating with chorus, solo as obbligato with 

chorus, chorus alone in four parts, and occasionally, divisi 

or six parts. Women's voices are sometimes used 

antiphonally with the men's voices. Part-songs are mostly 

homophonic with occasional contrapuntal treatment. 

Almost all of her choral works are accompanied, the 

larger works having both orchestra and piano or organ 

settings, with the exception of the Peter Pan cycle. 

Organ accompaniments are an integral part of the anthems and 

sacred cantatas and demand excellent facility. In the 

middle period, organ accompaniments are more chromatic in 

the solo sections, more supporting in the choral sections 

and are used for color and mood purposes enhancing text and 

meaning. Piano accompaniments to the secular cantatas and 

some of the part-songs are very idiomatic and pianistic, 

often fairly involved and difficult, demanding excellent 

accompanists. Accompaniments sometimes provide "filler," 

sometimes support choral parts, sometimes provide simply 

color. Like the organ accompaniments, the piano 

accompaniments of middle and later works serve, more than in 

the earlier works, to enhance text and meaning, 

9. Harmony. Harmonies in the early works are usually 

traditionally functional and diatonic, including some 

altered and borrowed chords and employing secondary 

functions. Modulations are mostly by common chord (altered 
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chord to altered chord, including German 6th) or by simple 

change of mode to nearby keys at large section changes with 

much internal third-relation movement and tonicization, 

often down a minor third or up a major third, major key to 

2S major key. As the opuses rise, the harmony becomes more 

complex with more use of altered and borrowed chords, 

seventh chords, especially the half-diminished variety, 

ninth and 11th chords, use of the added sixth and flat six 

scale degree, the augmented dominant, employment of the flat 

VI chord and tonicization of the flat VI key area, larger 

and more frequent sections of non-functional chromatic 

harmony, modulation to more distant key areas, and more 

frequent use of third-relation modulations at large sections 

as well as internally. Modulations in the middle works are 

more direct, using fewer common chords, usually passing from 

V of the old key to I 6/4 of the new or from I of the old to 

V of the new. Modulations could also be executed by use 

of passages of sequential non-functional chromatic harmony 

or by direct modulation which involves a single pitch common 

to both keys. Beach also likes to use the paralle major/ 

minor relationships more in the middle period with the 

relative relationships used in the early and very late 

works. The very late works return to more diatonic 

^^Merrill, 177. 

%bid. 
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harmonies, less chromaticism, and modulations by common 

chord. 

In general, it would appear that the progression of 

Beach's harmonic style is very uneven. Middle period 

complexity appears at different stages in various genres. 

The early period is relatively less complex. The middle 

period employs a progressively more chromatic idiom which 

climaxes with the Masefield poems for men, Op, 126 Ind 127, 

and Christ in the Universe^ Op, 132, In the works following 

these, the chromaticism abates somewhat and returns to a 

less complex style. Only in some of the very last works, 

approximately Op, 140-147, will one find a much simpler 

style. Within these general parameters there are anomalies. 

The church music does become more chromatic than the early 

works beginning with the anthem Thou Knowest. Lord. Op, 76, 

but does not really become pervasively chromatic until Op, 

103, The secular part-songs show extreme chromaticism in 

the rather early Dusk in June. Op, 82, and show a simpler 

and more concise style earlier than the church music. And 

the secular cantatas show abundant chromatic harmony as 

early as Sea Fairies. Op, 59, and The Chambered Nautilus. 

Op, 68, 

There is a wealth of interesting, enjoyable and very 

creative, well-crafted choral music among Amy Beach's works, 

much of which is only now being re-discovered, re-issued and 
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performed. The following brief chapter discusses some of 

these works and their suitability for varying performance 

organizations. 



CHAPTER V 

GUIDE TO PERFORMANCE OF BEACH'S CHORAL MUSIC 

CONCLUSION 

Guide to Performance of Beach's Choral Mn.'̂ lr 

The suitability of Beach's choral music for various 

ensembles is discussed in terms of performance difficulties, 

relevance of text, harmonic style, and forces involved. 

Difficulty is assessed in terms of amount and 

difficulty of chromaticism, voice-leading, number of parts, 

and intricacy of textural elements. 

Of the larger sacred cantatas. The Festival Jubilate is 

the most accessible and relevant to the times in terms of 

text, harmonic structure and textures, and form. The 

harmonic structure does not become extremely chromatic, 

voice-leading is excellent, ranges, except for a few 

passages of high soprano and tenor tessitura are relatively 

easy and accessible for all parts. The homophonic sections 

are very easy and the fugal section is generally negotiable 

by any able chorus. It does contain divisi sections, double 

forte sections which could be difficult to sustain, and the 

softer, more chromatic inner sections do need attention to 

sensitive rendition of textual nuance. It would be most 

suitable for a larger ensemble, perhaps a combination of 

304 
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choirs, to open or close a choral festival where an 

orchestra could be employed. It could, however, also be 

done by'fairly well-trained choruses with piano or organ 

accompaniment. Since the text is a setting of Scripture, it 

is timeless and well-suited to performance in any era. 

The Canticle of the Sun^ though the text is one which 

bears literary import and timelessness, is a more difficult 

work and not as accessible to the average community or 

church choir, especially in terms of the amount of 

chromaticism. It demands a choir which will have the 

ability to sing long, connected lines, negotiate chromatic 

melodic material, hear and tune seventh chords, and be 

sensitive to textual nuance. Vocal ranges for sopranos and 

tenors can be on the high side at times and the choir must 

be able to negotiate a wide range of dynamics, singing 

shimmering softs and vibrant fortes. Otherwise, voice-

leading and range of voices, as is usual with Beach, keeps 

the work from being extremely difficult for the chorus. It 

does demand very capable soloists, a good organist, and an 

organ with the capability of the required romantic coloring. 

It would best suit a church, college, or community chorus 

with good training. 

The Christ in the Universe is most difficult because of 

the extreme chromaticism and its obscure, mystical text It 

would demand an excellent choir, soloists and organist. It 
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perhaps ought to be performed, recorded and preserved 

because of its craftsmanship, but it would most likely never 

become a popular work. 

Almost any of the secular cantatas could be performed 

quite easily by amateur community choruses and college 

groups. For women's voices, one of two quite easy light and 

fun works that should be performed would be the Rose of 

Avontown. Though the poetry is a little anachronistic and 

perhaps a little sentimental for today's audiences, and the 

harmony is also of another time, it is still a delightful, 

very melodic, and accessible piece which deserves to be 

programmed as an enjoyable example of Romantic American 

music. The other is The Peter Pan Cycle. It is an even 

more tightly knit and well-crafted piece and is very 

accessible to community, college, and even high school 

women's groups. The text is perhaps one that might be 

considered sentimental Romanticism and not looked upon as a 

sophisticated text of literary worth, but these songs 

deserve to be performed. 

Of the secular cantatas. Sea Fairies and The Chambered 

Nautilus are both pieces which are of high literary quality 

and therefore perhaps more timeless in nature and of more 

interest to serious community and college choral groups with 

good training and background. They are more difficult 

because of the increased chromaticism and esoteric text and 
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harmony, but they are excellent examples of American late 

romanticism at its best. Both demand excellent soloists and 

accompanists, 

Svlvania. A Wedding Cantata, a lighter piece, though 

perhaps deserving to be programed on a concert for its 

historic and musical worth, would most likely not appeal to 

audiences as the favorite it was at the time it was composed 

because of the sentimental and anachronistic text. It 

demands a fine accompanist and strong soloists. Chorus 

parts are of easy to medium difficulty, but this is a long 

cantata and would demand careful planning of rehearsal time. 

It requires three separate choruses: a women's group, a 

men's group, and a full mixed chorus. 

Several of the anthems are still a part of the church 

music repertory, but more of them should be re-issued and 

performed regularly. They are most suitable for well-

trained church choirs and college groups with capable 

soloists and excellent organs and organists. They will 

appeal mostly to church-goers of a more sophisticated 

musical taste and to those of the larger mainline 

denominations with solid choral traditons, as well as to 

some of the finer college choral ensembles, especially those 

who perform primarily sacred literature. Their length, 

complexity of harmonic material, use of soloists and 

sometimes difficult organ accompaniments will preclude their 
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use in smaller churches with very limited vocal resources 

and more evangelical settings. Of the anthems, the 

following might be considered the more accessible in terms 

of difficulty and length: 

Peace on Earth, Op, 38 

All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name, Op, 74 

Thou Knnwe.Qt , Op, 76 

Four Canti cle.c;, Qp, 78 

Let This Mind Re in You, Op. 105 (Easy choral, 

difficult solo) 

Evening Hymn, Op, 125 

I Will Give Thanks, Op, 147. 

Much of the Service music, though containing a 

considerable amount of unison, is really most suitable for 

well-trained choirs in large liturgical churches. Most of 

the pieces are also quite long and demand excellent soloists 

and organists. They might also be of interest to good 

college choirs seeking to perform music of this type and era 

on concert programs. The Four Canticles are fairly 

accessible to some more average church choirs and the 

Communion Responses are quite nice and easy to negotiate. 

The secular part-songs, with the exception of the 

difficult Masefield settings for men and the more difficult 

p̂ jgk in June for women, are within the reach of any 

community, college, and even high-shool groups wishing to 
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indulge in some lighter American romantic fare. Many of 

them can also be performed by small trios and quartets. The 

accompaniments do demand a fairly good pianist but most are 

not extremely difficult. Some of the texts may seem overly 

sentimental and outdated and the harmonic idiom as well is 

from another day, but these pieces are delightful and well-

crafted. They should appeal to many groups should they 

become available in print, 

A listing of Beach's choral music is contained in 

Appendix B, Much of it is not in print, but a few works 

have recently been reprinted. The listing gives title of 

the work, opus number, original publisher, composition or 

publication date, voicing, accompaniment, current publisher, 

if applicable, and difficulty assessment of many works. 

This listing is based upon the information contained in the 

works of Jeanelle Wise Brown, Adrienne Fried Block, Myrna 

Eden and Walter Jenkins as well as this author's research 

and assessment of the difficulty factors. 

Conclusion 

Mrs, H,H,A, beach is today known as Amy Marcy Cheney 

Beach or simply Amy Beach, Her success during her lifetime 

as a performer and composer was due to several factors. 

First, she was born into a cultured, well-to-do, influential 

New England family, A child prodigy, her parents protected 
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and nurtured her talents, kept her close to home and gave 

her every opportunity to learn and mature as an intellectual 

and musical young lady. The opportunities and advantages of 

such an upbringing, her social status, and the influence of 

the many artists who frequented the Cheney residence surely 

had an impact upon the direction of her life and the success 

she enjoyed. 

Secondly, her marriage to Dr, H.H.A Beach, a socially 

influential and affluent surgeon, continued to give her 

opportunity to spend much time on her music. Though she 

continued to perform, most importantly, Beach turned her 

attention more fully to composition, writing most of her 

large-form and important works during her 25 years of 

marriage. Dr, Beach supported and encouraged his wife in 

her work and the marriage offered many more opportunities to 

meet and interact with some of America's finest intellects 

and artists. 

Another factor in her success was that she lived in a 

time during which art music was gaining a strong foothold in 

American life and, though dominated by European ideals, was 

seeking its own character and direction. Beach was 

surrounded by musicians--orchestra conductors, composers, 

singers--who were influential in establishing art music in 

America and by composers who were wrestling with the 

concepts of what it really meant to be an American composer 
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and write truly American music. Her training, though 

received in America, was deeply rooted in the Classical-

Romantic tradition represented by such composers as Haydn, 

Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn, and Brahms, Thus 

her work found a ready forum in which to be tried. That her 

work also reflected the ideals of the composers of the New 

England School only helped to endear it to those influential 

gentlemen. 

Amy Beach's personality was also a factor in her 

success and popularity. She was described as engaging, 

optimistic, energetic, and gracious. She was admired by 

many and was noted for her humanitarian interests. She 

promoted her works successfully with tireless energy and 

astute business sense. 

Beach lived at a time in history when the social 

climate was ready to begin to acknowledge the 

accomplishments and rights of women. Her name and work was 

often mentioned in the controversy surrounding whether or 

not women could compose, or do anything else, as well as 

men. She was in the forefront of the women's movement 

through her membership in and support of several women's 

groups. She also supported, encouraged music education in 

America and served in leadership positions. She wrote 

articles for journals, gave addresses at music educator's 
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conventions, and visited Amy Beach Clubs, She thus became a 

model and ideal for American women. 

Beach was a success in her day no doubt partially due 

to the above mentioned factors. But the fact that her work 

was consistently reviewed with high praise, both in America 

and Europe, also attests to the fact that she was considered 

a fine composer in her own right with no need to apologize 

for her gender. 

Beach's music fell into relative anonymity following 

her death in 1944, largely because of the change in musical 

ideals, and partly because she was no longer on the scene to 

promote them. In addition, except for a dissertation in 

1963, very little in the way of scholarly research was done 

on her life and works. In the late 1970's, Beach again 

became a subject of interest. Several dissertations, 

articles and books have been published since. Along with 

this new research, some of her instrumental, piano, and 

vocal music has been studied, re-issued and performed. But 

her choral music, of which there is a goodly quantity, has 

not received a great deal of attention as yet. 

Beach's choral composition spanned her lifetime, 

beginning with her very first large-form work, the Mass in 

F-f1 at. She was closely associated with many choral 

societies and churches and composed much secular and sacred 

choral music for those organizations. The secular and 
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sacred cantatas were variable in form, each conforming to 

the form and meaning of the text. Much of her church music, 

both anthems and service music, emulated the popular 

"quartet" style of the liturgical tradition. Beach also 

composed secular choral pieces in small song forms for 

mixed, women's, and men's voices, and arranged several of 

her well-known songs for various choral organizations. Many 

of these were quite popular. 

An examination of Beach's choral works shows that her 

style, in terms of forms, text-setting, texture, and melodic 

and harmonic language mainly followed the ideals of the New 

England School, anchored firmly in the Classic-Romantic 

tradition. Her work did show, as well, the chromatic and 

tonality-stretching influences of Wagner, Liszt, and even 

Debussy. The progression of choral style is uneven, but can 

be divided into three general periods, with the early period 

showing very traditional, tonal, Classic-Romantic harmony. 

The middle period, beginning approximately Op, 76 about 

1915, and covering most of her oeuvre, shows an increase of 

chromaticism in melody and harmony, and a gradual increase 

in complexity of harmonic language, becoming most chromatic 

and complex at various points within the genre breakdown. 

It then returns to a less complex harmonic style. But these 

later works, though using a less chromatic harmonic 

language, are more mature, lean, and concise in nature. The 
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late period encompasses only a few works, beginning 

approximately with Op, 135, 

Though her music shows the influence of some of the 

more conservative elements of the many new directions that 

American music took during the latter part of her life. 

Beach's musical style, and the choice and progression of the 

types of genre, mirror the musical times in which she lived. 

Beach was not an innovator. Yet, though her style never 

really digressed from the ideals of the Boston 

Classic-Romanticism in which it was originally spawned, it 

can be said that her style bears her own individual stamp of 

originality and creativity. Amy Beach is rightfully 

considered among the best of America's composers, male or 

female, and much of her choral music deserves to be 

re-issued and performed. 
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APPENDIX A 

DISCOGRAPHY OF BEACH CHORAL COMPOSITIONS 

Alleluia; SacreH Choral Music in New England; includes 
Beach, Let This Mind be in You. Op. 105, and anthems by 
Chadwick, Parker, Thompson, Paine, Holyoke. 
Harvard University Choir 
Murray Forbes Somerville, director. 
Nancy B Granert, organ 

Northeastern Records, CD: Saxonville, Mass. AN: 26226791, 
NR 247-CD, 1992. 

Festival Jubilate, Op, 17; 
Nashua Symphony Orchestra and Choral Society 
James Johnston, conductor. 

Audio Engineering Specialists, Merrimack, New Hampshire, 
1986. AN 17974317, 

Four Choral Songs of Amy Beach: Recorded at Houghton 
College, Houghton, New York, September 19, 1994. 
Includes: 

Wouldn't Thpt he Queer?. Op. 29 

Far Awa', Op. 43/4 
Drowsy Dreamtown. Op. 129 
This Morning Very Early. Op, 144 

Julie Schaffner, soprano; Darra Heisler, soprano; 
Laura Mercadante, mezzo-soprano; Simby Leathers, mezzo-
soprano. 
Available in cassette by writing: 

B, Jean Reigles, School of Music, Houghton 
College, Houghton, New York, 14744. 

M P S S in K-Flat. Op, 5; 
The Michael May Festival Chorus 
Michael May, Conductor, 
Daniel Beckwith, Organ 
Elaine Bunse, soprano, Barbara Schramm, mezzo, Leonard 
Jay Gould, baritone, Paul Rogers, tenor. 

Newport Classic NCD 60008, 1989, 

peace On Earth, Op, 38: Recorded at Houghton College, 
Houghton, New York, December, 1994. 
Houghton College Choir 
B. Jean Reigles, Conductor 
Available in cassette by writing: 

B, Jean Reigles, School of Music, Houghton 
College, Houghton, New York, 14744, 
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APPENDIX B 

LISTING OF BEACH CHORAL WORKS 

Publisher Ahhreviatinn Key 

APS Arthur P. Schmidt Co. 
CCB C C Birchard and Co. 
HWG H.W, Gray Co. 
GS G, Schirmer, Inc, 
HHE Hinds, Hayden and Eldridge 
HPC Hildegard Publishing Co. 
JC John Church Co 
JF J. Fischer and Brother 
OD Oliver Ditson Co 
Recital Recital Publications 
SB Silver, Burdett and Co. 
TP Theodore Presser Co, 
MS Manuscript 
WM Walton Music 

Difficulty markings 

D Difficult: pervasive chromaticism, difficult 
melodic and harmonic material, very chromatic 
solo sections; difficult accompaniment; to be 
performed by professionals or well-trained 
amateurs or students, 

MD Moderately difficult: independence of parts, 
changes of texture, less chromatic, but more 
easily manageable; solo sections still 
moderately difficult; harmonically advanced; 
could be performed by professionals, trained 
amateurs, or advanced students, 

M Moderate: more homophonic with some 
staggered or fugal entrances; some 
independence of parts; basically diatonic 
with a little chromatic inflection; for 
students, high-school or college, or amateurs 
of some ability. 

E Easy: basically homophonic, easy 
ranges,diatonic; for students, high-school or 
college, 
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Large-Form Sacred Wnrks 

Mass in E-Flat, Op 5, APS; 1891; WM, 1995; D 
S,A,T,B soli, SATB chorus, orchestra 

Festival Jubilate, Op, 17, APS, 1892; HPC, 1995; MD 
SATB,orchestra/piano 

The Canticle of the Sun, Op, 123, APS, 1925; MD 
S,A,T,B soli, SATB chorus,orchestra/organ 

Christ in the Universe, Op, 133, HWG, 1931; D 
S,A,T,B soli, SATB chorus,organ 

Large-form Secular Works 

The Minstrel and the King, Op, 16, APS, 1894; MD 
T,B soli, TTBB, orchestra/piano 

The Rose of Avontown, Op, 30, APS, 1896 M-MD 
S solo, SSAA chorus,orchestra/piano 

Sylvania: A Wedding Cantata, Op. 46, APS, 1901; M-MD 
S,A,T,B soli, SATB chorus,orchestra/piano 

Sea Fairies, Op, 59, APS, 1904; Recital, 1989-1993 (?) D 
S,S,A soli, SSA chorus,orchestra,/piano 

The Chambered Nautilus, Op, 66, APS, 1907: HPC, 1994; D 
S,A soli, SSAA, orchestra/piano 

Part-Songs 

Mixed Voices 

Song of Welcome, Op, 42, APS, 1898; E-M 
SATB chorus, piano/orchestra 

Song of Liberty, Op, 49, APS, 1902; E-M 
SATB chorus, orchestra/piano; arr, TTBB 
with piano, 1917, 

Hymn of Freedom, Op, 52, APS, 1913; E-M 
SATB, piano; rev, with text '0 Lord Our God, 
Arise', 1931 and 1944 
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Panama Hymn, Op 74, APS, 1915; also with text, "All E-M 
Hail the Power of Jesus Name", APS, 1915; 
SATB chorus, organ/piano 

May Eve, Op, 86, SB, 1933; M-MD 
SATB, piano 

Three School Songs, Op, 94, HHE, 1933; 
SATB 

The Greenwood, Op, 110, CCB, 1925 (1933 pub,) M 
SATB, A cap. 

Around the Manger, Op, 115, OD, 1929; 
SATB, organ/ piano; rev, SSA, 1925; 
rev, SSAA, 1929. 

The Moon Boat, Op. 118, #1, SB, 1929; and 
l£ho Has Seen the Wind, Op, 118, #2, SB, 1930 

SATB 

We Who Sing, Op, 140, OD, 1934; E 
SATB, piano 

Men's Voices 

The Last Prayer and Sea Fever, Op, 126, APS, 1931 D 
TTBB, piano 

When the Last Sea is SAiled, Op, 127, APS, 1931; D 
TTBB, A capella 

Women's Voices 

The Little Brown Bee, Op, 9, APS, 1891; M 
SSAA A cap. 

Wouldn't That be Queer?, Op, 26, APS, 1895; M 
arr, of song for SSA, piano 

Three Flower Songs, Op. 31/1-3, APS, 1896; 
The Clover, The Yellow Daisy, The Bluebell, 
SSAA, piano 

Three Shakespeare Songs, Op. 39/1-3, APS, 1897: M 
Over Hill, Over Dale; Come Unto These Yellow Sands; 
Through the House Give Glimmering Light; SSAA, piano 
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Far Awa*, Op. 43, APS, 1927; E-M 
arr. of song, SSA and SATB, piano 

The Year's At the Spring, Op, 44, APS, 1909; 
arr, of song, for SSAA, piano 

June (Juni), Op, 51/3, APS, 1917; 
SSAA, piano, SATB (1931) 

MD 

Ah, Love, But a Day, Op, 44, APS, 1917; MD 
arr, of song, for SSAA, piano (1927) 

M-MD 

Shena Van, Op, 56, APS, 1917 M 
arr, of song, SSA, TTBB, SATB, piano 

Three Songs, Op. 57/1-3, APS and OD, 1895 and 1904: 
Indian Lullaby, Only a Song, One Summer Day, 
SSAA, piano 

The Candy Lion, and Dolladine, Op, 75/1,3, GS, 1915; M-MD 
SSAA, piano 

Dusk in June, Op, 82, GS, 1917; D 
SSAA, piano 

Drowsy Dreamtown, Op, 129, APS, 1932; M-MD 
SSAA, piano 

This Morning Very Early, Op, 144, APS, 1937; M-MD 
SSA, piano 

Church Music 

0 Praise the Lord, All Ye Nations, Op, 7, APS, 1891; E-M 
SATB, organ 

Choral Responses, Op. 8/1-3, APS, 1891; 
With Prayer and Supplication, Peace I Leave With 
You, (BH, 1993; 
Nunc Dimittis; SATB, organ 

Bethlehem, Op. 24, APS, 1893; 
SATB, organ 

Alleluia: Christ is Risen, APS, 1895; 
SATB; arr with violin obbligato, 1904 

Teach Me Thy Ways, Op. 33, APS, 1895; 
SATB 
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Peace On Earth, Op, 38, APS, 1897; M-MD 
S,A soli, SATB, organ 

Help Us, 0 God, Op, 50, APS, 1903; MD-D 
5-parts, A capella 

Service in A, Op, 63 APS, 1905-6 M-MD 
Vocal soli, SATB, organ 
Te Deum, Benedictus, Jubilate Deo, Magnificat, Nunc 
Dimittis 

Thou Knowest, Lord, Op. 76, GS, 1915; M-MD 
T or S, B soli, SATB, organ 

Four Canticles, Op. 78, GS, 1916; M-MD 
S solo, SATB, organ 
Bonum Est, Benedic Anima Mea, Cantate Domino, Deus 
Misereatur 

Te Deum in F, Op, 84, TP, 1922; M-MD 
T, 3-part men, organ 

Constant Christmas, Op, 95, TP, 1922 
S,A solo, SATB, organ 

The Lord is My Shepherd, Op, 96, TP, 1923 MD 
SSA, organ 

I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes, Op, 98, TP, 1923; M-MD 
SATB, a capella 

Benedictus es Domine and Benedictus, Op. 103, OD, 1924 M-MD 
B solo, SATB, organ 

Let This Mind be in You, Op. 105, JC, (TP), 1924; M-MD 
S,B soli, SATB, organ 

Lord of the Worlds Above, Op. 109, OD, 1925; BH, 1992; M-MD 
S,T,B, soli, SATB, organ 

Benedicite omnia opera Domini, Op. 121, APS, 1928; D 
SATB, organ 

Communion Responses, Op. 122, APS, 1928; E-MD 
S,A,T,B, soli, SATB, organ 
Kyrie, Gloria tibi, Sursum corda, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, 
Gloria 

Evening Hymn, Op. 125/2, APS, 1931; M 
S,A, soli, SATB, organ 
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Four Choral Responses, Op. 133, JF, 1932 

Hearken Unto Me, Op. 129, APS, 1934; M-MD 
S,A,T,B soli, SATB, organ, orchestra^ 

0 Lord God of Israel, Op, 141, MS, 1936; MD 

Hymn: 0 Love of God, 0 King of Peace, no opus, 1941 (1942) 
SATB'̂  

1 Shall be Brave, Op, 143, APS, c 1935^ 

Lord of all Being, Op. 146, HWG, 1938; 
SATB with organ 

I Will Give Thanks, Op, 147, APS, 1939; M 
S solo, SATB, organ 

Pax Nobiscum, no opus, HWG, 1944 
SATB, SSA, TTB, organ 
B solo, SATB, organ 

Contained in listing in H. Wiley Hitchcock and Stanley 
Sadie, ed. New Grnves Dictionary of American Music (New 
York: Macmillan Press Limited: Groves Dictionary of Music, 
1986), s,v, "Amy Beach," by Adrienne Fried Block, 

^Ibid, 

•'Contained in Eden listing. 


